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ACCESS TO TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TECHNOLOGY

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1994

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND FINANCE,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice at 9:45 a.m., in room
2123, Rayburn House Office Building. Hon. Edward J. Markey
(chairman) presiding.

Mr. LEHMAN [presidingj. The hearing will come to order.
Chairman Markey will be along verY shortly. He is detained at

a breakfast downtown and is on his way here, but we will begin
the hearing this morning without him.

I am Congressman Lehman. The hearing this morning is on the
education and access to telecommunications technology.

I want to thank you all for coming and I want to thank Chair-
man Markey for holding this hearing on an issue that affects our
Nation on the most basic level, the ability to properly prepare our
young people for a rapidly changing world of information and com-
merce.

There is much talk about the information superhighway and how
the information revolution will affect our Nation's economic com-
petitiveness. We usually discuss the information revolution in
terms of maximizing worker productivity and improving the bottom
line for business in the global economy. But there is one major sec-
tor in our Nation that is being left to scavenge back on the home
front during the information revolution. That sector is education.
Students cannot be adequately prepared for use of technology in
the workplace if' they are not educated with computers and other
technology in the classroom.

Being able to program the VCR, play video games, is simply not
good enough. We as community leader, as policyrnakers and as con-
cerned Americans, must take the lead in helping our schools take
advantage of computers, telecommunications and other tech-
nologies to ensure that our children are eager to take on the world
and its educational resources.

We have seen remarkable changes in learning technology over
the past quarter century, and yet technology has not transformed
schools to the degree that it has transformed other aspects of our
society. In fact, a teacher from the little red schoolhouse of the last
century, could walk into many classrooms today and feel com-
fortable, because so little has changed.

(1)
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While many schools have and use computers in instruction, few
schools have the capacity for any degree of two-way voice and data
and digital networking with databases, and with other schools.
Only 12 percent of U.S. classrooms even have a telephone. Only 4
percent of teachers have a modem, and only 4 percent have access
to the Internet. This information from an NEA survey.

The classroom remains isolated and simplistic at a time when
the world is becoming interactive and complex. We are letting our
budgetary and other constraints limit the possibilities for our stu-
dents, our future work force. Instead of yielding to these con-
straints, I believe we must push ahead with innovative ways of
meeting our children's technological needs.

Early year this year, Congress mailed the initial plans to meet
these needs when we passed the Goals 2000 legislation, which in-
corporated the use of technology and telecommunications in achiev-
ing the national education goals. This legislation, as well as the El-
ementary and Secondary Education Act reauthorization, which
does include a title for technology for education for the first time,
set the standards which schools must aim for. Unfortunately, the
schools have not been provided with the tools to meet these stand-
ards.

A report by the National Institutes of Standards and Technology
underscored this fact when it determined that the computer base
in elementary and secondary schools is completely inadequate to
meet the telecommunications applications of tod.ay. The report
notes that 80 percent of the computer baseof 80 percent, over 50
percent are Apple-IIs or older. This puts the students-to-computer
ratio of 14 to 1 in the United States in proper perspective, as most
of the equipment is obsolete. If there are 14 students sharing one
computer, and that computer is 10 years or at least 4 generations
old, it is obvious that very little innovation is taking place.

While these computers are adequate for routine tasks, such as
games and drills, education software is no longer developed for
them and the students are definitely not learning to use equipment
that they will encounter in the workplace. This is like teaching stu-
dents to drive on a modern highway in a Model T. That is assum-
ing that the teachers are able to teach the students how to drive.

Less than half of school districts in the United States have an
introductory computer course for their teachers. Because of this
lack of formal training, teachers must learn as they go along, and
often only when the school computer is available. As a result, it
takes teachers an average of 5 to 6 years to develop expertise in
computer use, which can be relayed to their students. This from a
recent NEA study.

An additional gap in the quality of educational technology is the
lack of connections between schools and businesses. For example,
in a State that boasts of cutting-edge technology companies, it is
appalling that my State of California ranks dead last nationally in
the computer-per-student ratio.

I believe that business and schools should link up to provide our
children with effective technologies that 'will prepare them for our
modern workplace. That is why I, along with Congressman Lewis
and Congressman Cooper, have introduced legislation which would
provide incentives to businesses to share outdated equipment with
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schools and establish a fund to improve schools' telecommunication
capabilities.

The Classroom Technology Act encourages elementary and sec-
ondary schools, colleges, libraries and other information sources to
join together to share the resources they have through tele-
communications. Once the urban and rural regions of the country
are linked, connections to national networks of information and
programming will be much easier to make.

I strongly believe that the convergence of information and tele-
communications will allow students to overcome income, geography
and other barriers to learning. This could only benefit us as a soci-
ety and as a Nation, because these students will grow up more ag-
gressive and well rounded when it comes to information technology.

I hope that from these hearings we will increasingly be able to
draw attention to our deficiencies in telecommunications and tech-
nology and that we are able to fill those gaps in the near future
with the help of educational experts, government agencies, tele-
communications and technology companies, as well as the business
community. To fail in this endeavor will be to doom our young peo-
ple to a second-rate education and our Nation to a second-rate fu-
ture.

I think this is a great challenge we have before us. This is a very
exciting area, but one we have to embark on as a Nation if the stu-
dents of today are really going to be able to compete in the world
that is unfolding before us. Time is of the essence and I think we
have gotten on this road not a moment too soon.

I yield to the gentleman, to Mr. Hastert.
Mr. HASTERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We are here this morning to explore the use of techr ology in edu-

cation and how we can better encourage its use across this country.
The issue is certainly related to the wevious questions that we con-
sidered in this subcommittee in encouraging the development of the
information superhighway. Because this is the last hearing of this
subcommittee in this Congress, it may be appropriate to take a mo-
ment to commend the past work of the committee on H.R. 3636 and
H.R. 3626.

I hope we are able to bring a bill to the Floor in the next Con-
gress that will bring open and fair competition to the telecommuni-
cations industry. The development of the superhighway will con-
tinue to be stalled, and hence education will continue to be stalled,
until we are able to foster this freedom in the marketplace.

Thus, I see this hearing as an opportunity to learn more about
the role of technology in education. I am particularly interested in
the role of distance learning technologies, because I have a consor-
tium of 13 schools involved in a distance learning network involv-
ing the Illinois high-tech high school and math and science school
and spreading that knowledge out to a consortium of other schools
in a network around it.

This is centered at Waubonsee Community College, which has
been named the Center for Distance Learning in the State of Illi-
nois. So there is very intense interest out there. I understand we
need to move the technologies along to make sure that this contin-
ues to happen. I have seen this technology make a significant dif-
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ference in the region I hope to hear about more technologies and
how they can be used to enhance education

And education, I guess, we need to look at from different views.
As Mr. Cooper and I have been involved in an exercise in the fu-
ture of health care in this country, we see hospitals downsizing, we
see more home health care, we see the need to be able to educate
home health care providerspeople who are doing that work out-
side of the traditional medical communities. It is telecommuni-
cations that is going to have to be a lifeline of information and
services to those people. So we need to move forward. We need to
move forward on, quote, unquote, "the superhighway." And I am
looking forward to the testimony we have today.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LEHMAN. I thank the gentleman.
At this time the Chair will recognize the gentleman from Ten-

nessee, Mr. Cooper, for 5 minutes.
Mr. COOPER. I thank Chairman Lehman for his great leadership

on this issue, and it is a pleasure to be at this hearing with both
Chairman Lehman and my good friend, Denny Hastert.

Although telecommunications legislation does seem dead for this
year, I think that this hearing can set the agenda for the next Con-
gress in helping us establish the information superhighway. I am
disappointed that we could not pass legislation this year. I think
that we lost a major opportunity to get a head start in helping the
youth of America. Too often, the interests of the industry have been
the focus of congressional debate, instead of the welfare of the pub-
lic.

The information superhighway will enhance the lives of millions
of Americans and the most important benefit, in my opinion, will
probably be the enormous expansion of educational services.
Whether it is education narrowly defined or the broad array of con-
tinuing education services that many, including our own health
care providers, will depend on.

One of my priorities as a legislator has been to expand edu-
cational opportunities for all of our people, especially our youth. I
am especially aware of this need because my district is primarily
rural. I can see the potential for first-rate education for every child
in Tennessee and in rural America, but it will require a national
effort.

These are tough fiscal times for our country. There are many
good initiatives that deserve funding, but we are in a budget
crunch. The challenge before us is to ensure our children's future
without pushing us deeper into debt.

Tennessee has an innovative program called the 21st Century
Classroom. It is making great strides in improving the quality of
learning, but the problem the State is running into is that schools
still have leaky roofs and limited classroom space. How can we pay
for advanced technology when we can't even maintain the buildings
to house them? We have to create new partnerships with industry
to provide incentives to help our schools and to leverage limited re-
sources.

I am an original cosponsor of Rick Lehman's Classroom Tech-
nology Act of 1994. It is not the solution to all of our problems, but
it is a solid first step toward a solution.
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I especially like the provision that grants businesses tax breaks
for donations of technology equipment to schools. Since the turn-
over for computers is less than a year these days, this program
could be a watershed for many of our schools.

There is another problem that must be addressed to realize the
full potential of technology in the classroom. As Chairman Lehman
pointed out a while ago, sometimes it takes 5 to 6 years to enable
a teacher to become an effective user and sharer of technology.
This is simply unacceptable.

These days equipment is second rate after 6 months. We must
ensure that our teachers are trained to utilize new tools before
even they have it in their classrooms. It would be a tragedy to con-
nect every school to the superhighway, only to have them travel at
minimum speeds.

Our task is not easy. And in this information age, we not only
have the desire, but the tools for a world-class education system.
What is left is to create a blueprint for how to achieve that system.

I thank the Chair.
Mr. LEHMAN. I thank the gentleman for his comments.
At this time, I will call the first panel up to the desk here. That

would be Hon. Linda Roberts, Director, Special Advisor, Office of
Education Technology; Dr. Lois Harrison-Jones, superintendent of
Bostun Schools; Mr. John T. Kernan, chairman and CEO of
Lightspan; Dr. Ron Rescigno, from Hueneme School District in
California; Ms. Connie Stout, the director of Texas Educational
Network; and Dr. Shirley L. Malcolm, head, Directorate for Edu-
cation and Human Resources Program of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science.

Thank you all for joining us today.
As this may be, as Mr. Hastert pointed out, the last hearing of

this committee, but I really think it is the beginning of an impor-
tant journey for the committee and for the Congress and for our
country into the future. And I think as this issue develops and the
policies are created, everyone will remember that they were in the
room here for the first time we took this up in a serious manner.

Welcome, Ms. Roberts. And I know that Secretary Riley had in-
tended to be here today. We understand that the death of his fa-
ther unfortunately prevented that and our sympathies are certainly
with him. But are equally delighted to have you here today.

And I will just ask that each of the witnesses willwe will put
your entire statements and the materials into the record, and ask
that you summarize as best you can.

And I will recognize Ms. Roberts first.
You may proceed.
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STATEMENT OF HON. LINDA ROBERTS, DIRECTOR AND SPE-
CIAL ADVISOR, OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY, DE-
PARTMENT OF EDUCATION; LOIS HARRISON-JONES, SUPER-
INTENDENT, BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS; JOHN T. KERNAN,
CHAIRMAN AND CEO, THE LIGHTSPAN PARTNERSHIP, INC.;
RON RESCIGNO, DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT, HUENEME
SCHOOL DISTRICT; CONNIE STOUT, DIRECTOR, TEXAS EDU-
CATION NETWORK, TENENT PROJECT, UNIVERSITY OF
TEXAS, AUSTIN, COMPUTATION CENTER; AND SHIRLEY M.
MALCOM, HEAD, DIRECTORATE FOR EDUCATION AND
HUMAN RESOURCES PROGRAMS, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE
MS. ROBERTS. Thank you very much.
I would like to submit Secretary Riley's written statement for the

record. As you know, he very much wanted to be here today to lend
his strong support for the committee's work on telecommunications
pol:cy. He especially asked me to convey to you his appreciation for
your willingness to take on very difficult and sensitive issues in the
ever-complex technology arena.

Personally, however, it is also a great pleasure to be here today,
especially as I think about how far we have come in the past dec-
ade or more. As you well know, the role of technology and tele-
communications in education has changed radically.

Before joining the Secretary as his Special Advisor on Tech-
nology, I had the privilege to serve Congress at the Office of Tech-
nology Assessment. For a long time, technology, be it use of com-
puters, telecommunications or even video technology, were seen as,
quite frankly, nice, but not necessary. Today we in the Department
of Education, and I believe we in the field, and you in Congress,
firmly believe that technology is an essential component for achiev-
ing a world-class education for every student, be they students in
Tennessee, in California, in Illinois, all across the country. And
there really is an incredibly strong consensus for our use of tech-
nology in effective ways.

When schools and districts started to examine the role of
networking and distance learning and on-line information re-
sources, they really had a hard time in getting the attention of the
major providers or the technology experts in our universities and
research centers. Today, however, education is increasingly seen as
the partner in building and deploying the National Information In-
frastructure. And my message is we have truly come a long way.

On Wednesday, I traveled to Boston to meet with groups plan-
ning Massachusetts' educational technology network. As in other
States, educators, superintendents, teachers, school board mem-
bers, State officials, are working with the business and industry
community and the providers in both the public and private sector
to bring, the information highway to students all across their State.
As in other States, key players are grappling with costs, tele-
communications rate policies, the need for teacher training, the
need for better instructional resources, and they are grappling with
the need for institutional change.

In Indiana or Ohio, in Massachusetts or Nebraska, the concerns
are similar. But the solutions are different. A Conference of State
Telecommunications Leaders, was held in Texas last week, and
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jointly sponsored by the National Science Foundation, the Depart-
ment of Education, and the Department of Commerce. This con-
ference, which, by the way, was ably put together by Connie Stout
and the University of Texas at Austin, made clear to all of us that
States are really making significant investments to build tech-
nology capacity.

Some States are having an easier time than others in allocating
funding resources and in developing workable solutions. In working
with their local phone companies and cable companies, States and
communities are finding that rate structures can vary widely, and
that leadership at all levels is essential.

I would like to just reiterate the major point of our testimony
and the major point that the Secretary has been making over and
over again in his meetings with Members of Congress, with the
FCC, and other leaders in government. The technologies that we
have today and those that are on the horizon are powerful tools to
meet our Nation's education goals. If we are to meet those goals,
all students, not some students, must have access to them. Both
the connections to new telecommunications and information re-
sources and the basic access services to these resources, in the Sec-
retary's view, if they are for learning, ought to be free. In other
words, you shouldn't have to worry if you are a teacher or student
about what it is going to cost to do the work of learning.

But we know that there are tremendous investments that have
to be made. And if they can't be free, then at least they should be
as affordable as possible; so that we can ensure that all our edu-
cators and our students get the maximum benefit from these new
resources.

In my remaining time, I want to highlight what we are doing at
the Department of Education to work towards these goals. In fact,
as our testimony shows, the administration's efforts and the efforts
of other Federal agencies along with the States, and the private
sector, are working to help us realize the potential of the informa-
tion infrastructure for education and lifelong learning.

We have really begun to assume our leadership role in the De-
partment of Education. We believe we can convene the key players.
We started it last May in our National Conference on Technology,
and we continued it this past week in Texas. We expect to convene
key teams of State planners, all of whom are working on tech-
nology, in March of this year, and bring them together with the
private sector, with the other Federal agencies, so that we can con-
tinue to not just plan but implement, really implement the use of
technology.

I am particularly pleased about what has happened in the Goals
2000 program. Because what has happened with a very small
amount of Federal dollars is that we have been literally able to le-
verage State planning efforts, bringing the right people together in
the States. So far 38 States have applied for this money and we
expect more to do so after the election.

As you noted, our new technology authority in the Elementary
Secondary Education Act will enable us to take planning to imple-
mentation, to provide technical assistance and teacher training,
and to offer technology challenge grants that will bring the best of
our thinking in the educational field and in the software and appli-
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cations development sectors, to create the kinds of tools and the
kinds of learning communities that can make a difference.

Certainly, we will continue to do research and development be-
cause we have got to learn more about effective practice and how
technology and content can come togetht r. We have to design bet-
ter tools. We have to think about the kinds of support we can pro-
vide within technology systems that give teachers the training they
need, and they need it, on-line, and on demand.

We think we can do a lot more with assessment and we can do
it together. It is not just the Department of Education, but it is the
other Federal agencies that are equally involved in this arena, as
our testimony shows. Clearly, we need to know more about who
really has access.

You cited a study by the National Education Association. We in-
tend for the first time to go out to the field in a national survey
of schools' connectivity, schools' access to information and on-line
information resources, the extent to which the broadband network
capacities are in fact reaching our classrooms. This survey was ap-
proved by the Office of Management and Budget, I am happy to tell
you, in record time. And we will be out in the field within a month
and we will have very good data by January of this year. We
worked on this survey with input from the FCC and the NTIA, be-
cause we recognize that this information will be enormously useful
to them as well.

I want to just hit one more time the issues of telecommunications
regulations and policy. This is a very, very contentious issue and
w.e understand how high the stakes are. But it is important to un-
derstand that we have to protect the investments that our schools
are making to build connectivity connections, to build resources,
and we can't end up saddling them with a system that is totally
out of reach and totally unaffordable. And what was so striking at
our conference in Texas was the tremendous disparity of rates that
are being cl irged to schools for these learning resources across the
country. In articular, rural communities seem to be paying a very
high premium for access.

So I can assure you that the Secretary intends to continue to
work closely with Reed Hundt, with the Congress, and with the
States, to ensure that educators get affordable access to the NII.

Lastly, I want to mention the interagency coordination that is
going on. In my view, it is unprecedented. We are truly working
together at the program level in the agencies, thinking about how
do we, as a combined sustainable set of programs, build capacity
and build and deploy applications and resources to our schools and
to our communities.

I think that our Texas conference is a really wonderful example
of how we can work together and how we will continue to work to-
gether. Certainly we have only begun and we have much more to
do to truly bring the power of these technologies to our students,
to learners of all ages, to really make a difference in the opportuni-
ties for learning. We look forward to continuing to work with this
community to see this happen.

Thank you very much and I will be happy to answer your ques-
tions.

[The prepared statement of Richard W. Riley follows:l
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cstamons of Secretan Rithird N, Riles
Subcommittee on 1 elecommunications and Finance

Committee on Energy and Commerce
U.S. !louse of Representatives

September 30, 1994

.hairman and Nlembers of the :ommittee:

l'hank you lot allowing me the opportunit y to testify on the potential of telecommunications
and intormation technologies for education. It is indeed a pleasure to appear before the
committee that again and again has come up with solutions to some of the most complex
challenges lacing out country. Mr. Chairman, I have seen the results of this Committee's
ssork across the country, and U has made a profound difference for the American people.

I appear betore nit today because changes are seeee thiough American schools, libraries.

colleges. and tune ersities in ever state of the union. Many of these changes result from the
introduction of telecoinmumcations and inhinnation technologies into education -- ranging from
casd available tools such as 'one !nail systems. local area networks, and electronic inail to
more comple communications technologies. such as mo-scay ideo and \nice communication

and access to the es Orldss ide Internet.

In IestillIon today. I SY ish to make a single. important point: the technologies I ha e e
described are poceertul tools to ineet olir nation's education goals. If eye are 10 meet those goals.

di student, niust hose ac.cess to them

I loin Vice Pi esident time mam Anis mu commending Members of the I louse 10r pas..ing

II K. 3t,zt ILTislation dial \could pro y ide a compentiye structure ensuring at foldable rates for
lel, communications serene,. mid that eeould peinnt the Federal (.0111111IlillealiOns Comnitssion

to set prefetentLil totes ior schools and hbria les. I tilTe (Ile lo repa( these

nie nci Congress.

I \could Ilk, to tecommend onie additional steps that I helic,c ate ildee,,Ir 1, make these tools

koadle a, amiable Roth th: iiM% leleionlillUnlialions and iillonllanon
s,, 10-,ouice-, hould to be bee ,I is Ute\I'dticts e as possible to

educatom . and stu.,1,11,. t. ensure that cc,: vet the ma \ num benefit as a nanon nom these nese

icsottices II Yee do not take these \ \cc cc di steepen die welo-ceollonue

11.Iloh, th.11 !loss lillt.',1,11011 11.111,M

I he ( ost, nil keeess

I hoe mc no doubt it, it a sustained incestment ssthl he neccssar to bi.dd the National Information
It trastructure I NI Ii r education Rough estimates indicate that the cost of Oils intrastructure

all raiwe ;tont `:.; billion to billion pet eat lii K.-I 2 schools alone I he prisms. sector, state

,..oe cumin:tits. and school distt icts mace begun to make significant Inc estments. It has been

c 'mimed that total annul] e penchturc, tot educational technolop (including hardcsare.

once are . and neteemk equipment apprommatel $1,2 to SI billion. State imvernments

done are nos\ Tendii1;2 appro '.+7110 Million On lechnolot\ lof I.- I 2 education 1.01"

is implc. the North I atohna Iciuslature recently made $.42. million as amiable competitively to

diool districts to deeelop the North arohna Inloitnation I liOns.d. I hic me estment represents

quaint to a thud 01 c mill spending on supplies and equipment

\tm ( hiiman I do not pi's( that die 1Vdc:A 'A ill he able lo an
to On. Inc eItilein ill inliastructwe 9 e :nu a. theietore. ecork together to estabh, h a

[collator. trameyemk tot telecommunications ilium, that se ill ensure the development 01 the NI!

1.1 ethlt ,Inon

Lig LiuPV
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Goals 205111. the nation's stratei.r. for meeting the eight National Lducation Goals, asks us to hold
all our children to high standards ot ;wines emem. the lan pros ides support for states and school
districts as the: develop new. high staiidards for %%hat students should know and for planning to
help focus all educational el forts on reaching these standards. I belies e that the cffectisc use of
communications and information technologies are absolute!: necessar for meeting these goals.

Results from schools around the eountr: and from research indicate that technology does make a
dilleience. Solite of these improsements are obvious: soice mail and local area networks result
in increased communications bens een teachers and stall. and closer connections between
teachers and parents. I he Internet lit ings saluable and current information into schools that
.rutstrips ci en the best inns visits libtirs .

I here dre also stiont 1i:se:itch and esalttatiou data. lelecommuniermons and information
technologies has c been slurs% ii to mei case interaction betiseen imams:ors and lois -perlorming
stadents \slide not dceicasine 11,1,11min:it forms of contact Pitilects around the COMM\ like the

hIN"pher I .01IIIIIhtb' \ iddle Mon Lit:. N.J.. the Val `. erde School District in
alifornia. and Me -seienee t.ollatioration Pioicet t-Uo-V is- I betsseen high schools in Illinois and

scientists at Nortlissestcin I ins recently slims n on -1 ttiod Morning America" have
reported iesulis such as Illtleases 1111eSi scores. llevi caw- iii teachei and student
absenteeism sm. eess HI ass.:1,2111111' interest in SIlltle111, VI 110 hose not responded to traditional
instruction..md impin tam leaining esperienees tor students sIRI base been able to interact and

ri %kith I:1101211K teacheis. and pitdessionals aniund tIle iiorld. Research on the use of
telecommunications and other technologies b students %skit disabilities has indicated that almost
three-quarters of school-age children \snit disabilities %sere able to remain in a regular classroom
and 4 !''tt nere able to reduce school-related seri ices. Based on the results of these and other
protects, there is a compelling case for teachers and learners to ha% e lull access to technological
tools.

It is important to 1ecogni/e that m.lnle sonic schools !laic applied technoloL* to education with
success. others has e met is ith frustration. Features of successl ul schools are north mentioning:
first. there is a plan that defines is hat the technology is to do. %dm( it will cost. and how it fits
into teachers' instructional strategies. Second. in estments iii hardisare and softis are are matched
b spending for sta If des elopment and on-site technical support "I hird. computers are connected
to each other 1. ia local area netistirks. :old to the outside world via the Internet. to increase

oduetivit: and access to information Aihi technolop is treated in these schools as an
instructional tool lust like the blackboard and testbooks, and therefore iS present in every
classroom. inn lust in a computer lit. Ora: or media center.

Another reason tor ins mg all students at. es, to telecommunications and infOrmation technology
is the direction ot the American ecoutim \lost nevi high-p.gt log 'libs require skills in finding.
;mai: /Mg_ and manipulating mloi minion and information technologies pla an important role in
keeping IS. Iluistiteses competitis e ill ssorld markets. I he Wall Juarnal reported a finv
\seeks ago that these technologies are essential to man: indusules. and -sophisticated computer
nensorlss -.base become nib inflation tactones that speed moos anon and compress product
:t le. nal ican sompanies ate their undisputed masters Students silt° are adept users of

inlotnianon lechnoloo Ildsc .111 ads antave in a highl compstinve lob market Further. if
these technologies has e lotte so nnich to in, lease the profitabilli ot American business. then sic
must appls them iii Mc nantids set its. In addition, lor ni,uis student, is
1A.1111010v% 'tn tcte..i nean, iii ii011. and Iseconic pl,h1,10Re in, en

'11 ,c. 51, t/lt, lIi:'t, c,Ii I ,15 nu,- 1 cad In 1 ompilicr
I'll r 1
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Giving our students access is inirortant not just to help them today but also to build a nation
of learners who are prepared to use information for their entire lifetimes. The private sector
should be looking to develop a future market of Americans who will use new
telecommunications resources, not just looking to nuke a profit front selling services to
schools. If we provide connections to the schools today, the pavofl in the future will be very
great, especially for telecominunicat ions firms.

Finally. I would like to draw cleady the connection between communications technologies and
improving the way students learn and instructors teach. Educators ssho make full use of
technology has e found that it leads to tither educational reforms including more indis idualiced
instruction: an emphasis On meeting the needs of all students. regardless of socioeconomic status
or disability: increased attention to challenging content and complex problem solving in the
curriculum: more flexible use of time in the school day: teacher professionalism: greater parental
involvement in education: and better linkages between schools ad the workplace. These
refitrms are critical to meeting the National Fducation Goals, and cominunications and
information technologies will help schools to reach them.

In light of all the benefits of greater use of tcchnologs . we must ensure that these benefits do not
accrue to students in wealth. communities alone, or onl to schools whose leadership, staff, and
communities hake made a commitment to technology. I he dramatic success of some schools,
while others -- especiall> in rural areas and inner-city neighborhoods -- remain in dire straits,
tells us that equity is already a roblem. As ou will see. makmg technokigy available to all
learners is the guiding prnmple of our eflorts

'I'he Administration's .%genda for ( ommunications and Information Technologies

The term "National information Initastructure" reprewm, the Clinton
Administration's sision lor the future id telecommumcat ions and Mformat ion tedmologies.
It describes a se.unless web of communications network,. computers, databases, and consumer
electronics that will put vast amount,: of Information at our f ingerups. It will tie together our
telephone system that reaches 99". of homes; the cable systems that are available to more than
9c", of homes; the bro.hkast television and iadio stations; the kellular telephone system and
other wit des, networks: satellites that s4,4,11 will otter mogrammIng diret tly to owners of
dishes no !mgt.r than a salad bowl: and enormous datal,ases of information. The
Administ rat ion's Vls14,11 c011111111nIcales a dear commitment to universal service and open
access. The NII is being built by the 1,tivaie sector with the federal g %eminent faf ilitututtg

and providing Mt CUM Vs for it, development. I .\dinini,minon', goal is that all classrooms

he connected to Mc Nil irs

\\ hal v ill the \ II look like in school,.. Cin,iilcr 1.14'I I .11

I 1,111,111/411 100, MI ,VI , l,,it,lii, Mali 1 Iu ills !Ca< Ilers all,/ Alall 11

I II1 4/01 Mgt!. III II1 Ii, Ile hat

r- 01,101 s from i,-,1,111, t knoli th, ii tttitl,ti 111111,r e//-

,,tiohi,,I tiihohr hio li It 4ill tig-11 ,1,111 MI Inti nth.

t 1), inal,1 cig humn , t4/4 h oto Ito ohma

;N.1;104,11 stud, 11\' r/t./., Nan, nit 1:, mho Sbal, au,/ (het far
Ilb ti hind., aM11. I lull ; la I ead ICS,111!, i ft otI other eilue,iturr

I ,, WWI/ I g///4/ Ft, el, 1111Mil :;/! ,,:,/ iii, ,01,
sq.ult e ShttitI, tittinin 11 ini It Ili° WO, ht s it, i,li;t lu uutitt UI

Wiellee It \ ,111,11111, Ill- tul IIICI lia/4 h

daiti th-11, WillIt Ileill ilt MS' Hell,

ihii , I, , 0,, I i liiiiI hr. Oat/. .; '`1 i ot trI itudent,

In, no non. 111111 Ii 111,11 4'I4 two; lu.1, IlleIII, I a Vi ;al
hatlin, hul,c la a 11 e I ee11 1IletuIpe /min lca on the dun's

ItMleli k She leal'e.s tl 111,- /II ill k/or Idea,
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v (celp hi r darrIzIa r ttt herrer in math She cdvo /wens uc rhe net( dal%
School mina to %,,e /Wale? She should mah.2 hill( h br ht 1 cicIlighter

I his scenario has. in fact, occurred at the Webster Flementary School in St. Augustine, Florida --
one of the state's model technology schools. 'I he cmiimunications technologies used in this
school are all easily available today. l'here are other schools in the country that use technology
in more complex ways, such as two-way video and %oice communication. collahorative scientific
experiments completed by students around the world, computer servers used to store students'
work so that it can he reviewed by teachers and shared with other students, and laptopcomputers
taken home by students and used to access information at home by modem.

From the point of %iew of education. Mere are three parts of the Nli. hirst, the network
infrastructure that connects sites aiound the world. including the hardware, software, and
network equipment in schools and learning sites that allow people to access the network: second,
the software. curriculum tools, libraries and other Solaces of information that are valuable to
educators and students -- bntadly labeled 'applic.itions% and finally. the development ofnew
skills and abilities in the nation teachers. instrixtors, and education administrators. All three of
Mese components network mIrastructure. appl.:ations. and skilled people - are necessary parts
id the Nil

I is I'll 10 eltilthawc that inii-astructure .s only part of the necessary investment. I he
other Mo parts of the N It - applications and people - isill regal re Sign] ficant to estments as well.
l Mess private sector des elopers and educators design applications that help children learn. and
teachers and other school stall tile ga en opportunities to learn hoss to use these new, to,its, %sc

skill not see Mc beni.lits of the \l I he I )epartment's stratcp outlined helms, focuses on all
three of these ,ontponent,

I he Department of Education's Strategy for Expanding .kecess to -- and Ese of --
I elecommunications and Information Technologies

!Lis:Pc :CS iev,ed briefly the requitement, foi des eloping the \l It edilealiOn, I sititild like 10
tics, ilbe the steps is e 1,11.1:1,' i. he:p MAC .111.1 ilitOrilMtiOn technologies

to all leaums

monal Rau,2e Plan I ae last and most Important step t the des clopmein of a national.
loneran!te plan to; the technoloct. in education I his plan. desetibed in the ( ionls 2000.

diPiikt . \Mulct:A Ci. ssill noise filtt tL's Clopnleni Of a national s ision ci how technolog can
1:1Thlose IC.11111111, h nest scat alter extensise dialoeue siitli educators and the
pnbl!, Ind the plan taill de's; ibe not i niIs the tedelal cows,: ot action. bin the a, lions undema

ei. I.e. and ,i10,1 ies cr.

alistioCA lihtttot' Pdannim, I lie so.ond piece ot the I )epartment's strateg, is the
support of phantoin :. lot the use co to.linohys in education at the state and local level. ( Ioals
2imat plogram makes as adable planning giants to slates to inteciale technology use into their

education immosement plan I 0 lhle. ',Lime, has c applied' tor or recetsed (Mak 2(t00
icdinologs plannim: giant.. I [HOUs h dnd °Mei mean,. sit; arc aka) prOs idtng
tedmical assistance to states to help them ic,oh., the difficult issues rai,ed in the planning

,t,itc kr. ctl :!1.11! etts,aion icmcliios cmiii it plan. vr,iiits will be available to
as.asi in implententine the state plaits. 111,111,1mi' siippoil lot platinnig_ ith a s ision for

m t'dnimon in PI ice. inam state is ill use a poi lion of implementation
tic 11,11, build a icchnoloi.s nliostni, tine 1 1,cithmser NOEC-.stOnal I )eselopnient l'rograin
Y ill ,ompicim-ni the,e 'tate and plan, hs .urp,,,I 101 1,...acher thimilir to,

othei aicas I eclum al as dstance i ill cl'' he as adalcle to states and districts tor
iiimientenime Melt makinc, full ccc ITs011ic'es

1 6
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c m \ \tithorits I anticipani th it the reauthisiAd I kinilltarS and St.sondors I dikotion
(I SI A) rand ths tots ot the Departmsnt ii teihnologs Among other alit

leg islatton is ill authori/e support btr columnists partnerships that adsance the use of
telecommunications and intOrmation technologic, bir education and lunds for technical
assistance and training consortia.

Research and Des elopmeis \genda \\ hile ss e knoss a gicat deal ahout 'um the use of

tele :ommunications and information technologs mipis es education. there are sfill significant

gaps in our understanding. I here is also little in the ss,* of high-quality sontsare and
applications that help students achiese high academic content standards. dor example, while
information technoloys holds grdat piisiii.c or making possible in-depth assessments of student
performance. Mere are no Is orlon: esamples that shois educators him this intgln be done. I here

are also fess eass -to-use tools' asailable to help teacheis lopidls assemble multimedia

presentations tin their classes I he Nation,il Science :Ind echnolts,...s. Council's Committee on

ducation and I raining (I i. led bs Deputs secretois ot I dueation Nladeleine kunin. is
des eloping a research agenda ui leoining rroductis is \snit input from experts inside and outside
the federal gos ernment. s 1 i it fetleod rese.sdh and des elorment dollars can be locused on high-

pliorits :seas

I out lughTnonts e.t ha, heen itti.uIs iddst:ticO , Id.dateh os learnuT and colmilise

isot.esses t nTlost.' fls- illhlilsl.111,111: 01 the :eat .111d hoss technolog can best

surpou that pittees,. i ic''. models Its es aluonne teat ntis fish Icaintite productis its.;

des elorment ol lugh-trtahis Ifftttdoble leoinsg2 1,,ot hIll kl/1 //011IncOls till 115d m a varlets ot

settings us. iisliiie schools. %sot and 14 .i.monstration, it inno at, \ e

I used lilt ads anced instiuction d

ss stems !he sisteen aceneles lh.ut make up the ( I I .se \sot Iinc together to rim

leodeiship

In addition. the I kpartment's ( Itliec of kdocational Rest:au:II and Improsenient tb.R I

des eloping a long-term It& ) agenda that von examine the impact mid el fectiveness of
telecommumcations and information technologies in areas sua as earls childhood des elopment.
st.hool achies cment. school finance and go% ernanee. libraries. and hlelong learning.

, the National Institute On )1s;11,illi and Rehabilitanon Research (NIDRIII g,ithin die

)cpartment of rducation is supporting reseal eh and des clopment omeerning access to the Nil
lor mdisiduals situ dts,mlshuties. 1 his 1i:search holds the plomise ot benelitting the educational

ss stem at all le

elecommunieations Reputation I he Administiation supports rising the bl.0 and state
regulators commissions the author its to pioside prelerential rates lor hookill12 up Itbraries.
sehoc!.. and other educational institutions I has e met social times svith Reed I Iundt, the

hanman (lithe I ( C. and I plan to mirk closcls %sail hint and \snit (ongiess to address policies
pertamine to telecommunications rate structutes lor K-1 2 schools and other educational

institutions

elecommunication, pros niers and state Nubile utilities commissions ;Ire alsil important pattneis

in providing access I here is ttemendous ariation in the telecommunications rates paid bs

sehools across states. and (II V.ithin slates the I )epartment is ill ssork skull state and local

!to., eminents to identils ssas s to ensure that educators ret the al tordaltle access to the NH.

S Sur s cs I he Der:lowest'. National I einem tot I ducation Statistics cs, (Ts) is conducting

a last-response sines this till] to yather information on the ,i'.ail,tbihits access, and uses oi

icleconummit anon., in elemental s and sccondats publit school, I his 'MI e "Ill pro lde vv. lot
the lit sl little \51Ill baseline Intoimation allow act ess to and usape telecommunications (

the equits issues piesented bs the applit Anon ot tcchnoloes in i. hoots. sse must Use rood

mionitafion About t urrent
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Pilot Prt9ccts I hcrc ate simply too Is, bable %sell undcraood cxamolcs 01 schools school
districts and commumtles th it ire in Ikon! Ifecnse use of tciccommuntcations and informants')

\.1 e need to support a limited number 01 pilot protects to pros ide isibility to these
et Ions and to expand our knossledg; about the Lhanges that itecur in schools. I he Department
recends ass arded grants to ten stieh pittlects. focusing on the uses of telecommunications
technologies to support teacher prolessional des elopment.

Intera-encs Coordination I he Department ot 1..ducation is ssotkiit.t closel sk oh the
kpartments ot Commerce. and I-nergy . the National Science I oundation. NASA. and other

ieJeral agenctes ss hose :lois Ines are supporting the Nll in siginlicant \says. For example. the
k:partment ot ( onimerce's I elecommunications and Intormation Infrastructure Applications

Progiain t I Alt is expected to support proiects in seseral school districts this sear. and the
National Science I.Oundation s Nets\ ork Infrastructine tor kducanon and . \ ppheations of
Ads aneed I echnologies programs are supporting critical R&D protects in technolop for
education. I :MI %%Of hi tot tuu ensure that these el forts reinforce the Department's own ssork.

In addltion. the Committee on Applications and 'I echnologs of the interagency Information
Infra:arm-tote I ask I oree produced a collection of papers entitled "Putting the Information
Infrastructure to Work ". sshich includes a paper on using the Nil to unprove education and
lifelong learning flus paper. prepared by the Department of Fducation. sets goals for
incorporating ads:steed information technology into schools. and outlines a strategy for reaching
these goals.

Agencies throughout the gosernment are alsri embarking upon coordinated efforts to determine
the needs of educational institutions. I-or instance. NCI:S. in coordination with the Department
of Commeree's National I elecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), and the
ITC, is conducting a sins e (noted abos ci of schools to detemune the existing
telecommunications capabilities ssithin the schools and the resources necessary to connect all
classrooms to the NH. In a parallel effort. the Bureau of the Census plans to survey computer use
in homes. including the extent to %%Inch children interact with computers. NTIA. through a
Notice of Inquiry has mitiated a comprehensise reviess of uni'versal service and open access
issues %stitch also may encompass concerns related to education and technology I inally. the
National Science & I echnologs Committee on I.ducation and fraining (noted above). which
consists of reoresentatiscs Irom a multitude of agencies. is addressing interagency coordination
of federal MI) polies rut education. trammg and technologs .

he steps I has e MIthIled ii e .111 directed ..11 a single goal- helping to pros ide access to ness tools
based on telecommtnneation and inlormanon technologies. I 'Mt! educators and learners have
these tools. Ns:: %sill never mcet our ambniOns national education goals. and I believe that
leadership 1 10111 thu federal go'. erittitetit Lail help to make them as aria/sic.

I hank s ou for the opPt'l hunts to discuss these pres one naitonal ssith the Committee. I

look lorssard to soul comments ard ads e illese

id etat'Y;-.:6 ,_°
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Mr LEHMAN. Thank you very much
At this time we have a vote on, on the Journal And I will go

there and dispense with that and be back here just as quickly as
I possibly can.

Be about 10 minutes, we will hear from Mr. Kernan next.
Thank you.
[Brief recess.]
Mr. LEHMAN. The committee will resume.
And at this point, we will hear from Mr. Kernan.
We will put, again, your entire statement in the record. Ask you

to summarize, and recognize you.
You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF JOHN T. KERNAN
Mr. KERNAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am John Kernan, and I am the chairman and chief executive

officer of the Lightspan Partnership. I also founded the largest edu-
cation software company in the world, Jostens Learning, and I
have been a cable operator.

My new business, Lightspan, is an alliance of some of the lead:ng
talent in the fields of education, interactive design, and entertain-
ment. We are building interactive educational programming for the
new broadband television networks that will be deployed in this
country over the next 10 years.

Mr. Chairman, I will like to make just two observations and then
draw a conclusion. The first observation is that the biggest problem
with the use of telecommunications technology in American schools
really doesn't have anything to do with technology.

The biggest problem is the problem of time. Kids are in school
6 hours a day, but as a recent Department of Education report,
called "Prisoners of Time," concluded., less than 3 hours of those 6
hours are actually spent on the curriculum. The other 3 hours are
spent on assemblies and field trips and AIDS education and a
whole variety of other noncurricular activities.

So even if we connected every classroom of every American
school, with every other classroom, with every library, with every
on-line database, there would be very little extra time for the use
of this material that could be accessed through these connections,
unless we cutback even more on instructional time devoted to the
basic skills like reading, mathematics and science.

So I hear people say it would be great if every child could do a
2-hour project on the Internet every day. But where would the 2
hours come from? But students have lots of time after school that
they are now spending watching entertainment television and play-
ing video games.

Observation number two, network providers like telephone com-
panies and cable television companies in general see very few real
revenue opportunities in the schoolhouse. But they are very anx-
ious to hook up student homes with a whole range of new enter-
tainment and shopping and information services.

So as a conclusion, a home-school connection could be the solu-
tion for the educator's need for more learning time, and the cable
television operator or telephone company's need or desire for new
business.

1 9
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What if there was a program that delivered entertainment-
gradejust like movies and video gamesentertainment-grade
real curriculum, real curriculum in reading and mathematics and
science, to schools and to students' homes over next-generation tel-
evision systems, and what if the material was, in the words of an
8 year old: Cool enough that students would actually choose math
over Nintendo?

And what if the network providers, cable companies and tele-
phone companies, were paid just a very modest amount of money,
say, the marginal cost of doing it, a very modest amount of money
by the school district to connect every child, rich children and poor
children, every child, every child's home to the schoolhouse? That
is exactly what our company, Lightspan, does, Lightspan Partner-
ship.

We work with school districts to get cable operators and telcos
to provide a home-school connection for every child. It is a connec-
tion that providesand we built the curriculumentertainment-
grade, interactive curriculum that parents work on with their chil-
dren on the home television.

We think that this concept could increase learning time by basi-
cally stealing it from the television watching and the game playing
time. It could provide incentives to cable operators and telephone
companies to add an education content to their other services, be-
cause they are really interested in the home.

It could get parents involved in their kids' learning, like parents
used to be. And it might also provide a partial issue to thisa par-
tial solution to this issue of universal service. Because the schools
would buy it for all the children, the low-income children and the
upscale children. And we really could have a situation where we
were connecting the whole community together into a whole new
generation of learning opportunities.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of John T. Kernan follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF JOHN T. KERNAN
CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

OF THE
THE LIGHTSPAN PARTNERSHIP, INC.

ss ant to thank you. Chairman Markey and members of the Subcommittee. for gtving

the opportunity to testify here today. I also want to commend you fOr the leadership and

foresight you have shown in crafting telecommunicauons legislation that paves the %say tor

all people to parucipate in htelong learning through the national information int rastructure

My name is John Kernan. and I am the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer ot The

laghtspan Partnership. Inc ILightspant. Lightspan is an alliance of leading talent in the

!wids of elementary education. nueracuve sithwaie design. and feature tilm and television

entertainment It is building interactive educauonal programming that combines the

educational depth of comprehensive curriculum with the motivational appeal of video

games This programming. Vhich will meet most curriculum needs in grades K-6 in

mathematics and in reading/huiguage arls, will be availaNe tor teachers to use in their

classrooms during the school dal.. and I'm student.s to interact with .11 thou homes atter

school houis

Foday I has,: been asked to testily on how telecommunications technology can lvnetit

education, and hov. equitable access can be achieved. The national mt ormauon

Intrastructure presents a rare opportunity to carry out Vice President Gore's educational

\Paoli ot gis mg "es cry American. young and old, the chance lot the best education

asai table to an one. anywhere Thiough uneractise telo.iston nem orks that link school.

honies and allow children and their families to interact with exciting and challenginu

educattonal materials and ondine databas:s. this dream can be realized

loda I s; ould like to discuss three issues:

W hat I aghtspan is domg to support educational ietorm thtough the use oi

telecommunications netssorks.

I loss C01111Cilllig schools and homes through inlet acus nctvitiiks u. ill mak,. Aputable

acsess to the intorinanon supeiltiiitinn as a reaht lin rich and pi it alike. and

What public pollev issu:s need to bs: considcied to espedne the educational dipli is nwrit i it

the national nnormation intrastiucune

I. What Lightspan Is point! To Support Educational Rvform Throuh
the Use of Tclecominunications Nctworlvl

In the last decade. Americans have mounted a manti rib irt to reform education Toth's.

this telonn mos...men( is attempting to leach National Education (ioalst by delnung

standards lii content and student achievement. and 1,animg new systems it accountability

to onalle that schools educate and students team hese goals ss ill mil!, lie ma howesei.

it American students spend intim tune learning. lamilies become mole actively involved in
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then children s schooling and nun, time and resourics are desokd to professional

1. i ATM: lit tor teachers

A. Increasing The Time Students Spend On Learning By Extending
The School Day Into The Home

In a I9S3 lepoit entitled A Nation at Risk. the National Commission on Excellence in
Education lound that students in the Crated States lagged behind then International

e,witterparts iii tesung and acluesement siotes Ore Conlnlission attributed this educational

inadequac in part to the tact that Ametican students spent less time on learning than did
(hilt iieoilt counterparts Os er ten vears later. little has changed In tact. m a recent
teport entitled l'ilsoner, .1 Time, the Nattonal Educatton Commission on 1 Imo and
l....arnittg concluded tnat time is the Missing element tit our great national debate about

rang and the ne;t1 t higher standaids 1,i all students Accoiding to the Commission.

the letorm mos Mein 01 the last decade Is destined to tail unless it is hainessed I nume
tura: tot

"I Nile hindeis Amation iii mo ket, Sia s First. edlliaIOls are required to do then lob
st ithin sets !emu:use time conmaints 'Ihe school yeat is linnted to all as etage or I.Sti

dass4. Mot the school day is limited to an at. ifage it C ii ruts 1'01 .1 tat ve portion ,I dos

hiriiitel aeadenos tint: is stolen to mak,* loom let a M st ol non-academic ',itch as

coilsrvaitot, and 111'. mrd
11.011011: Is us ,d! as ti.idiuiiial 11011 acadt11115 aells flies. \kith as iiiiinsell11:4. grit, 'duds

hall,. homeroom. lunch and pep lath:, {' I he net iesult is that less than rate,: hows oi
i...uning time pet day is spent on coie acad,mtic subject, In conuast, student, abroad all.
iiqUiled ii isotk on demanding suhiect matter al least its lit' as king.'

Second. there is a f undamental pmblem with the was s mols use the ume the> have tio
matte( hoss complex or simple the subiect matter schools assign each sublect the sante

amount of (line Ithe nauonal average is SI mmute,, pet elass period ) '' The fact that people

learn at ddlerent rates, and in ddierent ways with dilleient subtects is not taken into
aut ount Students are smiplv processed on an assemblv line scheduled to the nunut e. and

lett to learn %hat they can Siithin the allotted time Itame Out usage of time virtually
assures the I allure ol many students "'

Ithough hoth the National klucalion Commissimt on Time and IA:dining and the [ s

,ungiess liii it recognued that American students need to spend more time on cote
sic,idemic sublects ml the> are to mcet woild Llass standaids." met ely extending the ume
spent in school is not the allsAei One reason is cost Lstendmg the nme that students
10111,1111 iii sellool is ill signdicantly increase the cost °I education Social sources have

csiiinalcd Ihat the national cost of each additional das of school is ill exceed IS! I billion I:
l'sen inoti impoilant, hosover. is OW isas the time used II students ale to spend mole
mite I:arning. time must he used m ness. heient and bowl ss Islereb., adding Mote

(inn' %sill not. pet se. tialislate into gtealvt or 111.1re il lectise education. and mav es en be
ounterproducuve
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fhe emerging national Information superhighway mas pros ide a citst-ellectise solution to

both these problems. Although students spend approximately 70 percent id their sc.aking

hours outside of schoo1,14 much of this time is spent watching television and phoing

video games.15 Moreover, the majority of students spend less than one hour a night on

homework.16 As one teacher who has seen her students become less conscientious in

completing their homework assignments from year to year lamented. "fin fighting against

Nintendo! 17

One solution to the homework problem is to heat Nintendo at its own game In

esperiments w here computers and telecommunication networks were put into children's

homes, time spent on reading. writing, and learning cognitive and technical skills
mcreased. as did academic performance.18 Moreover. for children living in troubled 01

dangerow, neighborhoi ids. the computers and telecommunication networks that were put

into their homes became a vital window to the world during long hours spent induiors attet

school 1"

But the mere acquisition of technology is not enough. Creative soltware and innovative

applications that excite and motivate students while teaching them core academic sublects

such as math, reading and science must he available to all students in their homes after

school hours il we are to succeed in increasing the ume students spend on leaming.2')Thi:

is vu here the Lightspan mission intersects with educational relorm

'Fo increase the time students spend on core curriculum activities. laghtspan is building

interactive programming that combines the educational depth of comprehensive N.-6

curriculum with the motivational appeal ol video games This programming. which cc ill

meet most curriculum needs in grades K-6 in mathematics and in reading/language arts.

will he available for teachers to use in their classrooms during the schouil day and tor

students to interact with in their honies alter school.

Walt respect to the appropriateness 01 instruction, Lightspan's interactive pi ogramming is

ideall!. suited to help students find and nuiture their ability to leant For the slow student.

the programming provides the student with a patient tutor that helps the student giasp and

manipulate the educational e-ncepts Foi the faster leatner the piograninung allows

depth exploration while (phasi/ing lughci ordei thinking and problem sok mg

Impoitantl. Lightspan's educational progiiimming makes :ill clukken feel successlul And

success is the gi nest mouvaior ol them all

the ability to has e direct home-school connection will make a prolound dillytyme Iii

Ames Ivan education 'rho teachet will he able to piesent a lesson in class. and haw the

students explore the concepts discussed in the lesson at home iu,u unciactice tiles oion

netwoiks Accoidingl . one was to ins tease thy amount ((l time that students yyn(I ii

then studies is I. tend the school das into the home iluough intelaelise ptogianlinitip ni.11

'Uhl, Ills \s In MOD\ ak'd
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B ha rt axing Fanul% In% ol% ement

most accuiate pri.:dictor ol a student's achievement in school is not inCOMe or social
status. but the extent to which that student's lamily is able to I I t create a home
en vironment that encourages learning: (2) express high hut not unrealistic expectations lot

then children s achievement and future careers: and 13) become ins ols ed in their children s

education at school and In the CoMmUnit). When sChwls help tanidies des chip th.'se three

conditions, children front low-income lannhes and diverse cultural backgrounds get higher

glades and test scores, !lase fewer placements in special education, have higher graduauon

rates, and have greater enrollment in postsecondary education.21

Although collahmation with families is an essential component of a reform straten the
social and economic realities of the 19905 inhibit rather than rilnlorce parenuil involvement
in the education process. Single parent households and households where both parents

ssork are becoming the rule rather than the exception. At the end of the day. lamilieg has e

little time or motivaiton to hell) with homework or otherulse participate in their children's

education When piohlems related to drugs. alcohol. illitetate parents. and other tanill,

related pritblems are added to this equation. the situation becomes even worse.

Man> edm:ators do mit knoss hoss to even begin It, reach out to and engage these hard to
teach lannhes °hen members ol these femilies are inumidated Im !. school, becausethe
themselses %sere not sUCCessItil as a student Or. the ni,i . not leei qualified to monitor
th;ir child's education Thus. schools must I tnd a wa to reach these families on then
ossil tern),

1. apin. h,nh.' school. intelaenve tele sun I:moths be the answer lot impros mg

i.ommuincation hetiwen families and sehook. and allossinl: i,inmilics to monitor ,md
parm irate in then children \ edlleation sithout feeling intinildated These nem irks ss ill not
onl) he it \ tending serious leaf nmg into the home, hut al.0 ss ill alluss paictit, to so: \slut
111011 Children are learintly it school As Chan Mall Nlaike resent! s obsers ed. %shin Tilde

1.: Johnns n. doing hotness in the middle tit the is Mg loom. Q.L, Illtied 10 111.'
lan111\ tIes ision Mont and Dad can 1 oid knom. nt v, hit then &haul:111;i oi 'on has 1,1
1, !nem. oik

intitomition ss ill Is; p ,
l'1,,!1.11111111nl: at .1 I iiims ilhli is ,5ciliCnt to then suh,,dules In addition in .ollaholation

is in di.' lidd mt p.00nt teis het 1-1.ilhin`. Lightspon ss II homIlies minI 11kumilio,11,'

pal:ming iii,,dules Into the plogianiming to help ',monk mutt tindetstansl ss hat th,-ir
1111,1h:11 me licing taught..ohl to ph.% ide them ith simple a,11\ the Latl tht..thlind

III hOti, 1.01:W111R OW hanial Uri is iihriii

t 1111M1111...mil,11 0111,i1 IP, 1,1 1,1,11 11,1V...11,, Vi.'s mil.'

'1.1,1, and ti.n..nis V. 1111 ca. hi th. I Hits ssill help patents ni

55 WI 55 hai is gorig on in dh it child's education When home school SOLO messaging was

ed into al risk honn's in \ Yolk OR as pail 1 paients
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overwhelmingly welcomed the opportunity tor grcater assareness and ins ols ement in their

children's educational progress 21 Similarly, when the IT Network of Da Ila.s tested an

interactive system in BimiMgham. Alabama which enabled parents in 4(1 homes to vicu

teacher lesson plans, their children's homework assignments, and even their own

children's work, parents became more actively involved on a day-to-day basis in their

children's education.24 And where computers were put into inner city homes. parental

contacts with teachers greatly increased.25

Finally, connecting schools 'to homes through interactive networks is likely to bene:rt the

entire family as much as the student. In Project Tell, when computer, were put in the

homes of children. thc computer became a learning resource tor family members of all

generations.20 Accordingly. interactive networks have the potential to provide lifelong

learning to an enure family not just the children.

C. Increasing Professional Development for Teachers

Schools are notorious or not setting aside suBicient professional development Me to tram

teachers and staff'. Unlike their I oreign counterparts %shit take advantage or con ,tious

and dail opponunitres for professional development. American teachers are go.en little

time f or preparation. planning, cooperation. or professional gross th :" As a result.

teachers ri ten arc. not able to keep abreast of cIes'eli pirtents in their iidd

Cos en the complexit, ol trid,r tecliiiilogre.tl siCreR successlull> educating students

requires learned teachers in the classroom - - teachers is hi, are current in the des el,pments

01 their sublet:I area To keep pace %snit changing content standards. te.tiller, !we d ongoing

couisessork in then discipline V. hule the continue to teach their sublects

\ en the l 'sited States Congress has reeogniced that intensise id sustained proh.ssional

d;selopment tor tcaLhers and other school stall is imperause it sit: are ii sticcit'd

National Education Goals Accordmgls Congress has prescribed that b the ....al

211110. the nation's teaching lotee \sill have access to programs lot the continued

Immo% emem ol then professional skills and the opportunity to acquire the klri`ssledgC MR]

skills needed to instruct and prepare all American students for the nevi c.mtury

But American teachers. like American students. are prisoners ol time By the ume they

f inish %soh their reachmg and adnmustrause responsibrhues. there often is no urine lett to

attend piofessronal development courses in eng,age in educational discourse w nth then

colleague% Once again. connecting the school and the home may help to redefine hi s,. we

think about teacher training Clearl!, teachers need to be able to acec" prof ',ssrolt-d

deselopment materials at any time. in am place. and w idiom lugging huge manuals around

1 accomplish thr I ifirlsp,11 is doinv Iv... things Hist. 1 is collaborating ssrtlr tea:tiers

educator s. and entertainment esper is to build prolessional de% elopment pu 1,grattinutir Mal

demonstrates hoss master teachers esplain s ii otis comepts and hoss the', dcai with, the

slow. the last. or the drsruptise student. among Mlle! things I hese !miter IA% si Ill be
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available to teachers in their homes and in their schools at any fink- through interactive

television networks. The materials will be relevant. short (since teachers are tired at the end

of the day), and entertaining enough to encourage teachers to access them.

In addition, the interactive nemorks will allow teachers to electronically communicate with

each other. In this way. a teacher who hiu, success with a particular methodology can share

the experience with his or her colleagues. A 1,1 less experienced teachers will he able to

find mentors. Through interactive television networks teachers will no longer ha% c to work

in isolation irom their colkagues They will be able to leant, share and communicate easil%

with one another.

How The Home-School Connection Will Bring About Equitable
Access

A. Preventing A Society of Information Haves and Ilave-Nots

A, technolop and ieletommunications proliterate in American and homes.

educators increasingl% teat that children front loss -income CoRMILIMUct, :dread \ laced %kith

enorinous disads antages. ss ill fall I urthei behind in the acquismon oh knossledgy and skills

that could lead to hettel careers and is es Walking through % it:knee ridden street.s to school

i'ash da . these cluldien present a loomdable challenge to educators and legislators alike

A laihni lo give them access to tssentioth centut% inloimanon puts their
and the luture ol communines iii ss Inch tiles Ilse. at risk

Schools themselves of ten lack the resources to prepaie these students lot the technologisal

iuture. Computer technolop is une% enl distributed. v, ith \shook in the top quintile
!lasing nine times as many computers as those in the bottom quintile Moreovei even
though Interactive multimedia instruction can improve achievement and save time and
costs.'2 SO pet cent ot the installed Nise ot compu;:rs in American schools is ob1/40leie and

incapable of supporting multimedia graphical applicanons "

Although landmark telecommunications bills, such as I I.R 3630. vvill make it possible hit
ss hook to be connected to the national infoimation inhastrusture.0 this is only a hist
step Empirical evidence shoss s that students ss ho can access technology and
teles.ommunications neissoiks rom then homes have an enormous adsantage ovet those
%%h., can not. As chairman Marko, has stated. -When the eConom increasingl% nins
on int ormation. and that information move, thtot.gh communications pipelines. to
0{11Wcted to mlormatton is t,, I.e plugged into the economs

I he dilemma lot schools. thetelote. is hos% to plepare stud, nis lot a %%odd Mal is
dependent on compuiets and telecommunications hnologs islwn ihc schools themschis

c.mnot alloid computers and computer nets% oiks lor their schools' I onun,,,,,k
cs,.1. no. Imoloo: legislanse laifdss pio% i,h,s iii iII,'h,ih'h,

II. Equitable .1ecess Through Interactive 1 cies kion

I oila% less p mim.iit students ha% 11,111,..

2



Ithouch °sit ll pen.ent of chltdrn ;tom high inLome hinnies ns n Lomputer. less than c

p...Rint trout loss income hitni s has,. them :11ineos el 22 pet Lon ol sihiti prim irs st hinnI

,hildren have computets in their hi mes. but less than 7 percent ot Alt can Americanand

lispante chtldren do." This statistic shims that. ii dependent on computers. the

intormation highyay may divide us rather than bring us togethei

\Ault tho selling mice 01 computers in the $1.000 to SDINI hinge. it is Ian to say that thus

ot aiiess tn bottle computers is not 12oing to be sok ed iii th: neat tonne. Schools

do not base sullicient resources to pros ole their classioonis "Ilh opnlical nunik.fs 01

s.iiiiputets. sn I is itttlihsel5 that tItt \ could ii lord to make a eomputei mailable in evcry

student's home

On the other band. virtually everybody in the United States owns a tele% Won ,et Studies

indicate that oVel 90 percent of all homes have at least one television. and many homes

bane Mil or three 1" While telesision viewing is cunently a passive activity. the Increasing

cow. et genet. of television and computer technologies sn t I !Won allow television vieYers to

provide inforniatton as well as inceive it rhe advent 01 interactive television Motel ore

presents a Ver, desirable SolUtiOn to giving all int out children access to the mlormation

supethigh v. ay I Jere Is bolt It win us ork

I he cable televiston industry curientlt has a multi-billion dollar oI h.'et optic/coaxial cable

bioadband nh iastructure that runs past 95' of American households. and connects

approsimately MP; of (bent to the network This plant can Carry More than 900 times the

amount ol inlormation availabL. over Ole copper wire Utied by the local telephonic

Lompanies '" At the same time. the local telephone companies. which provide telephone

seivice to nt4 peicent of homes.4" ate upgrading their w. I res with coaxial cable and libei

optics so that they sn ill he ready LO provide full !met aetiVe video and information services as

soon as the law permits thein to do so. Connected to the proper technology. this hybrid

coasial/hber optic nem ork is capable ol delis ering fully interactive Services

Willie there ate rilall dinelelli interactive television technologies available. one appioach

..mploss switilled. tSkiiA ay. broadband cable network that links the consumer to snared

s,ances of Interactive content and services A sophisticated computei in a sel.top boss

vhoh sits on the tele Isom set transforms the data I rom the cable of telephone nelyink into
iiiiciaoise data arid taph, which displayed inn ihe coirsiinieis television h also

inloimation hi nuni the consumet back to thr service provolci along the same

!owe 4.

hint Intel ii line 'nil top bOSes give televisions the tunctionality of compute!, at a Itaction

.1 the cost I he\ wrhl alloss student, io accesn insuuctional pi ogramming as Yell a,

multiple on Ime databases aild each other And as %%id) cable set-top boxes today. the table

1.1.,phone company Mat movole, the se,. lee, v ill plobably plot ide the hose, to, lice

ILii Sm sirn nfn IA men scr \ lies I !Inlet we. al nest to no (inst. S ft ly able lo

,,nns:a I 111,11 ,IthiCnI., Inn lfiC lilltqf11.1111,11 lugho

, !,. /

tit.irI
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( Using Competition to Ensure That Poor and Rural Communities
Are Wired For Broadband

The single most important change al feeling the implementation of interactive television is

legislation such as H.R. 3636 that this Committee has drat ted and the I louse has passed

ILK 3636. if ratified. will iemove many of the current cross-ownership restrictions of the

I984 Cable Act. thereb allowing telephone companies to provide cable ides !mon sen ices

in their kcal area, and cable companies to provide local tdephone service and access to

long distance carriers This will allow the wotld to quickly move from one where
telecommunications companies speciali/e in one service local telephone cable. cellu

long distance. etc. to the broadband digttal age in which everyone offers ever ything

Felephone companies are anxtous to take theu rtghtful place in the intetactive future by

offering video and tutor mation services, and cable companies arc anxious to offer
telephony.

The effect of this delegulation will he to create a nen level of competition as
telecommunications pros idols compete with each other lot business tn each -nd every
s(ntrtittntis This increased competition will have beneficial el fects on the price. unisersal

as adability . sariety and quality ol commumeations services. It also will benefit schools
Sc.hools have what interactive television providers want - lamilk's and
therelore 30 million potenual custoniets And interactive Idles ision pros ulers have %%hat
schools want the knowledge of hoss to get the 41: million school chrldi cii itt out namm

tune into their programming aitei school

.\ccordingly. cable and telephone companies will have a strong incentive to compete lot

these school/home networks. Fannhes with children are the ideal demogiaphic gtoup to

sell other services to, and the networks that connect schools to homes IA ill delisei all the
laIllIlles ssitlt chiklren iii itt entire community. Because the service providet ssould not

has,: 1. acquire these customers individually by selling them one by one. the competition
foi this rde,d package of subscnbeis ss ill be emit mous.

Ntmeover. the incentise to be the provider of the schoollhorne nein orks stoll Mit be
restricted to lust wealthy communities Studies indicate that consumer demand fit cabli

and inl:phone service, is actually greater in less al fluent and MilioritV CoMMUnities 42 This
is because ideo on demand and cattle tele% iston Is a less expensive form of cruet tamment

Man going to movies or traveling. Similarly, rum] commtmines are likely to be good
customers since they are not neat to odict kinds of entertainment. Accordingly. the
economic incentives exist to encourage telecommunicalions providers to build interactive

netivorks that Connect the sehOol iii the llonte in inner Cit and rmal conlnitinities as Well as
in suburban communities

In return for being allosscd to put in in the school/home connection. telecommunications

companies ss ill eros the Imet o. live educational cuinculum plot:ramming ;it hulk rate

discounts that are al loidable to schools. They also are likcly to pi ovide the interactive set

top boxes that will make the consurnet's televiston set function like a computer. Since the

23



hardware costs will he taken care of. school technology budgets can be spent tor
educational sons% are and network usage charges rathei than hardss ate is h h

becomes obsolete.

III. Public Policy Considerations

The I ollowing public polic! considerations vs ill help to expedite the educational deplOynlelli

01 the national information infrastructure

Free sehool Iinkaue: The model that cable operators use to sell their services is to give then

,:ustomers a tree cable hook-up (including the set-top box i. and then .charge lot usage.

Schools need to fit into this model Although it is fair for schools to expect to be connected

to the information intrastructufe. once connected: thev should expect to pay. albeit er

lois amounts. lot usage lees II service pros iders can makc lust a little bit ol evenue. the

m.111 be anxious to put interactive homeschool networks in all school communities

t 'Mersa! Service For yeats. universal service has meant puss !ding petson to pet son

oke commuincation to all Americans al at witlable pi es I he pionnse ol the national

information mfrastruoure. howevei. is that people thioughout the %wild is ill be able to

share almost unlinmed amounts of information_ including test. data. Images_ video and

sound In education_ this is ill pernitt students to access resouices tat outside the classrooni

and school litn ars, To make the inbastrulture a undying lathet than dis !sive torce. es ci

school child in tho I tiiicd Stales MUM be gisen access to this illitastiucture al m:11001 as

\Sell as at home There should be no 10mm:unlit has enots AN is oh telephone service.

unisers.il service should include service to the honie Pomle should nOt have it, %salt in line

io get inhumation utiS Mole than they have to ssait in line to make a telephone call

Open Competition; For the reasons set birth in this paper. the host policy for assunng that

interactive multimedia services are brought into the honk' ol es ery school child is LO have

wide open compeution among anyone who can provide the service. Private investors

already ale building an infrastructure ol is !res. computers. people and inhumation

Competition will keep the cost 01 these services down and promote innovation.
Competition. therefore. ought to he encouraged The onls restrictions ought to he around

issues ol univeisal service so that no segment of our society is prevented Flom
participating in our economy. and interoperability. so that information that travels ovei one

network can reach disparate networks easily and accurately.

innovative Nlodels. Traditionally government donals haie Ilinded educational teelmologs

protects that succeed onls as long as the [unduly continues. A hettei approach mas he to

use scarce government dollars to fund innovative educational models that will spur

entiepromunal activity and he econonneally viable. As the administration has
acknou. ledged. the key to building an information infrastructure hes with the private

sectoi 'I` I Mike the space pi ogiam, \Shea- Mil> the government is as in the position to

support the ilecessaiy lesetoch and development. with the mlormation superhighway. the
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most mipoitant Joh- ol the go% ernment is to plant seeds necessary to ensure that the

int rastructure ssill be used tor the public good. The rest ol the nurastructure will take car;

of nsell

Conclusion

The national !worm:mon infrastructure has the potential to become the vehicle tot
imptos mg L'ducation and lifelong learning throughout America in critically important %says

This sill itrl y happen. hosseser. it all students have access to the Intrastructure in their

schools and in their homes Interactise television rictus orks. sshich connect schools to
hom;,. s ill bridge irk ome and racial gaps in our society by gm\ ing es cry child the
opportunity to participak. nit oin mlormation mu tented economy Through these nem ot ks.

sirideitta us ill he able to ao.ess exciting educational materials out,ide the t.pnal nine to three

school das. rem hems v. ill be able to acsess protessional development materials in their

homes and conahorate %sail then olleagues Man) lime. and lanolies \sill he able to stay in
contact ss ith their children s su hOmuls. In alldinOn. all people connected through inter acme

tele% noon network, will has e the capability of accessing the Internet and other on-line data

bases tIre nem imiks %sill therelmnre help students. iarrrihres and their readier s become ails c

file long learners m the information age that has been brought about by the digital
revolution 'llus rimy be the greatest long teim henefu of the mlormation supei highs\ ay

I National Education Goals wile first adopted hy the nation's governors in 1989 tor
attainment by the year 2000. The goals hint. been mcoimirated into GOAI.S 200(1-
Education American Act: Pub. I. No. 103-227, 1(18 State 125. b 102 ( l994) (codified at
20 1 S C. bb 5812). The eight goals state that by the year 2000: It all children in
America will start school ready to learn: 21 the high school graduation rate will increase to
at least 909 : 3) all students will leave grades 4. 8 and 12 having denionstrated competency
over challenging suMect matter including English. mathematics science. foreign
languages. cis ics and government, economics. arts. history. and geography: 41 the
Nation's teaching force will have access to programs tor the continued improvement or
their professional skills: 5) United States students will he first in the world in mathematics
and science achievement: 6) every adult Amencan will he literate and will possess the
knowledge and skills necessary to compete in a global economy: 7) every school in the
l 'ruled States will promote partnerships that will increase parental involvement and
ciarnetpation in promoting the social. entotronal, and academic growth ol children
- National Commission on Excellence in Education, A Nation at Rtsk: The Impermise I or
Education Reform (Washington. Dr GPO. April 1983), 21-22.

National Niue:mon (ommission on Time and Learning. Prisoners ot Time (Washington.
1) C' GPO. April l9941. 7
4 Carol Cripple. Michael Kane. Douglas Levin, and Shirah Cohen, "Bridling Paper- The
National Education COMMISSI011 on Time and Learning." Pelavm Associates. Inc.. Apnl 7.
1902. 5. State legislatures mandate minimum standards tor the length ill the academic day
lor elementary. middle and secondary schools Individual schools have the I reedom to
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Mr. LEHMAN Thank you very much
We will hear from Dr Harrison-Jones
And I know that Ms Roberts has to leave, so maybe we will ask

you some questions after we finish with Ms. Jones here. You may
proceed.

STATEMENT OF LOIS HARRISON-JONES
MS. HARRISON-JONES. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, members of the Telecommunications and Finance

Subcommittee, I am delighted to be here as a member of this
panel. As stated, I am Lois Harrison-Jones, superintendent of the
Boston Public Schools.

Like school districts throughout this country, we in Boston find
ourselves in an extraordinary position regarding the use of tech-
nology and telecommunications. On one hand, we have a number
of programs that are widely perceived as national models in the
use of technology to enhance education,

We have an exceptionally robust relationship with the business
community in the city, one which has resulted from the contribu-
tion of millions of dollars in hardware, software and technology
support to our schools. Compared to many urban school districts
around the Nation, we are ahead in creating the capability, and in
all of our schools, for the use of telecommunications in our cla.,s-
rooms.

All of this being said, we also find on the other hand, that we
are severely limited in our ability to take a significant leap forward
in the use of technology, mostly because of a lack of funds to do
so. And as innovations in technology are booming, especially in the
ways they can be used for classroom instruction, our capability to
make use of these achievements has been severely constrained by
serious limitations in capital and training resources necessary to
make full use of new technology.

This technology gap between what is available in the schools and
what the schools can afford obviously will have the greatest impact
upon children of families that are economically disadvantaged.
Those students, of course, depend more heavily on the schools than
do others for them to have equity in terms of program offerings and
services.

We are moving ahead, however, exploring new uses of tech-
nology, at a growing number of our schools in Boston. And yet, I
feel that we are falling behind.

We have had to cut basic educational services as fiscal con-
straints resulting from reduced resources from local, State and
Federal sources have forced us, as other districts throughout the
country, to cut our budgets significantly this the past few years.
This is a time when the exciting innovations in telecommunications
should have had their broadest applications in the classrooms of
our children, who are challenged by special needs, language bar-
riers, or family economic constraints.

I need not remind you that in Boston we are especially impacted
by the number of young people for whom English is a second lan-
guage. We provide instruction for youngsters in more than 9and
next year will be in 12 different languages.
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Despite this, however, we believe that we have some models of
programs in technology and communications, and I. would like to
share them with you, because we would like to expand upon these.

The problem that we have is we have a number of exciting things
happening, but until that is institutionalized and can be replicated
on a broader scale, it will have no systemic or institutional impact
upon the achievement of our youngsters as can be measured or ob-
served. One of our most significant achievements to date in tech-
nology is BosNet, a local telecommunications bulletin board that
enables teachers and students in classrooms to communicate with
their peers throughout the city.

This was started 4 years ago with a small external grant, and
now BosNet has to be completely funded by the Boston School De-
partment. Every school has been equipped, or at least it has at
least one cable drop, which enables the school to become connected
to a telecommunications network.

We have also established, at least some telephone lines in each
of the schools. We have piloted the use of the information highway
in one of our high schools. Again, piloting, 1 out of 20, is not going
to respond to the need. But nonetheless, we know that it works. It
works at this particular high school.

It was started through the generosity of the business community
and a small competitive grant from one of our providers. The school
has been able to establish labs throughout and it has technical
means to connect to a large database of publications.

Teachers and students are using this technology on a daily base.
Every teacher has been trained, and the quality of research papers,
the use of computers, as a bilingual instructional device and a new
level of ability has beenis evident in terms of the students' per-
formance in writing, in mathematics, and really in the design
teaching designs.

This program is serving as a model for the city as a whole, and
we have, with our new mayor, a commitment to work with us in
another capacity, it is with our Boston Public Library, to bring
Internet into all of our schools over the next several years. Now,
this we feel is having to be a significantwill require a significant
commitment, but it will have a significant impact.

We also have programs, some at a particular elementary school
where we are piloting the use of technology and communications as
an instructional tool for special-needs students. This school is
working with a program that the acronym is CAST, the Center for
Adaptive Special Teaching, to provide professional development for
teachers in how to harness the enormous potential of technology for
teaching students with special needs.

We have established a center in the city for special education and
technology. We are working with a local college, Emanuel College,
where hundreds of our Boston public school teachers receive train-
ing and graduate credits as participants in training courses and
seminars conducted at the center.

Then, of course, through our own Office of Technology, we have--
we conduct, we organize and conduct courses each year. We have
just negotiated a Center for Leadership Development where we will
infuse training in technology as a part of that offering.
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We have some extraordinary programs in our schools using com-
puters to work with parents as well. One school that is heavily im-
pacted by parents who are recent arrivals from various parts of
China, have now developed a means by which parents are actually
instructed in the use of computers by their children who have
learned applications during the school hours. And the parents learn
English and computer skills, while the children learn their native
language.

Twelve years ago in our city through a municipal bond, there
was the establishment of funds for the purchase of some stand-
alone computers. But we know that computers bought 12 years ago
are virtually obsolete now. We have not been able to systemically
replace or systematically replace or upgrade this hardware, except
through a school-by-school patchwork approach funded by business
partners or externally funded grants.

And as we know, stand-alone computers are no longer state-of-
the-art anyway. When computers are networked or connected to
one another, their usefulness as learning tools, we all know, is
greatly enhanced. And then last year, I would like to share this
with you because it is an attest to how computers can be such
can have such an impact upon children.

Last January, Senator Kennedy came to our city and heard from
a young man who gave testimony there that he was seriously vis-
ually impaired. He had been blind since childhood. He spoke about
how his grades and his chances for continuing his education in col-
lege dramatically improved once he was able to gain access to cur-
rent, adaptive technology. His grades, as he said, shot up. And
through the use of technology to help overcome the restrictions cre-
ated by his disability, he became the class valedictorian, and today
is studying at Harvard University.

In terms of recommendations as I close, I have three basic rec-
ommendations to make as we talk about telecommunications and
the impact upon public schools. One has been touched upon, in fact
two of the three have.

There is certainly a need for a revenue stream for tne schools to
help them solve their major capital expenses.

And then second, we need to address the significant need for pro-
fessional development, ongoing professional development to make
sure that the people who we are asking to work with technology
are comfortable and capable of using it.

And then thirdly and finally, another place that we can use tech-
nology, one that we would like to use it more effectively, is in the
area of student safety. Those of us who work in urban school dis-
tricts particularly need to find more effective and more efficient
ways of dealing with this very, very thorny issue.

The Boston schools for many years used simply FM radios to ex-
pedite these seemingly mundane but necessary tasks of manage-
ment. We have now reached the limit of existing radio capacity and
are actively soliciting approval to open a new group of UHF chan-
nels, which up until now have been held in reserve by the FCC.
The subcommittee, hopefully, can be helpful to us in unlocking that
channel.

As we groped with the many, many demands upon education
today, we need the support, we need the help at all levels, and es-
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pecially the national level. This is a national problem and I think
pleading for a national solution is the only way that the United
States I think is going to maintain its leadership in an increasingly
global marketplace.

I thank you very much for the opportunity to share these
thoughts with you.

[The prepared statement of Lois Harrison-Jones follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF LOIS HARRISON-JONES, SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS,

BOSTON, MASSACHUSEITS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Fi-
nance: We find ourselves in an extraordinary position in the Boston Public Schools
regarding the use of technology and telecommunications.

On the one hand, we have a number of programs that are widely perceived as
national models in the use of technology to enhance education. We have an excep-
tionally robust relationship with the business community in the city, one which has
resulted in the contribution of millions of dollars in hardware, software, and tech-
nology support to our schools. Compared to many urban school districts around the
nation, we are way ahead in creating the capability in all our schools for the use
of telecommunications in our classrooms.

All this being said, we also find, on the other hand, that we are severely limited
in our ability to take a significant leap forward in the use of technology, mostly be-
cause we lack the funds to do it.

As innovations in technology are booming, especially in ways that can be used for
classroom instruction, our capacity to make use of these achievements has been se-
verely constrainedby serious limitations in the capital and training resources nec-
essary to make full use of new technology.

This technology gapbetween what is available and what schools can affordwill
have its greatest impact on the children of families that are economically disadvan-
taged. Those students who can depend upon more affluent parents to provide them
with the means at home to gain access to the information highway will develop at
an increasingly faster rate than those dependent on schools for the same access, es-
pecially if the schools are not fully equipped to help them.

We are moving ahead--exploring new uses of technology in a growing number of
our schools. Yet we are falling behind. We have had to cut basic educational serv-
ices, as fiscal constraints resulting from reduced resources from local, state, and fed-
eral sources, have forced us to cut our budgets for the past four years in a row. This
is a time when the exciting innovations in telecommunications should have their
broadest applications in the classrooms of children who are challenged by special
needs, language barriers, or family economic constraints. These are the children
upon whom this new technology can have its greatest impact. And yet our schools
simply do not have the means to help them in a systematic way, and are dependent
upon an incessant patchwork of fund-raising even to be able to introduce a few of
the wonders of modern computers and communications.

We have a growing number of programs and services in Boston that are consid-
ered models in the use of technology and telecommunications as an enhancement
to education.

One of our most significant achievements to date in technology is BosNeta local
telecommunications "bulletin board" that enables teachers and students in class-
rooms to communicate with their peers throughout the city. Four years ago, we
-Aarted this telecommunications system with a small external grant, and since then
have been able to build up to a level of 1,000 regular users. BosNet is aimed at re-
ducing the isolation of the individual classroom and giving teachers and students
a classroom-based means for quickly and effectively communicating throughout the
city. BosNet is now funded completely by the Poston School Department.

Every school in Boston now has at least one cable "drop" which eaables the school
to become connected to a telecommunications network. We also have established
in every school in the citytwo dedicated telephone lines for the use of tele-
communication. These two related advancesdedicated lines and cable drops in
every schoolare important steps toward enabling every school to gain access to the
"information highway" that is increasingly being scan as a necessary route toward
a successful future for all of us.

We have piloted the use of the Information Highway in one of our high schools,
with surprising results. At Brighton High, through the generosity of the Boston
business community and through a competitive grant from Apple Computers, the
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school has been able to establish computer labs in ten classrooms with the technical
means to connect to a large data base of publications. The quality of the work being
done through this program is exceptionally high. Teachers and students are using
the technology on a daily basis. Every teacher in the school has been trained. The
quality of research papers, the use of computers as a bilingual instructional device,
and the new level of ability the school has for teaching design, writing, math, and
other aspects of the high school curriculum is way beyond what they were able to
do before the labs were in place.

The Brighton High program is serving as a model for the city as a whole. We have
a new commitment, from the Mayor of Boston, Thomas Menino, along with the.Bos-
ton Public Library, to bring "Internet" into all our schools over the next several
years. This is a significant financial commitment..As you know, access to Internet
gives its subscribers the ability to gain electronic access to literally hundreds of pub-

. lications that can be used by teachers for planning lessons and by students for con-
ducting research and developing new levels of self-learning skills.

We also have programs such as the model at the Harvard Kent Elementary
School, where we are piloting the use of technology and telecommunications as an
instructional tool for special needs students. The school is working with "CAST". the Center for Adaptive Special Teachingto provide professional development for
teachers and administrators in how 'to harness the enormous potential of technology
for teaching students with special needs. The Harvard Kent is a uniquely ambitious
model in technology applications for physically and intellectur ily challenged stu-
dents.

We have also established in Boston a center for the use of technology in special
education. At Emmanuel College, hundreds of our Boston Public School teachers re-
ceive training and graduate credit as participants in training courses and seminars
conducted at the Center. This Center is supported and staffed by the Boston Public
Schools and provides direct support to classroom teachers working with our severely
handicapped student population.

Addtionally, our own Office of Instructional Technology organizes and conducts
twelve courses every semester for Boston teachers in tha uses of technology. These
courses are completely voluntary, and are paid for by the participants. Three hun-
dred teachers each semester are taking advantage of a full menu of courses in tech-
nology and telecommunications.

We also have some extraordinary programs in our schools using computers as
teaching tools. Just one example is our Parents as Partners program at the Josiah
Quincy School. The program uses computers donated by the Bank of Boston and
software and instructional time paid for through competitive grants. Parents as
Partners provides Quincy School parents from Chinatown with instruction in Eng-
lish and in the use of technology in after-school hours. Parents are actually in-
structed in the use of computers by their children,who have learned the applications
during school hours. The parents learn English and computer skills while the chil-
dren learn their native language. Parents become actively engaged through Parents
as Partners in their children's learning experiences at the school.

We have learned in Boston that technology can help teachers and students make
an important educational leap, when the school has the combination of equipment
and instructional skills to use it. Through business, philanthropic, and competitive
grants, many of our Boston schools have created innovative programs like those at
Brighton High and the Josiah Quincy Elementary School. For us, the challenge is
to make these available to every school, and to find ways for schools to become self-
regenerating: where new technologies are available as well as the skills to use them.

Twelve years ago the City of Boston through a municipal bond issue estab/ished
funding to enable our schools to purchase Apple 2E and IBM Personal Computers
for our schools. We established computer labs in nearly every school through this
funding source.

One of the dilemmas of this however has been that once the funds were spent,
they were gone. Computers of twelve years ago are virtually obsolete now. We have
not been able to systematically replace or upgrade this hardware, except through
a school-by-school, patchwork approach funded by business partners or externally
funded grants. Stand-alone computers are no longer state-of-the-art anyway. When
computers can be networked, or connected to one another, their usefulness as learn-
ing tools is greatly enhanced.

However, it is a very expensive proposition to fully network existing stand-alone
computers. In some of our schools, such as the McCormick Middle School and the
Josiah Quincy Elementary Schools, we have been able to network our computers ef-
fectively, funded by the Bank of Boston. In other schools such as English High, the
hardware has been networked through competitive grants. Each network upgrade
coqts approximately $50,000 per lab. The cost for this as a system, especially one
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that has wrestled with the possibility of laying off teachers every year during the
present decade, this expense is a very dear one

Last January at West Roxbury High School, Senator Edward Kennedy conducted
a hearing as part of the development of his legislation for support of technology ineducation At this hearing, one of our students from Boston Latin School talked
about the impact technology had upon his life. The student was seriously visually
impairedblind since childhood. He spoke about how his gradesand his chancesfor continuing his education in collegeimproved dramatically, once he was able to
gain access to current adaptive technology. His grades "shot up," as he put it.Through the use of technology to help overcome the restrictions created by his dis-
ability, he became the class valedictorian and today is studying at Harvard Univer-sity.

A.11 of our children in Boston should be able to gain access to state-of-the-art tech-
nology for instruction, particularly through telecommunications. As funds continue
to be cut for public education, however, the gap that presently exists between stu-dents from inner city, low-income families and their counterparts in more affluent
communities is only going to widen. Parents who can buy computers, subscribe to
Internet, put terminals and modems in their children's bedrooms, and communicate
electronically with their children's classrooms dre to see great results in their chil-
dren's education. Parents who cannot afford steps are going to rely increasingly on
their public schools to provide them. Where schools cannot do so, the inequities be-
tween those who have and those who don't will become increasingly apparent in testscores and other indicators of academic progress.

The problem for school systems like Boston is that technology is a major capitalinvestment. We spent a lot of money putting a cable drop in every Boston school.
The truth is that we should have a cable drop in every classroom in every school.
We dedicated two phone lines for each of our 119 schools. Every teacher should have
his or her own telephone line. We can only begin to imagine the possibilities for Bos-ton school children, if every one of our classrooms were equipped with computer
hardware, modems, telephone lines, and access to Internet.

The bond issue in Boston 12 years ago raised $4.5 million and that was notenough to put hardware in all our schools. Today, it would cost $12 million to put
a telecommunications work station for every teacher in Boston. This would not in-clude any of the training or equipment necessary to connect students to these net-
works. Ironically, students that have not learned as well through more traditional
forms of teaching are often the ones who need technology the most, yet get the least,and the least consistently. Even though we are ahead of many school systems, our
best efforts are still in the "pilot" or "demonstration" stages. where a few entre-
preneurial teachers or administrators have Written a grant or won a contest and
gotten some hardware for their school.

(1) There needs to be a revenue stream for schools to help them solve
these major capital expenses. This will require a major funding initiative that
cannot be borne by the budget cutting measures that school systems have had tofollow in order to do anything innovative and systemic over the past few years.Technology is not a substitute for teaching or books. It is a means through which
teachers can use their teaching skills in more focused ways to help students learn
to become life-long learners. Computers and telecommunications are increasingly es-sential tools that all educators will need in order that their students be competitive
in a global economy. We can no longer do it with pencil and paper alone, becauseour students will fall too far behind.

(2) We also need to address the significant need for professional develop-ment, if we are going to make full use of the promise in telecommuni-
cations. Computers, modems, and other expressions of technology demand a proc-
ess of continuous learning, to stay abreast of rapid changes. The costs of retraining
teachers and providing means for their continuing enrichment are significant, yet
must be provided if the technology is to be put to best use. Any revenue stream
must take into consideration the dual needs of equipment and keeping its users
equipped, if the expense is to be worthwhile.

School systems and school leaders have an important role to play in this retooling
process. Our curricula in every subject must be rethought to take full advantage ofthe new opportunities and demands in a society when so much more information
is going to be readily available to young people. We need to spend less of our time
in classrooms transm-itting a body of knowledge to students and more time teaching
them to use their own skills to learn themselves. This is a major shift in pedagogy.
one that is gradually taking place in all our schools, yet one that needs to 1, sped
up if our children are going to compete successfully.

This is the part of the equation that schools must contribute: the retooling of cur-
riculum, teaching priorities, and classroom strategies to fully engage our students
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in a changing economy Where we need help is in the high initial costs of equip-
ment, the longer :arm costs of servicing and renewing that equipment, and the
training to make full use of technology

(3) Another place we need help is related to student safety. This is also an
area in which the federal government can also play a role. Telecommunications in
a large public school system includes the use of two-way wireless devices. It is the
optimal medium when people need to communicate during the school day. School
safety is enhanced by the use of two-way radio for managing student security and
expeditirg the boarding and deboarding of children from school buses or for obtain-
ing assistance during medical emergencies and other situations involving the phys-
ical welfare of students.

The Boston Public Schools has for many years used FM radios to expedite these
seemingly mundane but necessary tasks of educational management. We have now
reached the limit of existing radio capacity and are actively soliciting approval to
open a new group of UHF channels which up to now have been held in reserve by
the FCC. I am advised by my Chief of School Safety that he needs Channel 15 in
the 476 megahertz range. This Subcommittee can be helpful in unlocking that chan-
nel.

Our, plans for the new channels will not only expand the use of wireless commu-
nications but will add state-of-the-art applications including transfer of confidential
data between school operations; transmission of faxed int'ormation between class-
rooms and the main office; and the implementation of alarm and control functions
in buildings for energy management and resource allocation.

If a hurricane came along and blew the roofs off of our city schools, no one would
expect that the money to fix them should come at the expense of paying teachers
or buying books. We have a growing national problem as a result of innovations in
telecommunications: schools serving children without family means to provide com-
puters and training are going to fall further and further behind. The cost for all
schools to take advantage of technology is enormous. We need a strident commit-
ment from all sources, local, state, and federal, that can enable schools to make the
significant jump in capital expense to get wired and ready for telecommunication.

In the past three years, even as our own Office of Instructional Technology has
increased the number of teachers it has served with courses and seminars in tech-
nology, its staffing operation has had to be cu This sort of Peter-to-Paul robbing
will never enable our schools in the city to stay at pace with our more affluent sub-
urbs, and it will never allow us to catch up to nations where there is a more strident
commitment to education as a major national priority.

We need leadership at the national level. This is a national problem pleading for
a national solution. It is the only way the United States can maintain its leadership
in an increasingly global marketplace. What better Congressional Subcommittee
than Telecommunications and Finance to provide the bold leadership that is need-
ed?

Mr. Chairman, thank you for providing me with this opportunity to speak to you
and your Congr7csional colleagues in order to provide an outline of the importance
of telecommunications in the educational lives of students in Boston and in urban
systems throughout the nation.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much.
As I said, we are going to have to let Ms. Roberts go. And let

me say, we certainly appreciate your being here today.
But I do want to ask you a couple questions, if I may. And I

think what we will do is leave the record open and submit addi-
tional questions that I know will come out in writing to you.

Ms. ROBERTS. Right, we would be very happy to answer those
questions.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you.
This is an issue where it is easy to talk in generalities, and we

can identify the problem in generalities. And it is much harder to
get to the specifics, both of what exactly needs to be done and how
to go about doing it.

And there areI guess like health care, there are a lot of moving
parts here and a lot of differenta lot of players on the field. There
are a couple, I think, rather provocative comments in Secretary Ril-
ey's discussion, and I want to just lead you to them.
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He says at the beginning, it says: Both the connections to new
telecommunications and information resources and basic access
services to these resources, should be free, or as inexpensive as pos-
sible to educators and students to ensure that we get the maximum
benefit as a Nation from these resources. If we do not take these
steps, we will deepen the socioeconomic divisions that threaten our
Nation.

And later he says: I do not expect the Federal Government will
be able to contribute any large amount to this investment in infra-
structure. We must, therefore, work together to establish a regu-
latory framework for telecommunications firms that will ensure the
development of the NII for education. And I guess that is where
this committee lands right smack in the middle of the issue and
where the issues join.

Do you care to expand, maybe fill in a little more specifics of
what the S Tretary has in mind there?

Ms. ROBERTS. Yes. First of all, in terms of the connections to the
resources. In the first place, if you will recall, the Vice President
specifically challenged the regional Bell operating companies to
think about how, as they were deploying expanded capacity to com-
munities, to businesses, that they consider directly providing the
connections to schools. And, in fact, in a number of instances, there
really have been very significant efforts that have moved forward
in this area.

In particular, I point out the Pac-Bell efforts in California, the
Ameritech announcement in Indiana, and more recently a very in-
teresting solution that seems to have been worked out in West Vir-
ginia with Governor Capertin and Bell Atlantic. So, our sense was
that at the very least, the connections to schools could be doable,
just the way many cable companies already provide the connections
to cable in many schools.

What that doesn't take care of is the internal wiring, the internal
cabling to build the, local network that would bring the resources
to the classroom. And in that case, our sense was that there could
be help in that area. In some cases, the telcos and the cable compa-
nies have gone even further, but in many cases, States like Florida
have actually set up funding for infrastructure building so that
eventually every school will be an intelligently wired school and the
conduit will be there for the long term.

In terms of the basic charges, there we are talking about the rate
structures that are in place right now, where we think that we can
work with you and with the FCC, and even potentially with the
State regulators, to think about how these rates could be made
more affordable, particularly preferentially for education.

Mr. LEHMAN. Well, I am sure
Ms. ROBERTS. It is very contentious, and we know that. But the

Secretary really believes that it is his job to talk about the prin-
ciple of all of this. And then let me say something else. As States
are seriously planning the technology for their educational institu-
tions and working with institutions to do this, there really is an op-
portunity to understand what the full range of costs are. And also,
then, ultimately to think about how this can be funded in a more
reasonable way. 4 0
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There have been a number of proposals to think about funding
for technology, and in fact we are going to undertake a st udy that
looks at funding alternatives. In no way do we think this is not a
serious issue.

Mr. LEHMAN. I appreciate that and I certainly commend you and
the Secretary for your attitude.

Dr. Harrison-Jones, you heard her comments about the great dis-
parities that exist in her area. The same is true in mine. I have
schools side-by-side, some state-of-the-art, some right out of the
last century. And frankly, it is not always the socioeconomic
ditches in the schools. Some of our poorer schools have better sys-
tems because of the particular nuances of the funding.

In fact, I have got one high school in my district that is one of
the top ROTC programs in the country, and the Navy has funded
a state-of-the-art computer center there for the ROTC program.
while side-by-side, th e. rest of the school doesn't have anything. So
there is theseit isthere are huge disparities and they are not
they don't necessarily follow normal lines.

Are we gettingwe have all these different studies we cite that
are a piecemeal look at this. Are we getting an overall picture of
where we are at in this country? Are we gathering that kind of in-
formation so we can make judgments more accurately on a larger
scale?

Ms. ROBERTS. I think that is absolutely critical, and we need to
do that. We are going to begin part of that process through the Na-
tional Center for Educational Statistics survey of telecommuni-
cations to schools. We see that as providing the beginning of real
baseline data that will, in fact, point to the disparities, we hope,
and give us a sense of where they exist.

But I would also recommend that you look at the next Office of
Technology Assessment Report. I still have a lot of contact with
OTA. and the study that is going to be released, I am pretty sure,
by early January looks at technology and teaching the extent to
which we are making progress and where we are not.

But part of our problemand I would point this out to you, and
I don't think it is surprisingis that most of what we do in edu-
cation is State and local. I, too, have been surprised at the fact that
I can find schools and sometimes even districts where one would
not predict that there would be so much technology being deployed
and being deployed effectively because in terms of economics this
is not an area where you would expect to see these resource.

When you start to look at it and you try to understand why
why can this district do it and this school do it, there are islands
of excellence, and what it comes down to is a couple of things. One
is leadership.

I just spent time with Leona Williams, who is the superintendent
of the Val Verde School District in California, and what she de-
scribed is a process that she undertook to look directly at her budg-
et. With not a single new dollar, this superintendent was able to
significantly change her district's resource base for technology, for
education and for learning.

I talked to another superintendent in Perry, Ohio, and I heard
the same story.
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What I think we need to do is look at what these people have
done and ask ourselves what did they give up, what did they do
differently because, in part, we are talking about major institu-
tional changes as well. So that is the second piece.

And I think the third piece is we look at how we in Federal pro-
grams, we require people to do things with technology and provide
separate streams of funding in Chapter 1, in other math and
science and education programs. But we really don't ask for people
to think about these resources in a comprehensive way and encour-
age them to deploy those resources to benefit kids aryl to benefit
schools. So I think we can do a better job on our side as well, and
Congress can help us there.

So it is a long answer, and it is a lot of things: It is people. It
is leadership. It is being lucky enoughfor example, if you are in
TennesseeI was just thinking about Mr. Cooperif you are near
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and you are in Knoxville, and
you are in Oak Ridge, and you are in Anderson county, you have
a network in place because the Oak Ridge National Laboratory peo-
ple decided this was something they wanted to do on their own
time and make it available.

We have to begin to really think about how we use all the re-
sources that are available across the country.

Mr. LEHMAN. Finally, let me ask you this: Do we have any com-
parisons here, information, that would tell us where we stand in
this whole issue versus other countriesthe Germans, the French,
the British, the Japanese?

Ms. ROBERTS. To my knowledge, there is no fully comparable
data. However, there is a major study on the use of computers in
our classrooms. That is an international study that looks at the
United States and other areas. It is called the IEA study. As I re-
call, we have pockets of excellence, we have islands of excellence
in the United States, but we don't come nearly as uniformly close
to the base of technology that some countries have been able to
achieve largely because education is a Federal, if you will, or a na-
tional system.

But what the IEA study shows and what other anecdotal evi-
dence also points to is that, in terms of the cutting edge, we have
the cutting edge examples, and the real challenge is how do you
scale up? How do you scale, as Dr. Jones has pointed out, from a
model project here to a whole system that is using these resources
effectively?

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much. I appreciate your being here
today and, again, give our sympathies to the Secretary. Look for-
ward to working with you on this issue.

Ms. ROBERTS. Thank you for inviting us. I think this is the first
time we have come to testify before your committee, and we are de-
lighted to be here, and we know we have a lot of work to do. We
are eager to move forward.
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Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you. Very good, we appreciate that.
Dr. Rescigno, we will put your entire statement in the record,

ask you to summarize and welcome you out from California.
STATEMENT OF RON RESCIGNO

Mr. RESCIGNO. Thank you, Congressman, members of the com-
mittee. We do have three Californians here, I believe, two, myself
and Linda and John Kernan.

Ms. ROBERTS. No. I wish I was.
Mr. RESCIGNO. Sorry about that. I am also very familiar with

your school district, Congressman. We have had many visitors from
Fresno to our school district.

I am a school superintendent, been one for 16 years, which sort
of breaks the mold in California, at least. The average tenure is
about 3 yearsor anywhere, right? Sometimes I think I am as
much a part of the problem as part of the solution because I have
been in public education for 36 years, both on the East Coast and
the West Coast.

Eleven years ago, when I was appointed superintendent of the
Hueneme School District, we set out with a vision to try to bring
equal opportunity to all of our students. The Hueneme School Dis-
trict is a district of close to 8,000 students, multicultural district,
multiracial district, 60 percent Hispanic, 30 percent of those
nonEnglish speakers, blacks, Asians, typical of what you would
find in southern California, our migrant population, and we have
a very large Navy base close by. It is a Seabee base. And we also
have a very large Naval Air Force base close by, so we are pretty
typical of an urban center in southern California.

The vision was to try to bring something to our students that
would be exciting, motivating and pay off dividends in the long
term. Now, after 11 years, in my testimonymy written testi-
monywe have been pretty specific in terms of what we have tried
to accomplish.

I think the bottom line with us is that we did accomplish fantas-
tic things with the use of network technology and student learning.
Our kid.s have generated achievement scores that are absolutely
fantastic. We can compare very favorably with students throughout
the United States, as our results show. And also, as our results
show, that there is a direct relationship between the use of network
computer technology and student achievement. I think that is a
very powerful statement. And it has been proven by the University
of Southern California in a 4-year study.

Now what did we attempt to do? We attempted to focus on the
learner and bring the resources to the learner. When we tried to
do this 11 years ago a lot of people, including, I think, John, who
had visited us on several occasions, thought, wow, what are they
trying to do here?

We tried to create network environments, which we did, called
smart classrooms, which were multimedia environments that were
networked inside classrooms and ultimately throughout the school.
And we also tried to work with the teachers in terms of developing
the necessary tools for them to work in that environment.

As we went through this program, we were visited by various
people throughout the State of California, and, ultimately, we were
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selected as one of six model technology schools in the State of Cali-
fornia.

Now, as you know, Congressman, there are over a thousand
school districts in the State of California, 30 million people in that
State, and there are only six that are model technology schools. So
we should be doing something with technology, and we should be
showing some results because we did get some effort from the State
of California to help us do this.

Our results show very clearly that network technology allows you
to create a new learning environment for students. But, beyond
that, something happened, and I think that is the reason why I amhere.

There was an article in USA Today several weeks ago which in-
dicated our relationship with a large telecommunication company,
MCI, as well as the Council of Urban City Schools, as well as the
possibility of a ,grant being awarded by the Department of Com-
merce. What it said was that our school district was working to de-
velop electronic curriculum which then could be produced on a CD-
ROM which would allow that curriculum to be used throughout the
United States over a network, a superhighway, whatever.

Now, what we have tried to do in the Hueneme School District,
not only have we tried to do connectivity issues, of which we are
doing with the Department of Defense, schools to schools through-
out the United States, real time telecommunications and working
through simulated activities, we also have extensive work with our
local cable company. We are applying the tools in real time activi-
ties.

But what we have done is we have tried to create a pliblic school
as a nonprofit institution or foundation. And justif you know of
Yogi Berra, basically, it is a nonprofit foundation for profit, and
what we have attempted to do was to create a new role for the
teacher. The teacher is able to bring together all of these multi-
media programs with good solid instructional strategies. And,
whatever you think of California, we have terrific curriculum out
there, bringing that all together.

And then with a relationship with a private company which has
the worldwide license fbr CD-ROM fractal technology, which is fair-
ly extensive and fairly good technology in terms of the compression,
decompression kinds of things that you have to do with video. We
were bringing that together so that we could produce a product
that would be replicated and used throughout the United States.

What we found out was that what we could do as educators was
create the intellectual skeleton through this electronic curriculum.
Then a private company, preview publishing company, was able to
bring in a Hollywood producer to bring that all together so that we
could begin creating multimedia technology that worked in our
classrooms.

Because every time people came to visit us--and if you read this
testimony, you will see over 3,000 visitors have visited us since
1983 from all over the world and from all over the United States
they wanted our curriculum. Where is the electronic curriculum?
How do you put that together?

4 4
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Well, it is put together in 250 different pieces because of all the
different resources you are using but bringing it together into one
common medium and then putting some value to it.

Now, what we thought about was, okay, that is our intellectual
property. We own it. And we worked out a deal with the company
through which they would pay us for the teacher's time off so we
would have the teacher with one leg in the classroom and one leg
out of the classroom working on this kind of curriculum. And it be-
came very exciting because teachers were anxious. They liked that
idea of doing some research and development on their curriculum.
They really were excited about it.

And, as a result of that, we worked out an agreement with this
company to produce CD-ROM technologies, and we hope that by
the end of June we will have our first two series in the market-
places.

Along with that, we have a relationship with MCI to set up a
network between us and northern California and Savannah, Geor-
gia, to see if we could store and send this kind of curriculum so
youngsters from different parts of the United States could be inter-
acting with real timewith simulations and real time activities.

Those are some of the kinds of things we have learned from the
technology and some of the kinds of things we think the future is
going to hold for our children. So, basically, that is what we have
done initially. Why we are here is because of that article in USA
Today, I believe, because of what we are trying to do with the
teacher in terms of changing the learning paradigm and making
the teacher much more entrepreneurial in the way they deliver in-
struction to the classroom and the way we can use their intellec-
tual property.

I might want to explain also to you that I do have recommenda-
tions listed in the report regarding what Congress and the Federal
Government can do. I might refer you to two things that we are
doing currently with the Federal Government.

The one thing we are doing with the Department of Defense
you might ask how does a school district in Port Hueneme work
with the Department of Defense. Well, we were granted a cont ct
because of some of the mature educational models that we have de-
veloped, one of them being this nonprofit foundation for technology,
the other being this relationship in the development of electronic
curriculum, to see if we could scale up some of these models to
larger school districts. And we are attempting to do that in the Sa-
vannah Chatham School District in Georgia, and the Department
of Defense sees this as a way to take a good hard look at whether
or not our successful model§ can be scaled up to a large school dis-
trict in the south.

The second thing is part of the recommendations regarding Con-
gress is the whole idea of subsidies. You have heard Dr. Jones talk
about that, but, you know, we have been subsidized for a long time
from the Federal Government, at least our district has, using
Chapter 1. I think that it is very important that we look at the
subsidy issue, especially in terms of under-accessed student popu-
lations.

And traditionally the information centers in the United States
have been schools, libraries and community centers. and I would

4
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suggest that the end user is where the subsidies should be, not on
the pathways. Traditionally, we have always in school business
have been concerned about our own networking and whatnot, and
we have had marketing people come in.

Mr. MARKEY [presiding]. If you could just wrap up in 20 seconds.
Mr. RESCIGNO. Thank you very much for listening to me and for

having me here. I certainly appreciate the opportunity, Mr. Chair-
man. Thank you very much.

Mr. MARKEY. You will have more opportunity during the ques-
tion and answer period. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ron Rescigno follows:]

4 6
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Ron Rescigno, Ed.D., D.H.L.
Superintendent, Hueneme School District

A NEW AGENDA "THE SMART WAY"

Hueneme School District

Figure I
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The District, founded in 1873, is

located in the city of Port Hueneme on the

Pacific Coast, 65 miles northwest of Los

Angeles and 40 miles south of Santa

Barbara, California. (Figure 1)

Hueneme School District District Ethnic Percentages

.
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includes approximately 550 employee, L
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cost of approximatel $4,060. including federal and state support. Roughl
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Change and Progress

During the last decade, experience in the Hueneme School District has

documented that major fundamental chime and provjess takes place in the

organization and management of public school education, the public school

curriculum, and student achievement as a result of the intelligent use of electronic

information networking technologies. Change i% with us all the time. It is

inevitable. Change is accompanied by a lack of permanence and stability, hut the

progress that occurs from changes is positive, and worthy of pursuit.

our country k involved in a significant industrial and social paradigm shift.

The mechanical technology that created the Industrial Revolution has been largely

replaced by technology ushered in by the likes of Bill Gates and the Micro-Soft

Corporation, neuron nem mks, high speed computing, three-dimensional

holography, virtual reality, and more! In private industry, %mart electronic took

has e replaced industrial age mechanical systems with technical and human

infoimation processing systems. In any innovative, competitive business that

hopes to succeed, people aren't being told to :s ork harder, and more people aren't

being hired; instead the sk hole operation is being restructured to ssork SMARTHR.

For public schools. the ability, to electronically del iver networked multi-media to

the student learnercombining audio, \ ideo, still mages. graphics. text, and

aminationintelligently integrated sith people and curriculum is providing the

catalyst for fundamental change and progress in the st ay children learn.

iMINNIMMINII=11=%,

THE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT
OF PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION

The h us of 0121111/anon and management in '.S. public school education

4 8
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has been largely concerned with the social organization which delivers knowledge

to the group. This fundamental organization has, tOr nearly a century, included

teachers, textbooks, school buildings. school buses, instructional aides, custodians,

etc. Unfortunately, the maintenance of this rather rigid organization has become

an end in itself, and a subject of well-deserved criticism throughout the past

decade. The true end of public education is student mastery of knowledge and

skills. The central challenge to educational organizations in the information age

,:enters on the effective and efficient mediation of knowledge and skills to the

learner ia an organization that is flexible, responsive, and outcome-based. The

heart and soul of electronic information technologies is the effective and efficient

transfer and mediation of knowledge. Data bases, electronic communication

sstems, knowledge networks, and networked multi-media skill change the basic

organization of public schools. We need to think in terms of learning nem orks

not traditional schools Learning networks are flexible and dynamic. Learning

nem orks force new collaborative strategies \kith emphasis on people \orkinii

together in complex tasks. Learning networks can dramaticall improve student

mastery of information age knoss ledge and skills

Th`
true integration of networked

technology requires a management and

six KEY TECIINOLOGIP,
INTF(..RATION.

organizational approach which emphasizes six key

technologies:

4

Human Factors;

('ommunication Nem or king,

3 l)ata:

!mare:

5 Voice: and

Woid. (Figure 3)

1 Mom:111mi etc\ en \ ear permd from 108; to loo4. ibis integration so itcy.y
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fulfilled one of the "promises" of interactive technology by initiating a radical

restructuring of the traditional public school educational organization in the

Hueneme School District.

Stages

The District has evolved through various developmental stages of

educational technology during the last decade. Starting with stand alone computers

in classrooms, the District evolved through:

Computer Assisted Instructional Labs in All Schools;

Computer Assisted Instruction Electronically Distributed (Networked)
to Individual Classrooms;

Introduction of Stand Alone Multi-Media Interactive Technology
-Laser Disc Players

-Video Players (VCRs)

-Compact Disc Players

-Cable Programming

-Satellite Programming

-Internet Connection.:

The Integration of Technologies and Networking Capabilities Into the
Smart Classroom;

The Integration of Smart Classroiims Into A Smart School:

Smart School emension through the INTERNET and other electronic
luglmays into a "Virtual School House."

l'he Stuart Classroom

The Smait Classroom is a classroom supported by an electronic infra-

sti ucture which pros ides the capacity and connectivity necessary for all data,

voi, ',deo applications. The Smart Classroom creates an interactive learning

en, ii,o1:1,-m where all learningthe theoretical s ith the practical. tit:.

01,11. r 01.1111; ss tb he senses- is the tOcus of education. Where the computer ,mo

5 0



other eleuionic devices are the primary information deli. ery system for the basics

of the academic subjects, and where human resources education is centered on the

creation of student products. The Smart Classroom makes learning interactive foi

all students, allowiniz the teacher time to attend to the needs of each student.

personalizing and individualizing the learning experience. Since the development

of the original concept--a computer managed multi-media classroomthe Smart

Classroom has evolved through eleven different generations into the current and

most techniilogically ads anced

The first and second generation Smart Classrooms sere specially designed

to give the teacher a spectrum of tools to individualize instruction in order to teach

more effectively. (Figure 4) Desk units sere created to conceal color monitors

beneath glass desk tops. The geometry of the desks creates concentric rtngs ss hen

joined together The resulting arrangement is rather like that of a svmphon

orchestra with the teacher as the
Figure 4

conductor and facilitator of the

learning process. The electronic

network is capable of delivering audio.

video, and data in a seamless fashion

to the learner. A multitude of

electronic curriculum materials alloss

each learner to be exposed to the

learning modaltty that best lit his or

her learning style. The classroom's electronic cut riculum is designed to expose

students to L iitiL al thinking in eioth, lite, and physical soence, ei t'-;(1

cui riLulum tesources are programmed to iiccommodate for individual student

achiesement. learning styles, learning speed. and motivation

c
c. Gel(

"C -C"

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Tlw third and fourth generation Smart Classrooms incorporate a

learning duster concept with five learning cluster areas designed into the

classroom erodronment. (Figure 5) Each cluster has the electronic capability of

processing information to individuals or groups of students for particular learning

or teaching strategies. Driven by a network that has the capability to send and

store data, video, and audio, the learner can process and create innovative

solutions to problems in the study of history, geography, and language arts. The

classroom design places the teacher at the front center of the tiered learning

clusters. The purpose of the classroom design is to create a total human learning

emironment \kith a layout emphasizing people instead of machine technology.

I-i34333 e 5

1

,

,

.7'

Students in the third generation

U.S. History Smart Classroom x+ork

individually m content software with

the greatest portion of their time being

spent working in cooperative groups

with simulated actisities. Students

sorking in groups are asked to solve

j historical problems by searching data-

hased soft .are and historical software simulatums. Emphasis is placed on

pai ticipation in making decisions, setting goals. planning, taking action as a group.

and prodth.ing a quality product.

TIK fourth generation Language Arts/Reading Smart Classroom approaches

learning triun an environment 'hat alltms the student to improse his/her writing.

ivadmg. ,ind speaking skills by interfacing kith electronic simulations.

I he ,lassioom incorporates computer mantwed electronic music as a form ot

student \pi ession and communication 1)) integtating language arts and the tine
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ars iiailarities between the basic elements of music, and thc basic elements o:

language are electronically interlaced in a learning environment that emphasize,

the learner's visual, aural, and audible senses.

The fifth and sixth generation classrooms, the Smart Lab 2000, is an

extension of the school's math, and

science curriculums, allowing for a

major focus on the application of

knowledge and skills. (Figure 6)

Emphasis is placed on connecting

learning to students' daily lives and

opportunities for future study and

careers. Students are pressed to

interact sith information, complete tasks, and to operate vith'n the constraints and

demands of the %ork %s odd outside the classroom.

The Smart Lab is a responsive learning environment xhere students

interact xx ith an extensive collection of computers and peripherals to simulate real-

orld applications ot the nox and possertul technologies that drive our xxodd.

Working in teams at island-like xork/learn stations, students engage directl in the

observatii in. explorati(in, application, and asses.ment of technological phenomena

and related prinoples of science and math. In addition to computer:. the pim er

ot laser disks. CD ROMS. video tapes. and othei advanced learning. tools give

students hands-on nunds-on experiences in the areas of rohonss. siomputer,uded

manufacturing. ssteins simulations. ksord processing, computer assisted

publishing. satellite technology, pneumatiL stiuctio es, monorail Iranporlal ion

m nd energ.. aerod>munic testing. space-frame cimstruction, hydroponics, and

Figure 6

more A sneigistic. interdisciplinat program of instrusuim accompanies this

,
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.-ati.;,Mai.,ed. open-ended learning paths that sharpen

their conceptual skills %%bile facilitating creativity and discovery learning.

Following the ..xth gem:ration Smart Classrooms, hybrid or prototype

extensions e% olved in other subject disciplines in junior high schools and

elementar grades. and in.:luded Science. English as a Second Language. Language

Arts! Black Studies, Math. and Geography. (Figure 7)

I

Prototype Science Prototype ESL
Smart ClassroomSmart Classroom

. . . .

Eggstsr,, oMputOmput6in

TabN

,Nregimr,..

t,.., Table #3

ONNEis -. :::"491:1/

ENVEliii 'r a,lin i

The 11th Generation Smart 8

Classroom Math evolsed from the best

instrunonal practices and learning

en' ironments ot the previous Smart

na,srooms. (Figure 81 The purpose of

the Smart Math Classroom is to enipmer

all students mathematically to improve

acodemic achievement. Mathematically

ctilpossil 0] students think and

,onuminicate, draw on mathematical ideas, and use mathematical tools and

te,.liniques. Emphasis is given to student interaction and written communication.

la°
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Flat-top, spacious work stations are available for students to work togethet on

products and investigations. The hardware is recessed below these work stations,

so the tOcus remains on applications and interaction among students. Lessons

extend several days or even weeks. Students concentrate on large mathematical

ideas and their interconnections. Math strands such as number, measurement,

geometry, and logic are studied as part of unifying ideas such as patterns and

proportion.

Avariety of tools including manipulatives, calculators, computers, videos,

and laser discs are continually available for student use. Computers are used to

anal.sie data rather than perform drill of basic facts. Teachers and students

become proficient in the use of software including word processing, the use of

spread sheets, graphing programs, and data bases to display results and identify

patterns. Students use software to manipulate text, graphics, and video iMages in

ssa,. that promote exploration and discovery.

Learning-centered softssare allows the student to think and use information

to sok e and create problems. Immediate feedback is as ailable demonically.

Student writings, products, visual presentations, and reports are kept on electronic

notebooks. These notebooks are used for observation and interviews tor purposes

ot assesmem. Writing clarifies, reveals thinking, and plays a major role in the

Smart Math Classroom. Teachers evaluate written ...ork in mathematics on the

basis ot the thinking it reseals in clear, concise ss rmen explanations.

The ;lassroom boasts "state-of-the-art technolop including a nets\ ork

dris en bs a Pentium QO CPI: ss here audio and video data can be stored, iind then

e,,cd bs lilils on demand. Students call up video. :will°, and data ;tut, .,tme

tht !Wm illation needed it their ow., ,:omputer station. Flectronic portfolio., ate

tics:loped ln t egistering video iii YR- \suit text and then gored in the
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,:omputer data base. This Smart Classroom has a virtual capability. It is linked

directly to every classroom in the District by coaxial cable, and directly into the

Internet, and more specifically, to the National Education Supercomputer Program

(NES) by telephone and modem connections. It is anticipated that in partnership

with MCI this classroom will have a direct T1 telecommunication link to

classrooms in Northern California and Savannah, Georgia.

The Smart School

The Smart School. driven by electronic networking systems. creates a new

style for school organizations. The Hueneme School District is searching for an

understanding of the proper balance between human and technical information

oroc,ssing. It appears that many of the competencies necessary for learning will

continue to rest on the human side as we are called upon to create a work

encironment of shared values and goals.

Nem orking technology places total initiative fOr decisions at the student

tea,:her level. Experts are responsible tor exercising initiatives for student learning

.md oerall sshool tuanizational ri_sponsibilit. This learning model eliminates

the need for school organization and administration as we kilos\ it. The successful

Usk' of nem orked technolog, to create ROA school environntents rests on attitude.

....mirage. and \sill. The maror obstacles to the integration of nem orked teehnoh)gy

ale the currem rigidut ot school organizations, slasstoom practices, and a lack 01

\isionai leadership. Hoss ever, the speed of change in high tech and its' ubulut

,i,:oininodaic the learner sslI force the creation 01 no', school and classioorn

or gamiational structures that ultimately M. ill lead to a future ot unlimited lem now,

"Voinal Classioom. and then a "V lona! S..bool !louse."

"A Virtual School House"

5 6
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Recently much has been written and spoken about the "Information

Highway," the Internet, the wide range of services the Internet makes available to

educators and its' potential positive impact on student learning. The Internet was

created by the Department of Defense 25 years ago to allow government work to

continue even if part of the network was destroyed as a result of a nuclear attack.

It is a limitless international network of networks that enables people with

computers of all kinds to share services and communicate directly, as if they were

part of one giant, seamless, global computing machine.

Early on, the Hueneme School District had free single access connection to

the Internet as one of six designated "Model Technology Schools" projects in the

state of California. Using direct dial-up service, District teachers have mastered

the Internet topography. Teachers and students have been involved with programs

connected through the Internet, including the Upjohn "Science Grasp" Network;

Scholastic Nem oik and Electronic Schoolhouse through America On-Line; the

Lawience Livermore Labs' National Education Supercomputer Program; and in

a California State Public School Project for Telementoring, gaining Internet access

using GINA (Graphical Interface for Network Access) for students and teachers.

The Hueneme School District did not consider the Internet as the model

"Superhighway." ft is only one compiment of the nation's communications

infrastructure. From an educational application and student learner consideration,

we %sere interested in the intelligent movement and managenlent of information in

multiple forms with its' use being determined by the end-user, i.e.,

teacher!student.

While continaing to experiment with %cry simpk, single acce,s, connections

io the Internet that benefit only a few, the District began to vigorously piirsue a

prograin to connect all classrooms and suit with a {mown

rJ



telecommunications network that was economical and had "real time" capabilities.

Our vision was to create a user-friendly "network of networks" combining real-

time voice, video, and multi-media by interfacing with the District's local area

netssorks, the Internet, a coaxial cable television system and instructional network

(INET), and existing telephone lines with real time telecommunications

connections.

ones Intercable, Inc. INET: In 1989 the District aggressively pursued

a joint venture ssith Jones Intercable, Inc., a large commercial cable television

company. Today. the Hueneme School District and Jones Intercable. Inc. are

pros Kling students and teachers new experiences in learning through the effective

and effment use ot telecommunications technology. Jones Intereahle. in.:. has

provided Hueneme School District with 60 miles of 1NET cables connecting

schools and classrooms from point-topoint and point-to-multi-points. The !NET

delivers real-time video, audio, and data to students and teachers. This interactive

multiple-direction system allows students and teachers opportunities to reach out

from the traditional classroom to the frontier of a nes+ and exciting learning

paradigm.

The development of this new learning paradigmthe "VIRTUAL" classroom

environment includes student live interaction with computer simulations between

and among remote classroom sites: live class debates hem een and among students

trom different schiuil locations: teacher staff development sk ith scholar experts:

student ii iKulation betsseen area schools; online video transmission of top nos',

NI l.'s (It he \scek. and is e informancin on national and international sseather

Ube IN FT ss stem csluises students to a multitude of teal ning resouices and

instructional strategies brought about b, thc. seamless integration ;it'd manipulation

of multi media Student iesu Its re% cal an in, I ease in comprehension, problem



solving, motivation, and positke attitudes. The business partnership between the

Hueneme School District and Jon.ts Intercable, Inc. represents a productive merger

of business and community int ..rests.

video Teleconferencing: In 1990, the District expanded its local area

telecommunicatfons program by forging a new alliance with the Port Hueneme

Division Naval Surface Warfare Center. Their Video Teleconferencing Center is

one of 170 plus Department of Defense nationwide conterencing rooms. The

Defense Commercial Telecommunications Network is a secure. digital, video

conferencing network which allows for full duplex video, audio, and graphic

transmissions for all sites involved, with a maximum use of 25 sites at one time.

Hueneme School District staff have worked cooperatively with personnel at the

Video Teleconferencing Center on various "Coast-to-Coast" events. The "Coast-

to-Coast" events link students in the Hueneme School District with public and

Department of Defense schools in Georgia. Hawaii. Maine, Mississippi, North

Carolina, Pennsylvania. Virginia, and Washington. This project emphasizes an

educational "hands-across-the-nation" approach b) integrating sound teaching and

learning strategies with the medium of real time telecommunicating. The

program's first step is for students and teachers across the nation to reach out

through a pen pal program, and then a "face-to-face" telecommunication event at

the Video Teleciinfer cm:42 Center. Thrtmgh the telecomi»unications medium,

students share families. homes, hobbies, oth interests, and life styles. A follow-

telecommunicatitin lesson focuses on a particular curricular area. The program

grew frimi eight sessions with several different Irications m the first year to tw cruy

s ith multiple locations in the second Continued growth with Lxpansion

to additional sites in the I Inited States is anticipated in the 1994-95 school year.

On several occasions, there has been an actual physical exchange of students and
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teacher parti,:ipants. The impact on student learning and teacher initiative has been

immeasurable. (In fact, a teacher from Port Hueneme and a teacher from Virginia

who met via "Coast-to-Coast" were recently married!)

The capabilities of the Video Teleconference Center include the ability to

video tape incoming and outgoing video and audio signals. Video tapes of

various teaching and curriculum learning activities exchanged between remote sites

have become an essential part of the telecommunications lesson. For example,

teachers have taped students performing science experiments and then viewed the

tape simultaneously with students at the remote location to shoss how the

experiment is conducted. The video tapes from the school sessions have also been

used as a self-evaluation instrument for teachers and students.

Cameras in the Video Teleconference Center are located so that three

dimensional objects or photographs may be viexxed by the remote location

in real time. Teachers have used these cameras to show an abacu\ in a math

protect, balloon rockets in a science lesson, and flags and !naps for a geography

lesson. Students have used these cameras to show pictures of their homes after an

earthquake, thesr \chool, local geography, and various other subjects. One

interesting aspect of the telecommunications program ha\ been it Use it\ a niedurni

to bring together innovative and creative idea\ to teacher\ at remote \ate.. An

outglinkth ot the rdeo teleconimunicanons via\ a loan \tall deselopment program

betsseen teacher\ from a K-6 elementary school in Port Hueneme, Califoinia and

teacher\ from a K.6 elementary \chool in Spamxay, Wa\hingtim. rhe po\mbilitie

tor unproving puhlit \chool education through thi\ exi\ting netssork are limules,..

D'sign
for a New Generation of somok Connected- Oiti

venture brings the expertise of a laige coiporate phone ompany, MCI, together

ith a private company. Pyramid, Inc . and three \diil )! disti lets Hueneme



School District, Port Huenerne, CalitOrnia, Berryessa School District, San Jose,

California and the Savannah-Chatham County Public Schools in Savannah,

Georgia. The "Schools Connected" project is a completely new concept in the

delivery of education and services for communities across America. The network

proposed for this demonstration project w ill connect three communities of varying

levels of economic and communications resources. The project ss ill demonstrate

three components:

Distance InstructionTeleconferencing;

Video on Demand; and

Interactive Multi-Media Courses.

Drst,ince. Instruction/Teleconferencing will use the local cable networks

within the "Schools Connected" via a T I network from interexchange carrier

MCI, using digital modems. This will allow distance instruction/teleconferencing

between the schools and classroom to classroom "real time" activities to take

place. Video on demand will be available via dial-up ISDN lines to servers

located on the MCI network that will provide video instruction interactively

through ISDN communication lines to remote PC computers. Interactive multi-

media lessons will be developed on site to be used via CD ROM, and through the

video on demand nem ork. Pyramid's fractal technology allows a normal video

sigtril to be digitized and compressed to a very small file size and transported over

existing telephone networks, and decompressed at the destination without

specialized hardware.

The network w ill also has e a direct TI and/or ISDN connection into the

Internet w ith a TCP IP (Transmission ('ontrol hotocol/Internet Protocol). This

connection w ill allow the "Schools Connected" maximum use of Internet. The

ftictis ot teachers and students on the Intel net will be to collaborate through time
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:e o simulated activities sith real time oversieht. The three school

districts conn,cted ss ill model simulation games conducted by the Department of

oa tho Int,liret using educational simulations instead of battle simulations.

THE HUENEME PUBLIC SCHOOL CURRICULUM
4111111M11=1.71

Curriculum is th.2 body of knowledge and skills that are taught in the

public schools. By. definition, curriculum is an area that can he influenced by

information networked technology. The Hueneme curriculum foundation is b.asic--

reading, writing, speakine. listening, and calculating; the_matic--an instructional

focus that serses as a central thread or theme and allows for content, subject

matter. or disciplines to overlap, to interact, and to be interlocked:

creativity , decision making, problem solvine, visualizing, learning to learn, and

reasoning: personal qualitiesresponsibilit y. self-esteem, sociability, self-

manaeement and integrity.

Enhanced by multi-media, technology has changed the curriculum from a

static representation of knossledge to a dynamic representation, allowing for linear

and non-linear curriculum examples. Multi-media technology helps teachers

develop creative interactive lessons that present information in all the \says

students really think and learn. Curriculum and instructional electronic products

enhane the natural learning process. They are designed logically, allowing

studenh easy acLess to information they need. The ability of multi-media

technolog to bring information to life is unprecedented. Multi-media technology

integrate,. digital. Nideo, sound, animation, and photographic-quality images ss oh

text and graphiLs to create an intense and engaging learning experience

Technology can deliser each piece of intormaiion in its best possible medium foi

maximum student Lomprehension.

r^,
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Accessing knowledge through technology will fundamentally change teacher

instructional strategies and will build a new learner; an epistemologist, --

researching the boundaries of knowledge and discovering new knowledge.

Complex problems are resolved through student collaboration while working with

networked interactive simulations. Students become active learners making

decisions through exploration and discovery. Multi-media technologies will

provide access to information from all media in one place, allowing students the

opportunity to interact continuously with that information. Learning becomes

unlimited and traditional organizational barriers no longer impede learning.

The dynamics of building and delivering the electronic curriculum has

produced a new learning paradigm and has created a new and exciting role for the

classroom teacher as entrepieneur. Teachers, utilizing easy-to-use authoring

software and skills developed in Smart Classrooms are bringing the many pieces

of a multi-media electronic lesson into one medium--CD ROM. The CD ROM

curriculum brings the instructional power of multi-media and the Smart Classroom

to anN school district, school, or learner ssith access to an inexpensive CD ROM

player. As a corollary, the District has launched the Hueneme Foundation for

Educational Technology, a California non-profit benefit corporation, signed a ("1)

ROM production and publishing agreement with PrevieN+ Publishing. Inc.. and

established an alliance sith Pyramid. a company thdt inns the son\ Ideo

licen,,e for fractal technology.

The Dr,tilet',, »rode] tor electronic curriculum development gives teachers

opportunities to earn additional income. The cimiract with Previess Publishing.

ln ;,iiitiantees Disii t funds pei mutiny the teadiers to v.ork as ennepieneul s

prorlucing electronic curriculum on it sabbatical leae, v.orking to! the Disti i. I as

n independent contractor. or dining 'he s,hool ein as an bout ly emploce atter
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their teaching day is over. Working hand-in-hand with a profe,sional multi-media

producer, teachers are developing electronic curriculum that: (1) speaks to the

ways ,tudents learn: (2) is economical to purchase for home shoppers and by

school districts; and (3) has the capability of being accessed by most standard

electronic networks.

h e Dis:rict has also established a royalty stream from the sale ot the

Hueneme curriculum series produced on CD ROM. The royalties will be

deposited in the Hueneme Non-Profit Educational Technology Foundation and sk ill

be used to compensate teachers for their efforts in product development and to

pros ide District financial support to continue research and development in

educational technology. The program is being replicated in school districts in

California, Georgia, New Mexico, New York, and Pennsylvania. It is anticipated

that the first two plograms in the Hueneme series will he released in June of 1995.

As this model matures, it will make public schools competitive in the market place

and establish a new revenue source for public school districts.

ACHIEVEMENT

The worth of any educational innovation is measured by the impact it has on

student aLbievement. Achievement is defined as increasing individual student

knoss ledge and skills relative to public expectations The major efforts of the

Hueneme School District has e focused on increasing the productivity of the system

by organizing the learners' ens ironment in a different \say. Technology provides

an intelactise learning emirtinment it ir IndiVidual, and gioups and allosss the

tea, hei mole time to tutor and pet sonalize the process ot learning. On its 055n,

multi-media has limited salue. but as pait ot a no appioach to heat ning that places

6 4
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technology at the core of a learner-centered environment, it can be enormously

beneficial.

The University of Southern California (USC) conducted an independent four-

year study of the District 's development and use of technology over an eight-year

period. The results of the study document a marked increase in students' learning

abilities, comprehension, motivation, and attitudes. Specifically, both District

junior high schools--Blackstock Junior High School and E.O. Green Junior High

School exhibited significant increases in student achievement levels between 1984

and 1992 in reading, language, writing, math, history/social studies, and science

on the California Assessment Program (CAP) when compared with districts or

schools in California with similar demographic characteristics and student

populations (Relative Ranking).

In 1992, the last year the CAP test was administered, Hueneme eighth grade

students scored at the 90th percentile and above in math, history/social studies,

science, and writing. Significantly, Blackstock Junior High School students scored

at the 99th percentile in writing. Table 1 and Table 2 present longitudinal CAP
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Relative Ranking scores at both junior high schools for the eieht-year period trom

1984 to 1992 that parallels the initiation and growth of educational technology in

the District.

Table 3 presents Hueneme School District third, sixth, and eighth grade CAP

scores, averaged across all curriculum areas from 1984 to 1992. The data

presented in Tables 1-3 demonstrates the power of solid curriculum, effective

instructional strategies, and

educational technology

significantly improve student

achievement. During the period

studied, diverse populations of

students in the Hueneme School

District excelled when compared to

the achievement of other students in

California from districts and schools

of similar ethnic, language and economic demographic composition.

Of far more significance to the Hueneme School District, however is the

relative academic standing of our students when compared to students from

ALL public schools and districts in California. When compared with all California

eighth grade students. Hueneme students scored 24 scaled points above the state

average, with combined score averages exceeding the 65th percentile. Table 4

presents longitudinal comparisons of CAP scaled score averages for Blackstock

Junior High School, E.O. Green Junior High School, and the rest of the state from

1984 to 1992

CAP AFLAME RANK PIGS BY DUDE TOTAL TEST
1985.1992
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Hueneme students were
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students in a school

district in upstate New
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District junior high school students

were also tested using the Cornell

Critical Thinking Test for their ability

to think critically in inductive,

deductive, assumptive reasoning, and
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a large Southern California district. On the Cornell Critical Thinking Test

Hueneme junior high school students scored at and above the 75th percentile, and

compared favorably with upstate New York and Southern California students.

(Table 5)

The USC study also found that District parents, students, and teachers

indicated a strong support and positive attitude toward technology, an increase in

student average daily attendance, and a reduction in student discipline problems.

One of the most significant findings from the USC study showed a direct statistical

relationship between improving student achievement and the increased use of

technology.

Lit-'01 6 7
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Finally, the success of the educational program is reflected in the number

of visitations made to the District by educators, business people, and political

leaders from within the United States and a number of foreign countries. From

1983-84 to 1993-94, visitors included approximately 3,000 educators from 297

California school districts or school related institutions, and 550 educators from 106

school districts outside of the state of California; 300 business and political leaders

from around the U.S. (including the Governor of the state of California and the

U.S. Secretary of Education); and 49 people from 25 foreign countries.

As a result of these remarkable accomplishments, the U.S. Department of

Education recognized the District as a National A+ District For Breaking The Mold

in the 1992-93 school year. In 1992-93 the U.S. Department of Education

recognized E.O. Green Junior High School as a National Blue Ribbon School, with

auxiliary awards from the National Science Teachers and the National Math

Teachers for their outstanding science and math curriculum. E.O. Green Junior

High School was the only secondary school in the U.S. to receive both science and

math awards by the Department of Education at the Blue Ribbon School ceremony

in Washington, D.C. More recently, Blackstock and E.O. Green Junior High

Schools were invited by the California Department of Education to apply for the

1994-95 National Blue Ribbon Schools Secondary Program. The District has also

received seven state of California Distinguished Schools awards; a California award

for excellence in restructuring science; was selected as one of six California Model

Technology SchoolsProjects; was granted a California School Restructuring Grant

by the California Department of Education; and two Golden Bell awards for

distinguished programs from the California School Boards Association.

The American puldic school system has historically been accorded the primary

responsibility for providing economically "disadvantaged" students with the



opportunity to achieve and prosper academically, socially, dnd financially. Thus,

the more recent failure of public schools to effect significant academic achievement

and related social advancement within populations of "at-risk" students has been

viewed by many policymakers as nothing less than a serious threat to national

security. The achievement data presented in this report document the power of the

Hueneme School District instructional program to dramatically improve the

academic achievement of "at-risk" students, providing them with the knowledge and

skills to compete and succeed with any segment of society. These data suggest it

is possible for America to deliver on her promise of a better life for those who

complete a public school education.

CONCLUSION
IMIIMMIMP.

In the body of this report, I have discussed the initiatives, successes, and

challenges faced in our efforts to use telecommunications and related technology to

prepare students and teachers to participate fully and successfully in a world of

rapid change. District policymakers, the Superintendent and five elected Governing

Board members, fix:used a great deal of human and fiscal effort on technology as

one way to reduce the gap between the "haves" and the "have nots." It has been

estimated that mo-thirds of the money being spent on electronic educational aids

in the United States will be spent by affluent families. Such a situation will create

even greater educational and ect,riomic disparity in our country and continue to

reduce the job pool of employees with the basic knowledge and skills required to

perform in the information society, unless all public schools take a proactive stance

and forcefully pursue a universal and widespread information access program for

their students. With the advent of the "Superhighway" and networked technology,

lack of direct action now will exacerbate the current gap in educational
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opportunities. What then can I advise Federal policymakers on what should be

done to:

I. Promote K-I2 networking as a means to achieving systemwide
educational reform on the local, state, or national level;

2. Ensure that telecommunications technology is wid ly available; and

3. Accommodate the unique needs of teachers, students, and libraries in
rural areas, for whom the cost of connecting to a national network may
be high'?

Federal policymakers can:

I. Encourage multiple_Dlutions. It appears that always and everywhere

someone has an agenda--a special fixor the only solution. There are many

topologies and cost curves for a variety of educational approaches. For example,

the tendency has been to oversell the functionality of the on-premises piece (e.g.,

the connections into the schdol site and the school local area network), and ignore

the commercial pathway into the school, and its' costs, assuming that it will be

"OK," free and heavily subsidized. I do not believe this is realistic, historically

accurate, nor likely to succeed. However, if cooperative industries demonstrate a

commitment and willingness to produce multiple solutions that are subject to market

forces, real progress can be made.

The Hueneme School District illustrates clearly that much can be done with

current technology that is available, feasible, and cost effective. Hueneme's efforts

have proven that existing technologies can be utilized immediately and efficiently

in schools. Obviously, as new inthrmation services come on line that can be

accessed simply by clicking a mouse, existing technology will become more

widespread in public schools.

2. Federal subsidies are needed, and should be justified on a need basis

to_public schools if Congress hopes to achieve widespread access for under-served



school populations. The focus should be at the end-user level, not at the transport

level where it is today. Subsidies are currently being focused on expanding the

content and range of information and services carried on the Internet. Yet, this

effort is to a large extent, irrelevant to the vast majority of public school students,

and indeed citizens at large without access to the end-user hardware and easy to use

software necessary to access this information. In order to provide widespread

intbrmation access to all public groups, especially to the "have nots," it is essential

that libraries, community centers, and schools, which have long been places where

people acquire knowledge and develop skills, become locations where all ot this

intbrmation can be delivered in an equitable and cost effective manner. Congress

should begin to focus subsidies at the end-user point to address this concern.

3. Invest in stabilizing the educational platform at the "__gateway level."

A "Superhighway" without a motor vehicle authority will experience all sorts of

wrong turns, traffic jams, and collisions. State and National Governments should

press for significant progress on standards. The standards should assure that

schools spend wisely and cost effectively on internal capabilities (e.g. media,

speeds/protocols, open architecture, and durable goods), and include responsible

rules of the road for each school that travels the highway.

4. Inteioperability: The Hueneme experience has shown that the

Superhighway is more than a data highway. The Hueneme networks include

information resources, communications networks, information applications, and

human resources. Our pioneering efforts have revealed a major issue that must be

addressed in the private sector, i.e., open intei faces to allow for interoperability

betsseen the existing and future networks. An interface is open if its' specifications

are readily available to all vendors, service providers, and users. Without an open

!-*) -11
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interface, interoperability will be difficult to achieve. Congress should lead a

public debate that addresses both the public and private sector to insure that users

such as school districts will not get caught between the different providers and their

efforts to sell their own products and services. Without reservation, I ean attest to

the fact that our efforts in educational telecommunication networking--from a wide

area network to a local area network--have been limited by the difficulties that we

have experienced in our attempts at creating open interfaces for our students and

teachers.

5. The Federal Government can serve a leadership role in funding

collaborative research and development models between successful public school

sites and industry. This should be done on a competitive basis. By example, our

plan for "Schools Connected," A Design for A New Generation of American

Schools is being seriously considered for a federal grant by the U.S. Department

of Commerce, National Telecommunications and Information Administration.

6. The Federal Government has a responsibility to encou-,ne the

replication of successful school district student achievement models that have

profited from telecommunications networks and technology throughoutihe United

States. Part of what Hueneme has accomplished was possible because of a special

grant from the state of California. However, much of what we have learned,

specifically in the development of mature educational models that produce

significa:tt student achievement levels, can be replicated with a minimum of funds.

Furthei evidence supporting replicability of the Hueneme educational technology

model Nkas published by the California Department of Education from a 1991-94

indep,!ndent evaluation of the Model Technology Schools program. The ic.t,Its
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olosked iiii hen the Hueneme project v.as compared s nh other state Model

Technology Schools projects in eight areas: Student Outcomes; Administration;

Teacher Outcomes; Community/Business; Al ignment/Coord inat ion

Institutional/Organizational Change; Funds; and Replicahility; on a scale of one to

four. ss ith four being the highest, the Hueneme School District received fours in

each category, or a mean mark of 4.0. The other Model Technology Schools

projects received a mean mark from 1.88 (1ms est) to 3.38 (highest). Government

should search out proven and successful nublic school educational models in the

United States and support efforts to replicate these models through comPetitive

grants. For example, the Hueneme School District is workin2 with the Advanced

Research Ptojects Administration of the Department of Defense and the Savannah-

Chatham County Public Schools District in Savannah. Georgia to determine if the

Hueneme School District model can he scaled up to a large, urban, southern school

district and achieve the same student results.

One last comment. In the future. the Hueneme School District efforts will

seem rudimentary, as the creative energies of the world's people continue to shape

and challenge the course of education, forging a technological bridge from the

traditional school of the 19th and 20th centuries to the school of the future. If

educators are smart, we will use the Smart concept to cross over into a smarter

\tn Id A sorld sl here sy e ss ill not find a forgotten hild in the bikk of a

lassr(sim; a kkorki \k here the teacher \sill not be loiiking at a sea of Sac:int ta

and a ssorIc o th piomise that all children can learnand all teacheis can tt -I,

'7 no
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Mr. MARKEY. Our next witness is Connie Stout, the director of
the Texas Educational Network TENET project. We welcome you.
Please begin.

STATEMENT OF CONNIE STOUT
Ms. STOUT. Thank you.
I am Connie Stout, and since 1987 I have worked in planning,

design and implementation of the K through 12 network in our
State. Since 1991. when it first began, we have had 35,000 edu-
cators use our electronic network, and I must say we have quite
a challenge because our districts vary in size from 190,000 students
in Houston, Texas, to 7 in Laureles Independent School District.

The success has been based on ubiquitous access, widespread
professional development, training and support, affordable cost
structure, State leadership and a program that integrates the use
of technology to support educational reform initiatives. And I think
this is really key: It is because we do nothing within that State for
the use of technology unless it is integrated within the curriculum.

To help fund this, we have the technology allotment fund. Our
State legislature felt like it was critical if we needed access to the
technology there had to be moneys there. We fund $30 per child,
and a portion of that State funding is .put aside for State-wide
funding.

That is how we currently maintain the project, but let me tell
you just a couple examples of how it is used. Linda Madson is a
teacher at Pease Middle School in San Antonio, Texas. This is a
school that has heavily-at-risk children.

Those children mad.e a difference in their environment because
they used technology. They worked collaboratively with folks at
TERC in Massachusetts as they learned about testing air quality.
They found their school was what they called the bad .air school.
These children then took their report to their school board and, as
a result, their school was closed down and their air filtration sys-
tem completely changed. It was because of the children's involve-
ment.

.Also. we have many rural schools. For example, Debra Griffin is
a librarian in El Dorado, Texas. El Dorado is the only city in that
county. I think there we have some of our phone lines going across
barbed wire fences so we have a lot of, you know, resources, but
we also have problems.

At-risk use is critical to the technology because mans of our
teachers, the only place they have to use a computer and modem
is from their home, and we really encourage that.

It has also changed the paradigm of' our textbooks. Texas is a
textbook adoption State. We spend $270 million per year on text-
books, but in Houston Independent School District they are main-
taining the Armadillo Gopher, and the children and the professors
at the University of IIouston have put up Texas history informa-
tion, and that is an alternative to textbooks.

Ako, the linking between the communities is essential. The Uni-
versity of Texas Health Science Center in San Antonio is using
TENET t, communicate with school teams, the classroom teacher.
the school nurses, the dietician for the medical management of chil-
dren, hut we don't have phones in the classrooms. But we need



more than phones and modems. We need robust communication
systems that will require a major retrofit of our particular schools,
and it is going to require partnerships, partnerships with a broad
cross-section of the community.

At the State networking project that Linda mentioned a little
earlier, one of the private-sector people who participated there said
there is a perception that there is no viable business case in sup-
port of education. However, it is in the interest of business to have
a work force that is well educated and a work force that can use
the information technology, and how are we going to get there from
here?

Today, more than 65 percent of the districts in Texas are in the
process of networking their schools. We have a connections grant
where the State has allowed me to set aside $1.7 million to go di-
rectly to schools to fund their own Internet nodes, but we need sup-
port, and we need guidance in doing this. Right now, it is very dif-
ficult.

That school in West Texas will pay over $1,200 per month just
for a lease line, yet an inner city school only has to pay $250 per
month. So there is such a disparity there, and we simply cannot
let this disparity continue. There have got to be incentives to ex-
tend the services.

And, let's face facts. Hooking up Dime Box, Texas, isn't going to
change anyone's quarterly report. So we really need to work to-
gether.

I would like to refer you in this testimony to "Realizing the Infor-
mation Future." It is a report from the National Academy of
Science, and I participated in that report process. It draws three
recommendations for education: leadership in the Department of
Education and technical expertise in networking, a collaboration
among all the Federal agencies.

And I think the State networking project that Linda alluded to
earlier is critical in that, an aggressive research agenda. We have
got to know how this impacts student learning, and I think it does
dramatically. We have some information, but we need an extended
study and a grants program that will leverage the resources that
we have. We also need technical support.

The greatest need, as I have looked at these schools, is that we
don't have teachers that know how to build these networks, but I
would say I don't need to know how to build a car to drive it. And
as I look at trying to deploy these systems across the networks, we
need some type of tech corps of volunteers or parents nationally as
well as locally to help encourage the deployment of' these network
designs.

I look forward to answering questions.
Mr. MARKEN% We are going to use that line: You don't have to

know how to build a car in order to drive it. We are going to take
Washington, you can have Texas as your franchise area for that
line, and I am going to take it up to Boston. It is a very good line

The prepared statement of Connie Stout follows:I

PIO:PAREI) STATEMENT (IF C,iNNIF notr roit. TEXAS EDI 'CATION NETwnItli

Thank (Thairman Markey, distinrue:hed memhers of the subcommittee and
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I am Connie Stout I am a member of two professional organizations that support
educational reform initiatives I am Chair and a founding member of an organiza-
tion that hopes to work with education, the private sector, and government to help
develop a compromise so that we can achieve universal access for our children.
COSN, the Consortium for School Networking, is organized is to advocate access to,
and facilitate the evolution of, national and international electronic networks as re-
sources to K-12 educators and students.

Using these interconnected networks, the Consortium will support educational
goals by advocating equitable, low-cost, user-friendly access to communications serv-
ices and information resources, and by stimulating collaboration. among K-12 edu-
cators and students, post secondary researchers and scholars, and other individuals
and groups concerned about K-12 education.

I serve as an Executive Board member of the International Society for Technology
in Education (ISTE). The International Society for Technology in Education is a so-
ciety of educators who share an interest in instructional and administrative applica-
tions of technology that enhances the educational enterprise. ISTE has played a crit-
ical role in developing technology competencies to be incorporated into preservice
education programs for our teachers.

I initially became involved in statewide telecommunication while I was at the
Texas Education Agency during which I played a key role in the planning and im-
plementation stages of the Texas Education Network. Currently, I am employed at
The University of Texas at Austin as the director of the Texas Education Network
(TENET). TENET is an subnetwork of the NSFnet regional network, the Texas
Higher Education Network, THEnet. Funded by the Texas Education Agency,
TENET is administered and operated by The University of Texas at Austin and
serves more than 35,000 K-12 educators across the state. During the past three
years we have seen the rapid adoption-of information technology in our state be-
cause of ubiquitous access, wide-spread professional development and training, af-
fordable cost structures, ministrative leadership, and programs that integrate the
use of this technology to support educational initiatives in our state. The integration
of TENET into the educational system in Texas has been a dynamic process that
required collaboration with a broad cross-section of our community. While TENET
has exceeded the expectations of many, we have many issues and many barriers yet
to be resolved before the benefits provided by telecommunications technology can
reach all our students.

Frequently, I've been asked about who is using TENET. We have completed a re-
cent research study based upon a random sample of TENET educators to see who
is using this resource. These folks are experienced educators. The average age was
44.5 years and 5 1 % had more than 15 years of teaching experience. It is noteworthy
that 70e7( have two or more years of telecomputing experience. This study showed
they had a mean number of 15.5 logins per month with an average time on-line of
3.5 hours per month. There was also a significant correlation between experience
and usage. The correlation indicates that as the network grows and mere people get
on-line and the demands for these resources increase.

Our educators cite numerous instructional benefits realized through the access to
TENET and the information resources. These included the ability to access up-to-
the-minute information, news, as well as download materials and ideas for lesson
plans. The immediacy of the information, and the fact that they are working with
real information, appeals to both teachers and learners. One teacher noted that it
became a living breathing subject. TENET helped motivate both teacher and learn-
er. Helen Bell, a librarian in El Paso, noted that TENET makes resources equally
available to all her children.

In addition to instructional use, teachers and administrators have used the net-
work for peer-support and professional development activities. They pose questions
and receive answers from colleagues across the state and beyond. Teachers consult
with each other on ideas for lessons and experiences with particular approaches.
Considering how isolated teachers are from each other in classrooms during the
school day, it is frequently easier to consult with colleagues via TENET because
time and place no longer matter. For teachers in our rural communities, the oppor-
tunities provided to exchange ideas with colleagues is a reality for the first time.

Debra Mae Griffin, a librarian and TENET trainer from El Dorado, works in the
library at Schleicher CISD. Schleicher CISD is the ONLY school district in El Do-
rado County. She noted that this technology is an invaluable resource to her com-
munity. They are hundreds of miles from tile nearest library and the network has
enabled her students access to resources they would not have otherwise.

The network technology is playing a key role in reform initiatives in Texas as edu-
cators throughout the state are able to participate in on-line discussions. Each
school district is required to have a school improvement plan. All districts are re-
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quired to integrate their technology plans within their school improvement plan.
This closely aligns how technology can support educational reform goals.

It is important to note that TENET is used extensively at-home. Teachers who
do not have access to a computer and modem at school have found the after hours
use of the network is extremely important. Even if the educators have access to the
technology at school, our teachers felt that access to these resources from their
homes is essential. Many teachers have taken courses through the Internet. One
such course is taught by Dr. Judi Harris. Her students, graduate students at The
University of Texas at Austin, meet face-to-face three times during the semester.
All other course interaction takes place on-line. The students rated this course the
on a scale of 1.0This is worse than every other course I have taken at the univer-
sity to 4.0This is better than every other course I have taken at the university
semester. The course has received an average rating of 3.7 for the four semesters.
As we are seeking was to restructure teacher education new delivery means will
need to be considered for our professional educators.

If we think back to visualize the classroom of the 1880's many of our current prac-
tices would fit well. However developing real-world skills and reaching world-class
standards requires a major transformation in how our teachers teach and how ad-
ministrators support those new ways of teaching and learning. New communication
systems that connect educator to educators and educators to scientist and re-
searches change the traditional paradigms of hierarchies in schools. These networks
will irrevocably alter the way schools do their business. TENET has already altered
traditional schooling in Texas. the Armadillo Gopher, supported by the Houston
ISD, was developed as an alternative to Texas History textbooks.

Courses are being conducted over many hybrid networks. These communication
technologies have the potential to create a quality workforce and enhance productiv-
ity through increased and more efficient communication and through opening new
avenues of professional development to teachers and administrators in way4 not
possible under existing top-down models of training.

Collaboratives cross institutional lines and have the 1)otential to closely align com-
munities. One such initiative is between TENET and the South Texas Center for
Preventive Genetics (at the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Anto-
nio, Pediatrics Department). This Center has begun developing three projects that
use TENET to communicate targeted educational/medical/health information be-
tween certain school user groups and higher education institutions, including medi-
cal schools. In one such example the South Texas Center for Preventive Genetics
has begun development of a pilot project to improve the tracking and long-terrn care
for children with these diseases that receive care at the UTIISC-San Antonio Meta-
bolic Clinic. The project uses TENET to communicate with local school teams (class-
room teacher, school nurse, and dietician) in the medical management of these chil-
dren. Texas children with inherited metabolic diseases that require long-term die-
tary treatment to avoid mental retardation receive tertiary care at 5 regional Meta-
bolic Clinics. Many families do not have the resources to travel frequently to a re-
gional Metabolic Clinic for necessary care and they are now able to receive the nec-
essary care from their local school. The infrastructure in Texas is an enabler for
these children and their families.

Yet, educators cannot take advantage of these resources if they do not have access
to it. Access to the network resources through dialup modems is a minimal solution.
Only 4% of the nations classrooms have access to plain old telephone service. Many
classrooms lack the necessary electrical wiring.

The lack of an adequate communications infrastructure for our nation's children
is criminal. Growth and usage patterns have created a demand to develop local re-
sources.

In order to build such an infrastructure there ..nust be a proactive partnership be-
tween government, business, education, and the legislature. The National Science
Foundation, the U.S. Department of Education, and. the U.S. Department of Com-
merce awarded a grant to The University of Texas at Austin Computation Center
and TENET to bring together a forum of leaders to initiate the National State
Networking Project. This forum met in Austin last week. I must add that on one
day these leaders were hosted by the parents and faculty at Highland Park Elemen-
tary School in the Austin Independent School District.

As a part of the workshop, participants were surveyed as to what they felt were
the major barriers to telecommunication. The survey response; from a private sector
participant stated that a barrier was the "Perception that there is no viable busi-
ness case in supporting education." However, it is in the interest of businessand
all of usto have a work force that is well educated, a work force that can use infor-
mation technology.

7 7
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At the workshop, Greg Conlon, Commissioner of the Califoi ma Public Utilities
Commission, pointed out that 80(7- of the high school graduates that came to work
for Pacific Telesis could not pass an 8th grade exam. It is imperative that the pri-
vate sector needs to become a partner so that the people they hire have the nec-
essary background. You pay now or you really pay later. We must remember that
schools will provide a big market for business and can help stimulate the use of ad-
vanced technology in our homes and everywhere in our economies.

A couple of years ago a myth was floating around that the Internet run by the
government and was taking business away from the, private sector. That is simply
not true. More than 65ci of the districts in Texas are in various stages of planning
to develop their own wide-area network. These networks will provide voice, video
and data communication. Every school district in Texas that sets up a node on
TENET is buying leased lines, routers, and other services from the private sector.
We have just announced a grant program of more than 1.7 million that allows dis-
tricts to apply for $25,000-50,000 to buy the necessary equipment to establish a net-
work node. As the network becomes more distributed, the demand will grow. For
example, a trend now is for school buildings to set up plug-and-play Internet serv-
ers. Internet servers so easy that a librarian or teacher can run them. This means
that we buy even more leased lines and equipment. As networks become more dis-
tributed, the only model that will work, business will see exponential growth.
Telebit Corporation, for example, has identified education as one of the fastest-grow-
ing, markets.

Schools will help parents and others in the community learn the value of new in-
formation services. Schools are the center of the community in many of our rural
areas and the libraries and local government entities are working together to invest
in the necessary infrastructure.

This brings me to the "U" wordand I don't mean UNIXor The University. Uni-
versal service, as it applies to information infrastructure in education, should not
mean that big government has to come in and regulate. In fact, most educaticM
groups support competition because we see that more areas will be served. However
we don't have support and guidance many of our students will be disenfranchised
because they live in areas that are remote and there is not incentive to extend serv-
ices to their areas. But "all" areas won't be served by having more competition. Po-
tentially, students in Dime Box, El Dorado or Canadian. Texas will be passed by.
Will market forces lead to broadband connectivity and the means to "use" new tech-
nologies in those areas? Probably not. There has to be a mechanism to provide for
the rural areas, Indian reservations, and other have-nots of the information age. I

spelled out the economic reasonswhy it is good for business to connect schools and
give them the means to train teachers. But let's face the facts. Hooking up Dime
Box, Texas, is nat going to cause anybody's quarterly revenue report to shoot up.
We must bring these areas to the information infrastructure at rates they can afford
because it is the right thing to do. If it means having education and the private sec-
tor work out a pooling system that brings access, equity, and training that is what

e must do.
We feel that edtaation can help the private sector build new markets for informa-

tion technology. Texas is doing it now with K-12 connectivity grants.
An educated work force, one that knows how to use new technologies, is important

to the private sector and the economy. We all know that.
We can not leave out the rural schools and other underserved groups. We must

find a way to bring connectivity and training to the have-nots if this is going to con-
tinue to be a strong., well-educated country.

In general, the rederal government should provide financial incentives, policy di-
rection, and technical assistance to advance state level capacity for telecommuni-
cations in schools.

Public utilities commissions in several states are considering providing public
schools with funding derived from telephone company penalties, exccss rate charges.
and other sources. Recently the legality of a PUC's ability to allocate fuads for edu-
cational telecommunications and related resources has been questioned. One state.
California, has considered legislation that would remove any doubt of PUG author-
ity to allocate funds for educational purpoiies. For these reasons, the following rec-
ommendations are proposed.

1. Legislation should be introduced that would allow PUG authority to earmark
funds from various sources to suppori telecommunications in public educational in-
,titutions.

2 Goals 2000 provides funds for states to develop and implement technology
plans The statute included as 3171b.,31 ot the Act calls for. the development and
implementation of n rost-efliTtive, highspeed. statewide, interoperable, wide-area



communication educational technology system for elementary and secondai y schools
v.tthin the state, particularly for such schools in rural areas

Therefore, in future legislation the federal policies should strongly encout age all
states to incorporate the use of technology and telecommunications within the Goals
2000 plan as a vehicle to increase opportunities for students to learn.

3. It is further recommended that the National Education Goals Panel make rec-
ommendations to establish guidelines and national standards for the applications of
telecommunications and describe ways technology and telecommunications can sup-
port each of the eight National Education Goals.

4. Many states are considering connecting schools electronically. However, it is
often reported that once schools are connected they don't have the staff develop-
ment, technical assistance, and resources to effectively utilize technology. A state
PEC may provide the wiring only to encounter the same obstacle of schools' lack
of resources. In other cases, a PCC may not provide wiring of schools because of
thesie obstacles.

The federal government should provide incentives by matching grants through the
Department of Commerce or the lDepartment of Defense Technology Reinvestment
Project. Federal funds would assist with planning and necessary staff development
and be a match for school districts to work with phone companies to provide
connectivity. These funds could support the development of local volunteer Tech-
Corp. These could be volunteers from industry who could provide the necessary
technical assistance to their local schools as schools develop infrastructure and sup-
port plans.

5. It is well known that once school connectivity and equipment is provided that
staff development and technical assistance is needed for effective use of tele-
communications. The federal govemment already funds regional agencies such as
the Regional Educational Laboratories, the Department of Energy Laboratories.
State Departments of Education and Professional Development Centers.

It is recommended that incentives be provided to these agencies to assist states
in the development of telecommunications networking plans in collaboration with
other professional education organizations and business and industry.

6. The information highway will not be very useful without the content and re-
sources for teachers to support teaching and learning. Many schools gain
connectivity, but teachers do not find needed resources. In some cases librarier ,re
attempting to retrain library personnel to development information resources L. the
network.

Funding and resources should be allocated in new legislation to support the devel-
opment of information collection and management systems and to ensure appro-
priate educational content is available on networks.

7. It is well known that states cannot implement educational technology/tele-
communications programs without the involvement of state leadership, including
the governor. state legislature, state agencies. business roundtable, chamber of com-
merce, or others.

New legislation and policies should involve such leadership of business and state
agencies to develop, implement, and fund state plans. The federal government
,:hould be a model and encourage states to involve all stakeholders

Mr. MARKEY. Our final witness, Dr. Shirley Malcom, is the head
of the Directorate for Education and Human Resources Programs.
She was recently appointed by President Clirton and confirmed by
the Senate as a member of the National Science Board.

We welcome you, Doctor. Whenever you are ready, please begin.
STATEMENT OF SHIRLEY M. MALCOM

Ms. MALcom. Thank you very much. I am very pleased to have
the opportunity to come and add my voice to a plea for a reasoned,
rational, systematic incorporation of technology and telecommuni-
cations technologies into the educational process and to also p'ead
for the equity of access issues that you have heard corning out of
almost every statement that we have had herethat we have had
delivered here this morning.

1 am here as an individual today drawing on my experience as
an advocate for technology and equity and as an involved and con-
cerned parent looking at these issues and also from my joh at
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AAAS where we have been able to look at the issues and to develop
programs to try to address some of these issues

I am not going to cover the ground that has been covered before
by the other witnesses. I want to highlight a few points that have
been made.

Let me say from the beginning that in science and mathematics
the use of telecommunications technology is a natural part of the
way we do our business. And if we are, in fact, going to have edu-
cational goals for children that relate to them understanding the
nature of science, then they have got to have access to these kinds
of technologies. I mean, that is just the bottom line on that.

And we know of a lot of innovative programs, such as the ones
that TERC have undertaken from Cambridge, where they have in-
cludee the science where children can share data not only within
their own school but 'with schools across the Nation and really with
schools around the world.

So we know that these kinds of things are possible. We know
that they enhance learning. We know that they make a difference
in terms of the motivational aspects and in terms of really under-
standing and learning the nature of science, the way that it is actu-
ally done.

I think that there is this other issue that we have to be con-
cerned with, about the availability of technology to teachers in
their home settings. And one of the recommendations that I made
within my prepared remarks was the need to devise incentive to
support K th-ough 12 teachers' purchase and home use of comput-
ers and modems, such as through tax credits.

I think we really have got to look at these kinds of issues be-
cause, if teachers don't have access to it, they can't use the net-
works. They certainly can't use them during the day.

I have been concerned, for example, that a lot of computers have
been sitting in the schools during the summer. Why aren't they
going home with the teachers? Why don't they go home witheven
with some of the students who might need that kind of access so
that there really is this time for learning and a much stronger edu-
cation continuum that isn't just 9 to 3:30 but that basically can
continue.

I want to add my voice to the support for teacher professional de-
velopment and think that anything that we are currently funding
right now with regard to teacher professional development ought to
include a technology component in a natural kind of a way, not as
an add-on or a tack-on but as a part of the overall learning goals.

I would also want to support the notion of promoting and sup-
porting an infrastructure for redistribution of usable computers
and modems, telecommunications-ready equipment from business
and government to teachers, schools, libraries, community centers,
housing projects and other nonprofit groups who work with chil-
dren and youth, especially those from disadvantaged situations.

While some parents can make this kind of technology available
at home to their children, I think that we have to look at, innova-
tive and creative ways to make this available within those commu-
nities that so seriously need themthrough libraries, through com-
munity centers, through housing projects Let's put them in the
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place where these kids live and provide them some alternatives
and some programmatic alternatives to basically hanging out

And I think that we can do this if we really just are much more
creative and much more imaginative. We have got to support better
links between the technology rich parts of our society and the tech-
nology poor parts of our society, and I think that that is really the
bottom line on all of this testimony, and I am here to add my voice
in support of that.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Shirley M. Malcom follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. SHIRLEY M. MALCOM, HEAD, DIRECTORATE FOR
EDUCATION AND HUMAN RESOURCES PROGRAMS

I am pleased to have been invited to provide testimony to the Subcommittee on
Telecommunications and Finance at its hearing on education, access to tele-
communications technology and equity. I believe that these issues are critical to any
discussion of education reform. While they are increasingly being discussed, efforts
to provide a systematic national response have not yet been developed. And yet the
new technologies are changing the options for work and education in fundamental
ways.

Walk into any small to medium size office in a business or an association here
in the District of Columbia or in almost any other city or town in this country. It's
a very different place than it was ten years ago. The people there do their work in
very different ways than in the past. Much of this change has been brought about
because of powerful new technologies. Telecommunication technology has led the
way. I have been personally affected in the way I do my own work. Vilen I return
to my office I not only check for telephone messages but also for electronic messages.
These may be made up of short notes or complete documents that I have to review.
These messages come from people down the hall as well as from other parts of the
U.S. and world. Internet links me to colleagues in universities, in other associations
and agencies. Besides sending and receiving documents, I can also access databases
on-line.

I can check my mail from home or from the road, send files to another computer
or to a fax. But I can work this way only with some of the people with whom I inter-
act. I am not able to interact with K-12 teachers and principals, or with staff of the
many community-based and youth-serving groups with whom we work using these
same tools.

Walk into a school today. And in most cases with the exception of the calendar,
bulletin board and books, the school hasn't changed that much in the last 10 years.
The elementary schools are likely using the same hardware that they acquired origi-
nally. There is no telecommunications capability; it's likely that here is no e-mail
to permit teachers to interact, no access to on-line databases, no Internet. In all
likelihood there is no phone line, either, outside of that in the office of the principal,
(or where they have such personnel) the counselor or nurse. In the high schools
there may be a phone in the chemistry lab but more for safety concerns than to be
used in instruction.

High School Restrurturing: A National Survey, published by Educational Research
Service and conducted by Gordon Cawelti, paints a fairly dismal picture regarding
the use of technology in our nations' high schools. Responses to the survey on the
implementation of reform were received from approximately Va of the more than
10,000 regionally accredited public and private high schools in the United States.
These high schools were asked to report on the extent to which they were imple-
mentit.T the five major components of restructuring: curriculum/teaching; school or-
ganization; community outreach; monetary incentives; and technology.

Among the various questions posed about the availability of technology were those
about use of video instructional materials, use of computers for word-processing ap-
plications, in-school use of CD-ROM technology, presence of requirement to dem-
onstrate basic proficiency in use of computers; use of modems to access information
from sources outside of the school; presence of multimedia systems and use of dis-
tance learning technology or integrated learning system.

Looking specifically at the telecommunications component, about one fourth of the
responding schools reported general use of modems, about 35'; had partial imply
inentation of this component and another 13': signalled their plans to implement
this element next year. According to the survey, suburban schools were most likely
to have modems in general use. General use of distance learning was reported by
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almost 19r-c of schools and another 19'r had partial implementation of this compo-
nent Distance learning was more likely to be reported by rural schools 26' than
by urban schools (15"cl.

The potential for use of telecommunications technology by schools is tremendous
though not yet realized.

We can outline the many roles that such technology could play: reducing teachers'
isolation by connecting them to colleagues both inside and outside of their institu-
tions; expanding their resources through connection with on-line databases or with
faculty in higher education institutions; permitting the sharing or pooling of data
on projects done jointly with students in other schools, or even in other countries,
such as some of the innovative work of the National Geographic KidsNetwork and
their partnership with TERC of Cambridge, Massachusetts. At AAAS because of our
focus on science, mathematics and technology education we have been particularly
drawn to the use of telecommunications technology as a powerful tool for teacher
professional development, for providing access to resources and for to create
learning communities.

A number of our existing projects make use of the new technologies.
At AAAS, we have identified the school media specialist as a key player in provid-

ing science and mathematics opportunities for all children. Various projects have
sought to disseminate both AAAS-developed resources, as well as research findings
that are useful for any school but that particularly- seek to enhance the science and
mathematics experiences of minorities, girls, and students with disabilities. Cur-
rently we are planning a Science Library Resource Board which will include h ands-
on science and mathematics activities developed by AAAS that are appropriate for
use in the library and classroom; excerpts from publications such as Science Books
& Films, the premier review journal of print and non-print science resources for all
ages. IDEAAS, a sourcebook, which lists science organizations, contacts, and
projects across the country, and Proyecto FuturoProject Future, an activities man-
ual designed for use with bilingual children; an on-line version of the quarterly
newsletter Science Education News; and a network of scientists who can conduct
hands-on science in schools, discuss careers in science, and assist media specialists
and teachers in collection weeding and curriculum development. Existing technology
can accommodate the placement of each of these resources on the AAAS Science Li-
brary Resource Board thus making them available via the Internet. However, librar-
ians, teachers, students, and others must have the necessary equipment if they are
going to become adept at accessing Internet resources. Unfortunately, the newfound
wealth of information on the Internet is spawning a negative by-product: the widen-
ing gap between the haves and the have-nots in the information age.

Science Linkages in the Community (SLIC1 is a new initiative of AAAS that orga-
nizes the diverse sectors of a community around science, mathematics, and tech-
nology education reform with the goal of improving the current and future prospects
of the children of local communities. Currently' operating in three pilot sites. Chi-
cago, IL, Rochester, NY. and Rapid City-, SD, we have confirmed that access to tech-
nology is and will continue to be one of the most onerous of issues. For example.
in Rapid City, there is a dropout rate of nearly 75'-'( for Native American students.
Our program has endeavored to establish lines of communications between the res-
ervations schools and the Rapid City School District using telecommunications tech-
nology. We have breached the prolilem of equipment acquisition and are on the
verge of overcoming that obstacle through business donations. However, we still face
the problem of telephone lines and access to "air time."

Vie have been advocates for technology and equity for many years, authoring pa-
pers and articles signalling our concerns about the growing disparities between have
and have not communities. 1See attached article) about 8 years ago a partnership
with the Apple Computer Company allowed us to establish a competitive grants pro-
gram to support distribution of computers and science and math based software to
organizations based in communities, especially to organizations serving female, mi-
nority and disabled youth. We provided training and assistance to these groups. A
number of.these community computer learning centers still exist, providing non-tra-
ditional access to technology Several institutions used these centers to develop more
comprehensive programming to support out-of-school education for disadvantaged
young people.

From 1989 to 1993, the Bell Atlantic Foundation awarded almost $1.2 million to
the American Association for the Advancement of Science 1AAAS) for an education
program for middle school science and technology teachers in the Bell Atlanta oper
ating legion )District of Columbia, Ntaryland, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware,
Virginia, and West Virginia). In partnership with George Washington University

AAAS developed a program that itaTeased participant knowledge of robot
ics, fiber optics, reimite sensing, the environment 1 nd computer applications as %%ell



as providing effective teaching models that encouraged the use of hands-on, prob-
lem-solving activities, cooperative groups, and integration of science and technology
in the classroom. Each year, from 1989 to 1992, about 30 teachers attended a two-
week summer graduate course at GWU and then applied the new knowledge in
their classrooms. Throughout the school year, participants communicated with each
other via a telecommunications network, America Online. In addition to a year's
subscription to the network, each teacher received a $500 award for technological
equipment and,or instructional materials and shared some aspect of the sumnier
program with their school/district/county colleagues at an in-service workshop. Over
the four years, a total of 111 teachers participated in the Institute.

In 1992, programs were developed for alumnia leadership training and satellite
institute project as well as a curriculum writing project. Members of the leadership
training program wrote a proposal for a local institute for a $20,000 grant from
AAAS and Bell Atlantic and matching support from their community. Sites were
chosen in Charleston, WV; Pittsburgh, PA; and the Hampton Roads area of Virginia.
A total of 51 teachers participated in the three satellite programs developed and
staffed by alumni teachers.

A survey of 50 Institute alumni was undertaken to evaluate the effectiveness of'
the program and its impact on the participants and their schools. About 50';i indi-
cate that support from administrators to initiate programs that use technology or
purchase new technologies has increased. Thirty-five said that colleagues respected
them for their new information and come to them with questions about new tech-
nologies and that they now act as resource persons (formal or informal( for their
,chools and'or districts. Almost all of those surveyed said that they have incor-
porated elements of the Institute into their classrooms and have increased student
use of computers, telecommunication networks, and other instructional media. The
fifty teachers surveyed have received almost $285,000 in grants and in-kind gifts
from 1990 to 1993. 'rhey are using these funds to update technology education /fib-.
oratories, integrate telecommunications and computer technologies in curriculum.
a.al create multimedia centers.

Project Alliance is a two-year education program (two summers and two academic
years, in environmental science and technology for teams of middle grade teachers
and administrators from the District of Columbia. Maryland, Pennsylvania, Vir-
ginia, and West Virginia. Supported by the National Science Foundation, this
project emphasizes the concept of teacher teamsteachers working together and
sharing their expertise to develop and teach integrated curricula and then to dis-
seminate to colleagues the process for developing an integrated curriculum and
team approach to teaching. Administrators a»d scientist/engineer partners provide
support to the teams.

11;.ring the summer programs (four weeks in the first summer and two in the sec.
ond summer(, teachers learn about environmental science through hands-on inves-
tigations of real issues, simulations, and field trips. They employ remotely-sensed
,iata, computer probeware, telecommunications, and other computer applications'
tools to investigate, analze, and communicate data about the environment. They
develop teaching strategies and produce model activities that link science, mathe-
matics, and technology within the middle grade curricula. In the first school year,
they pilot a curriculum unit in their school that integrates environmental science
ond technology, and in the second, they will implement a dissemination plan Amer-
it a I Mline links all participants. xcientistAingmeer partners, and project staff during
the two year.: of the program. Participants learn how to use the network during
heir first summer in the program.

Du' teams are composed of teachers from the same school and consist of at least
OPP science teacher and one computer science. nothematics, or technology education
teacher A teacher from another discipline, e.g., so-ial studies, language arts, may
he included Por example, a team from John Paul Middle School in Philadel-
pina entered the program this summer. On this team is a mathematics teacher, a
4cnince teacher. and computer science teacher. Thcy will teach a unit focusing on
the Delaware River (literally in their back-yaid and study it from its source in up-
state New York to their city. Data gathered in science class will be calculated in
math class, and graphed in computer class.

A partnership has been developed with a middle school in New York near the
source. and information about the river, the rural rind inner-city communities and
..uwaii .. will lw ,hared via America ()nline. The intended outcomes of the prowct
are to int reuse teachers' knowledge of environmental science, produce curricula that
integrates environmental science, mathematics, and technology and improves stu-
dent learning, foster effective collaboration among teachers, and disseminate the
process and the results in such a way that other teacherc begin to adopt and'or
adapt tlnim
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We cannot achieve the desired incorporation of this technology as a tool for edu-
cation reform unless there is access to the equipment, to the networks and to the
training to support this movement. We must: 30 evise incentives to support K-12
teachers' purchase and home use of computers and modems such as through tax
credits; Promote technology training and networking components as integral to all
teacher professional development activities; Promote and support the infrastructure
for redistribution of useable computers and modems (telecommunication-ready
equipment) from business and government to teachers, schools, libraries, community
centers, housing projects, and other non-profit groups working with children and
youth, especially in disadvantaged communities; Support public access of the tech-
nology beyond schools such as in libraries, museums, malls, community centers,
town halls, etc. Support better links between schools and libraries in rural areas
with colleges and universities in their region.

There is much to argue in favor of considering free access of telecommunications
for schools and libraries as an investment in the human resource base of this coun-
try. And if this is not possible a strong case can be made for greatly reduced rates.
As telecommunications companies are upgrading their systems they are following
the markets, putting services in wealthier suburban areas first. Even where services
are provided to nearby schools without charge as the build in occurs, this practice
perpetuates the disadvantage of schools in urban and rural districts, putting them
further and further behind. Special program options are needed for these service
areas so that the disparities do not multiply. Every action taken in this important
policy area has multiple implications for equity: These need to be considered as the
systems are being designed rather than retrofitted after the design has been ef-
fected.

Mr. MARKEY. Thank you, Doctor, very much.
We will now turn to questions from the subcommittee members,

and we will recognize the gentleman from California, Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Again, I want to thank each of the panelists for some very en-

lightening conversation.
I guess I hear from the school representatives here, the people

who work with students and districts, that you need basically three
thingsone, resources. Obviously, districts always need resources,
and no matter how much you have you seem to be short.

Second, some type of structure, and I guess we have a role to
play there. Dr. Rescigno, that is what I heard you saying, we need
some structure to make sense out of this, that we can put ourselves
into or take advantage of the opportunities that are there.

And then, finally, I guess some regulatory incentive to make the
connections that you need possible and affordable.

One of the problems I have witnessed is even sometimes we will
have the incentives to hook up and maybe even the hardware avail-
ablethat is great for 6 months. But after that it still has to be
paid for, and there is novery difficult for a district or school to
make an ongoing commitment today to do that. Is that a problem
you have experienced?

Mr. RESCIGNO. Currently, the market seems to be driving the
pathway costs down. America On Line, if you want to get into the
Internet, now is about $8 a month from one address.

The issue that we are trying to deal with now is how do we use
one address to multiple users, which is a technology issue which
we are trying to work through. But I do think that Congress has
a role in terms of directing funds, especially to the underserved
populations, which they are doing right now with Chapter 1 across
the United States.

And if those subsidies could be opened upfor instance, like
Chapter 1 dollars today are really restricted to a certain extent and
how it is usedif they could be opened up a little bit more so we
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could use it for a lot of the technology at the local levels, that
would help.

I do not foresee that the pathway costand I might be in the mi-
nority here, given the market forces, assuming that Congress en-
courages multiple solutions and assuming that Congress deals with
interoperability so that we have open in.erfaces and we are not
dealing with different kinds of technologies. Assuming those things
happen, I do not anticipate that public schools will not be able to
take care of the pathway costs. I thir.k the biggest issue is the on-
premise costs that we have to deal with all the time.

Mr. LEHMAN. The problem that Miss Stout identified was the
rural schools, the Dime Box school, costs 10 times what the Dallas
school costs. Do you see that changing?

Ms. STOUT. I certainly hope so, and it is really critical to the suc-
cess of this. But what we are looking at is changing currently the
way the school does its business so that they institutionalize the
use of communications systems, it is not a separate entity, that
they can gain resources.

Let me give you an example. Right now, we are looking at put-
ting manywhat we call administrative services over the Internet,
over our State network. And so administrative costs really support
some of that basic infrastructural cost, and then you can use it for
instructional ability within a school. But unless those two are
linked together there is no way, and I think we also have to look
at alternative delivery syStems. I feel like we are using a hybrid
approach within our State because whatever works and works well
is what we will want.

Mr. LEHMAN. Also, it is easy to see where, if you are building a
new school, you can put the infrastructure in from the ground up,
but if you have got an old school, we have asbestos problems, leaky
roofs, bad wiring, et cetera, sogo ahead.

Ms. STOUT. Right. The thing we did with the State networking
project last week, 1 day we met in a school. Now, I don't know how
many times there had been national meetings where people came
from 50 States to be in a school building all day long, but what we
did see were the wires that were hanging from the ceiling are well
stapled up, secured, but that is what we have. Of coume, now,
some of our buildings are not as old, I think, as those you have in
Boston, so there are other opportunities.

Mr. LEHMAN. Let me ask youif anybody here wants to com-
ment on this.

One of the things the bill I introduced does is it seeks to open
up some spectrum for the schools. Because we were thinking when
we wrote the bill that some of these places with the asbestos prob-
lems and everything else, it is just going to be very expensive, pro-
hibitively so to do.

And, you know, we all own the airwaves now. We are allocating
themprobably allocating a lot more spectrum than we have
around here, at least holding out the promise that it is there. But
it seems clear to me that this ought to be a priority if indeed the
technologies can match up.

Any of you care to comment on that?
Ms. HARRISON-JONES. I wasn't going to comment. I was going to

simply comment on the previous discussion, which has to do with
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not so much of the age of a building or whatever. Because I think
all school districts have new buildings and old buildings and mid-
dle-aged buildings.

The point I want to make is that it is the fragmentation of re-
sources, it is the disparity of access that is a real concern, and it

the gearing up or the front-loading costs thatwe have talked
bit about cost here today, but I think the problem that people

have is that there has never been that infusion of the significant
amount of resources to get started.

And it means capacity. It means training for staff. It means ac-
cess to hardware, software, et cetera. That seldom has been in suf-
ficient quantity for any district, regardless of its size, to do.

With all due respect to Miss Roberts who mentioned as a matter
of leadership, you know, those of us as superintendents have been
darting to and fro after whatever happens to be the latest trend for
decades now, and we have got to bring a halt to that. When Sput-
nik came along, we went in the direction of science. Then when you
swing the pendulum another way you go in another way. And each
time we leave a major area and then a few years later you must
revisit that.

Hopefully, this won't be what will happen this time. That we
won't say technology is important, as important as it is, but you
also need roofs. You also need teachers. You also need smaller class
sizes, and on and on. So we really need to keep all of this in per-
spective as we look at this issue.

Mr. LEHMAN. If the chairman will indulge me just a couple min-
utes because I have to go back to my office for a meeting, but did
you want to comment on the spectrum issue or not?

Ms. MALCOM. No.
Mr. LEHMAN. I just want to point out I think, in my view, it is

a critical element.
The other thing I want to ask is what kind of success are we hav-

ing with getting businesses to donate computers to schools?
MS. HARRISON-JONES. Sir, in my testimony, the business commu-

nity in Boston has been very receptive. But invariably business
tends to link up with schools, and we encourage that, partnerships,
et cetera, but you tend to get unrelated, incompatible kinds of re-
sources. And it is fine for some purposes, but it does not serve the
comprehensiveness of the response that is needed.

So we acknowledge that it is going on in our district ard I am
sure in a lot of other districts, but it is not the kind of structured,
organized, systematic institutional approach to using technology as
a vital part of your curriculum. It is not as an add-on. To some ex-
tent, that is sort of like augmenting what you are doing as opposed
to having it as an integral part.

Mr. LEHMAN. One of the things developing in the legisl. tion is
a national computer bank here where businesses could donate com-
puters and maybe the schools could link up in the manner that
suits them.

Mr. REscRiNi.). Congressman, one big problem with the donation
program that I see is the software compatibility. As we get into
higher speeds, Pentium 90 chips and beyond, the software compat-
ibility becomes very, very important. And if' we are going to serve
our students with information that is up tn date and critical, we
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need to make sure that that compatibility is between the existing
technology that we have and the software that is being produced.

So it is a wonderful program, but if they throw 8086 technologyat us or even 286 technology at us or even Apple IIE technology
at us, I think that is a problem.

I do believe, though, that within the next 2 years, as they phase
out the low-end technologies with the CPU's, that anything from486 on if any industry would like to give us any .omputers that
have 486 Intel chips or 8080 chips we would be only too happy to
accept them.

Mr. LEHMAN. I am sure. Dr. Malcom.
MS. MALCOM. On this one I would raise some concerns about anotional solution: I think you maybe have to think more regionally.
The reason I say that is that sometimes it is difficultthe reason

the business often will give is because there is a partnership and
a relationship that can be developed with a system or with a school
so that there is the opportunity not only to get their equipment butalso their people who are savvy users, and I think that that is real-
ly what we want to try to promote.

So maybe a better solution is if we go to a smaller regional ap-
proach, if we basically sort and sift, if we build the infrastructure
to sort and sift the equipment to find out that it is indeed usable
still, that it can support the kind of software that we really needand that we can configure it so that when a gift goes into the
school it doesn't go in with a piece from here and a piece from
there, whatever, but it goes in as a compatible set.

I mean; I think that there is some kind of front-end smarts that
we have to put on this distribution thing. That if there is some
a disk that. needs replacing that we can take whateverthe littlebit of money that will be required to get that thing up to real useand then take whole sets and put them into institutions so that we
can do away with some of the kind of compatibility issues.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. MARIc. The gentleman's time has expired.
Mr. Kernan, one of the barriers of access to the kinds of services

that you described is the cost of a computer. In your testimony you
describe a way to get around this problem by using the televisionset that exists in most homes. You go on to suggest that the cable
or the phone company could provide the box free of charge to thesubscriber. Do you anticipate that this box, whether it is free ofcharge or not, will provide open access to a wide range of services,
even those not owned by the network provider?

Mr. KERNAN. As these new interactive television networks aredeployed, it is likely that there will be one or two standards very
much like there are a couple of general standards in the computer
business today. There is the Macintosh standard and the Windowstandard.

In interactive television there will probably he two. I don't know
what two they will be, but a couple will come to pass.

Those standards are likely to be open standards because programdevelopers are only going to want to build their programming for
a box that is in millions of homes, and so the market itself will ac-tually create an open standard, and it will likely be maybe twoopen standards.
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Mr. MA.RKEY. But the standards, you think, will be open regard-
less of whether or not there is Federal or State regulation requiring
that?

Mr. KERNAN. I think that the evolution of technology may run
ahead of Federal and State regulation and the sort of commercial
realities of the fact that program builders, very much like tele-
1,ision programmers today, are only going to want to build to the
most popular standard. It may even come down to one.

It is very much likely to be like the way the videotapehome
videotape industry went from many standards to two to one and
the way the computer industry has gone from many standards to
two. And, even among the two, one has more than 80 percent of
the market.

Mr. MARKEY. And what is the relationship that, as a result, is
constructed between the information service provider and the net-
work operator in terms of the control that the network operator
might have over the software provider?

Mr. KERNAN. I think network providers are going to have to
make their networks open to all software providers, particularly in
the education space where it is very important to our Nation that
the best education programming be available over the network, and
that may not necessarily be the education programming that is pro-
vided by the particular network operator.

Mr. MARKEY. OK, well, let's talk about that, then. Let's talk
about, you know, a mcither ar 1 a father who are interested in hav-
ing their kids get competing educational software or a competing
learning channel to that which the cable company or the telephone
company want to send into the home because they own that learn-
ing channel or that educational software.

What access will the family have to alternative educational soft-
ware if the telephone company or cable company have a proprietary
stake in their own and are rules or laws needed in order to ensure
that access for the families to the competing

For example, if you are not able to cut a deal with the local tele-
phone company, and they cut a deal with another company, and yet
you are considered to 1-e the leading educational software in the
country but you just weren't willing to sell out 51 percent of your
company to that local telephone company in order to get access,
what ability will the superintendent of schools in Boston have to
then ensure that the parerts, the children have access to your soft-
ware as well?

Mr. KERNAN. I think educators don't realize, superintendents
don't realize the market muscle that they actually possess. If in a
community there are competing network providers, the school dis-
trict is in a position to examine the various types of educational
programming that are available and either recommend or even
specify the types of programming that that school district wants to
use in the classroom and also that that school district, through
their teachers, suggests that kids use at home.

So it is the market muscle of the school district to say I want
this programming available in the school, and I also want it avail-
able to the kids at home. School administrators are only just begin-
ning to recognize the muscle that they have.
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Mr. MARKEY. You are saying since the primary market is the
school and the children at home who go to those schools, if the
school superintendent or if the school principal or teacher for an
entire department in a school called up the telephone company or
the cable company and said, look, I need this, understand, or else
I send different instructions to all these teachers and all these fam-
ilies in the school department about how we deal with your other
productsyou think that could be successful? You think that is a
real market power?

Mr. KERNAN. I don't think it is market power that might be exer-
cised in a punitive way. It is more that the school district says, I
want this type of programming in the classroom, and I want this
type of programming in the home, and I want you to carry it.

Mr. MARKEY. That is a very euphemistic way of saying punitive
very nicely, but that is essentially what it would be: I want it or
else.

Doctor, you are kind of shaking your head over there. You don't
think that kind of power exists?

Mr. RESCIGNO. I appreciate John's comments. I am not sure that,
as individuals, we have that kind of power unless we are able

Mr. MARKEY. Dr. Harrison-Jones does, though. The whole City of
Bostonif she wanted to ask NYNEX or Cablevision to provide a
certain type of programming and held a series of negotiations and
at the end of it, just frustrated, held a press conference, parents
standing behind her demanding those kind of concessions from the
bottleneck controller of all this information that would help her to
provide a better educational environment for her children, you
don't think that that would have a tremendous impact on a public-
relations-sensitive company?

Mr. RESCIGNO. It would, but it might not have an impact on
them making the deal with you. That is the basic issue is the kind
of deal they are going to get out of this and the kinds of rewards
they are going to get back from it.

Mr. MARKEY. I guess what I am askihg you is if then she asks
the mayor to bring them in and explain to them, you know, what
their.relationship with the community inight be on a longer term
basis if they weren't going to cooperate with the educational objec-
tives and then asked the governor, others to please help us on this
issue, this is central to giving skills to children to compete for jobs
in the information age, otherwise, our children are going to be left
behind, are you saying that a sophisticated superintendent, using
all of that leverage

Mr. RESCIGNO. No, it can be done. I am just saying as an individ-
ual. I mean, my school district is only about 8,000 students, OK?
We have attempted to do that. I am sure Boston or New York

Mr. MARKEY. With whom? With whom have you attempted to do
it with?

Mr. RESCIGNO. We are doing it currently with MCI. We are doing
it currently with Preview Publishing Company.

Mr. MARKEY Some of these companies aren't receptive?
Mr. RES.1CIGNO. They are very receptive.
Mr. MARKEY. That is the point.
Mr. RESCIGNO. I recognize the point. All I am suggest:mg is that

is a v.hole new ball of wax for school superintendents and that
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there are many school districts across the United States And if we
did combine together and did push that way, we probably could ef-
fect a change. That is all I am suggesting. But, as an individual,
it is very difficult.

One of the reasons why I am here is, obviously, because of the
successful business ventures we have launched with various com-
panies and how to do it. Certainly, I would say that Boston School
District has a heck of a lot more clout than the Hueneme School
District simply because of the size of the district.

Mr. MARKEY. Well, on the one hand, yes, but on the other hand,
no. I don't know what the demographic breakdown, the income
breakdown of your particular district may be. If you are small and
poor, perhaps you have got some problems in terms of your lever-
age. However, if you are a small but extremely wealthy community,
then you are in a very strong position because they want to sell
HBO. They want to sell long distance. You know, they don't want
you upset with them as the local regulatory authority, as the
mayor or the cable commission or whatever. They just don't want
you upset with them.

All you are asking for, really, is this collateral concession that
deals with the future of all the children in the community, and
they want to be good corporate citizens. If they understand that
they may be in a headline for a month in a row denying access to
the schoolchildren to something, that is rudimentary, you know.

As Miss Stout said, it doesn't cost that much, you know, to make
these kind of connections. I mean, playing hard ball with these peo-
ple who have within their control the ability to expedite the process
by which these educational tools get within the hands of children.

So what I am saying to you is if you had a national summit in
January of the 20 biggest school superintendents and 20 middle-
sized and 20 small all in one conference, you all came out with an
agendathis is what we are going to demand by the end of this
year, and we urge every one of you across the country to do the
same thingI can tell you that by the July 4 next year you would
have your declaration of educational independence, OK, signed in
each and every school district, as long as you all banded together.

Mr. ItEsc!ciNo. As long as we all agreed.
M r. MARKEY. But you would agree. Why wouldn't you agree?
Mr. RESCIGNO. am not sure. Have you ever been in a meeting

of eiticators and school superintendents?
Mt. MARKEY. As they sayI won't get into it. But what I am say-

ing is that you have an educational process that you have to go
through within the educational community, but you have already
reached critical mass in terms of the number of school superintend-
ents, the number of principals who now understand the issue.

If you just brought those people together, the ones that didn't
(..orne v.ould begin to be questioned locally as to whether or not they
got it, you know. You could begin by the end of next year to have
citizens groups inside communities questioning whether or not the
-up( rhitendent should keep his or her job if i,he is going to let
hos(' surrounding her or him to keep these surrounding commu-

nities so far behind.
That is what we really need. We need school superintendent jobs

to be threatened if they are going to hold on to the status quo. And
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we need these people who are going to wait to the end of the line
to be the ones to have people beginning to circulate petitions and
to organize in a way that says these people don't deserve to be
school superintendents in the 1990's and into the 21st Century.
They were great for a time. They are not willing to take on these
new fights. They are not willing to move on.

So .the sooner you call the conference to identify the people who
won't come is the sooner the other people's jobs start to get threat-
ened. And once whatever your national bulletin is says super-
intendent in Wichita fired for resisting these, OK, the message will
get sent very quickly. And it is within your own power, your own
organization to take this power that Mr. Kernan is talking about
and to threaten, in the same way the Congressmen get threatened
with movements that go nationally very quickly.

All of a sudden everyone is talking about the sam? issue. And
what I am saying to you is you can telescope the time frame that
this becomes one of the top five issues in America to 1 year. That
is all it would take as long as there were people in the larger, mid-
dle-sized and smaller communities, the leaders who all banded to-
gether, held their press conferences, called their conferences, de-
manded change, you know, came here en masse. You would change
the whole structure of the political debate here in Washington and,

s a result, across all of the States.
But, right now, you know, everyone has an expert in their own

department that knows something about it, but they still consider
themselves to be isolated within their own educational community.
So what you have to do, in my opinion, is to plug into what this
subcommittee wants to do and what Secretary Riley wants to do
and others want to do and take that movement, capitalize upon it
and then use that leverage with the telephone companies, with the
table companies, et cetera, and isolate the school administrators
who are hide bound and resistant to change and are going to deny
educational opportunities that are indispensable to getting joh,-; in
the 21st century to the schoolchildren.

Yes?
Ms. HARRISON-JONES. I don't know about in this area. I dwi't

know many students who are resistant to coming into the 2 lt,t cen-
tury or using whatever leverage they are capable of using. I think
the idea, however, of focusing and using many networks, nationai
networks, to perhaps more directly synchronize or put in sync our
local initiatives in with the national movement, is a, I think, a di-
rection that is certainly worthy of pursuing.

But my colleague over here to the right is not too different I don't
think from most of the superintendents. They are putting their.
necks on the line each day to attempt to certainly advocate Ihr
what the students need in the school systems and working with the
local establishments and whatever establishment might prove to he
responsive or indeed resistant.

So many of us are functioning not only as superintendents nf nor,
local districts hut providing leadership with some of the niajnr fla
tional organizations, ASA, ASCD, NAFSI and so on. So I have been
taking copious notes, and certainly we are going to remember that
we got encouragement from sources here as we pursue these sug-
gestions.
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Mr. MARKEY. Well, and I appreciate your blanket endorsement of
all school superintendents across the country, but that is not my
experience with them. And, as a matter of fact, I know too many
school superintendents personally that resist this agenda, in my
own little world, my own little life that I live in that great subur-
ban Boston area. And I know many school headmasters and I know
many school teachers and I know many others that look at this
computer revolution as though, you know, it is alien to, arriving in
their life.

Well, you know, of course, I don't know anything about comput-
ers, says the school superintendent. Of course, I don't know any-
thing about software says theyou know.

So what I am saying to you is that is all fine and dandy and you
can kind of use that as a justification for assigning one person on
their staff to kind of work on all these issues. But let's not kid our-
selves that the mayors or the school superintendents across the
country understand all these issues or care about them and make
them their top priority issue. They are inthey are basically tak-
ing emergencies as they come along on a weekly basis, and they
are working on those things.

What I am saying to you is that the long-term emergency never
does quite get the attention, never does quite get the headline. And
that is that these kids aren't going to have the skills in the year
2002 to get a job. You know, they won't know how to use it. They
won't know how to walk in and even apply for the jobs that we are
creating.

And in a post-NA_FTA, post-GATT world, where we are letting
the low-end jobs go in other to compete for the high-end jobs, if you
haven't given all of the kids high-end job skills, there won't be any
low-end jobs because part of all these treaties give them away.

So unless people focus upon this as an emergency condition today
to give the kids next year and the year after the skills they need
when they are 17, 18, 19, 20, there aren't going to be any jobs to
use that use your hands. We are giving them away. And that is all
part of this GATT, NAFTA signings that are going to be taking
place.

And my great concern is that we haven't fully advertised this to
the educators, that we are accelerating the demise of low-end jobs
for kids that don't have skills. And we are going to create this
Grand Canyon where kids are walking around without skills that
relate to the jobs that are being created, growing frustration, larger
numbers of them without any opportunity, declining Federal budg-
ets for the public works jobs or whatever that could give them
something to do. And unless they are qualified to get into the pri-
vate sector, we are going to have a mess on our hands. And I just
don't think that they relate it as much to this, OK?

We do 2 weeks on midnight basketball, $50 million for the whole
country, and the whole country has a debate about midnight bas-
ketball. You know, midnight basketball, $50 million, 2 weeks of the
United States Congress, and every person in America has a view
on it.

And this subject, you know, should be a national, you know, con-
ference almost every month with people saying how can we get it
all done by the end of next year or 2 years from now and how can
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we force every CEO of every major telecommunications company
into a room so you can confront them, you can be dealing with
them, on that basis.

Mr. KERNAN. Mr. Chairman, there is an interesting technique
that even a local school superintendent can use to exercise their
market clout. In many of these communities it is likely that there
will be competing wire line operators, the cable company and the
telephone company. They are really cut to provide video on demand
and home shopping and all kinds of other entertainment and infor-
mation-related services to the home.

But if the local school superintendent says I am going to choose
one of you to carry my education programming, the one who hap-
pens to be able to provide the most service, the best service to my
school districtthis is in any townthe best service to my school
district, I am going to give you the education programming and
therefore I am going to give you all the children in town, it is near-
ly certain that that wire line operator will also get their subscrib-
ers to take the entertainment programming for their children, the
telephohy, the home shopping.

So the local school superintendent, by just saying you take the
education, that wire line provider wins everything else. It is a re-
markable ability to deliver subscribers in bulk.

Mr. RESCIGNO. Can Ijust one remark.
Mr. MARKEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. RESCIGNO. I agree with you. I think that most of the super-

intendents across the United States are not dealing with tech-
nology. I agree with that. I know that is the case in California, OK?
But I also think that this is part of our evolution. These super-
intendents will grow old like I will and ultimately retire, and that
this evolution will continue to take place.

I aiso agree with what John is saying, because we are actually
doing that.

But I want to take that one step further for public schools. I
want to make some money out of that. If we are going to offer them
our intellectual property, I want some money coming back, outside
of what the taxpayers are doing.

And we do have some programs that will allow us to bring money
back into the school district which will go back into research and
development for the use of technology with students and also to
give bonuses to teachers that worked on that kind of technology.
To me, that is an aggressive way to pursue this thing. But I really
feel badly that you feel that badly about Lhe leadership that you
have been exposed to in the public schools, because there are some
great leaders. And I grant you there are some superintendents that
I wouldn't hire.

Mr. MARKEY. There was a conference in Boston on education and
computers about 3 months ago that I addressed. About 1,500, 2,000
of these people came into Boston from across the country, teachers,
headmasters. When I finished speaking, I was surrounded by
teachers all telling me how they were the only one and I am still
battling my headmaster, I am battling my superintendent, thank
you so much, you know.

And there you had one teacher in one school, and everyone else
is still battling her as she is trying to move the whole school, you
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know. There is another headmaster over here, and he is the only
one in his whole district, _nd there is another one over here.

And they are all gathered in one big conference. And at least it
has reached critical mass where there is 1,500 of them. That is
1,500 out of maybe 300,000 in the whole country saying, this is my
passion. We have got to change this system.

The kids aren't getting the skills they need for an information
age. If you are not digitally literate, if you don't know what it is,
if you can't crack this digital code, you are not going to have a job.

In my own district, the kids are going to be working at Fidelity.
They are going to be working at Lotus. They are going to be work-
ing at hundreds of other locations where you have got to have these
fundamental skills. They are not that difficult to get if you are
training them from an early enough age. But if you don't have
them, there is no jobs. Those are the jobs.

We are going to be doing the heavy lifting in Taiwan. We are
going to be doing the heavy lifting, you know, in Costa Rica, you
know. We are going to be servicing that out of our area. The kids
just won't have the plants. There won't be the jobs to go and get
the work.

So all I am saying to you is that I don't want to sound, you know,
critical, because there are clear people of leadership within this
movement across the country. They are here today. But, as you can
imagine, the only witnesses we get at our hearings are the good
people. They don't send in bad people.

What I am saying to you isyou know, we don't have a group
of people saying I don't understand it at all, I am not going to do
it. They don't come in.

You ask an association please send someone in to testify, of
course they are going to send in the most concerned people.

What I am saying to you is we have to find a way of galvanizing
the vast majority, unfortunately, of people out there who are still
unaware of the real employment limitations that are going to be
placed on all these children, unless they gain access to it both in
the school and at home.

You know, I was inin my hometown of Malden, which is kind
of a blue collar community, and if you talk to the middle school
kids, which I did about 4 months ago, you ask them to raise their
hand, how many of you have computers at home, and like 35 per-
cent of the kids raise their hands. How many of you would like to
have computers at home? Every kid in the class raises their hands.

Now, what an incredible advantage. They have a fewthey have
a limited number of computers in the school. They have to scrap
for the time in the course of' the day. All the kids want to use them.
But the kids, the 35 percent at home, what an advantage, you
know, in every single subject all day long, because they, through
their parents and not that expensively but expensive enough that
in a blue collar community it is harder for all the parents to affhrd

Well, t:.at is going to he the great gap that exists as the years
go by. It is just access I o it.

So when I am growing up in Malckn, I can take my books home
and if my father works for the I food Milk Company and the other
kid's father is a lawyor, I just -I had my hooks and stuff I can
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compete with that kid. I can be a Congressman. I can be a doctor,
a lawyer, an Indian chief. But I can put in the extra 2 or 3 hours
to catch up, you know.

What does the kid do now at home unless there is a plan to give
them the extra time, the extra, you know, capacity if they are in-
terested? And the school closes down at 3:30. Get out of here. You
know, we are locking the doors, says the janitor. Get out of this
place. I am going home myself. You know, you can't stay here.

How do weyou know, how do we move people to a point where
every kid in the class, because every parent, because the super-
intendent recommended it, has bought this 200 buck, you know,
computer? And it is at home. It is on line. It is plugging back into
the school, and the school is plugged into the Library of Congress.
And the software is there, and the school committee has moved
over 10 percent of the budget over to software that you send the
kids home with homework which is software that plugs back in.

They are solving their geometry problems together, six of them,
on line together, very inexpensively, a penny a minute, to solve the
problems, play on it at home.

How quickly do you move to that vision of what the school sys-
tem should look like to compete for the jobs that America is trying
to target?

Because that is the other side of the story. All these big business
guys are saying, you know, vote for GATT, you know, which is basi-
cally give up all your low-end jobs, vote for NAFTA, give up all
your low-end jobs. It is great for competitiveness. And it is. But it
is not necessarily good for young people in America who don't have
the skills now to compete for these jobs that we are going to be
competing for, we are going to be creating on the other end.

And unless there is a real clarion call that goes out that tele-
scopes the time frame, that kneecaps the obstructionist, that gets
them out of the way very soon, you are writing off 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
years of children.

You will get to it eventually, yes, OK. It could be a gradual proc-
ess. It is inexorable. It is inevitable. But you will write off 1 million
children the first year, then 2, then 3, then 4, then 5, then 6. They
will be out in the streets the rest of their lives without these skills.
You won't have the control of them once they hit 16, 17, 18, 19,
right?

So that is the dilemma that we have. And meanwhile, we are
going to pour 1 million, 2 million, 5 million more guns a year into
the very same street corners, right? And they will have access to
those technologies when they are 10 and II and 12 and 13. That
is the competing technology that they are going to have access to
at those very ages.

So what is the mother to do, you know? What are you giving
them? What is the competition? What does the mother have at
home to say, no, do this, plugs in, simple computer, 200 bucks, into
the scbool, school ha:, the soft are. This is very interesting stuff,
too, not dull, whatever. It is i-,tuff Mr. liernan or others have put
together that is really fun. It is roi_ant to he educational and inter-
esting and will help you get a job.

Otherwise, every one of them sees this gun, this handgun, you
1,o,iw, and they arc cheap, you know. They are 50 bucks, GO buck,.
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What is that'? You can work at McDonald's for 3 days and earn 60
bucks. Now you are empowered with the technology. It makes you
a somebody.

What is the other technology, you know, that the mother is using
with the teacher to compete for this kid's brain, you know, at that
early age? Otherwise, you got this Grand Canyon and no jobs for
them, either, OK. They will be 15, 16; guess what? That plant
closed down and that plant closed down, and no one's lifting any-
thing and, you know, no one's carrying anything, and it is all gone.

And there is another headline sayingyou know, here are the
headlines in the newspapers. You know, this company lays off
5,000 lifting things, 200 companies hire 300 people apiece to be
doing software programming, and guess what, the unemployment
rate dropped. But there is more kids without jobs who come fromthis, you know, this particular area because they don't have the
skills to compete.

And so you canyou know, you can try to delay it by a year or
2, that the plant closes down that lifts, you know, that people lift
things, but it is less expensive to do it in Mexico or Costa Rica. It
is going to go. And it is inevitable.

And if you haven't anticipated it that community now has a dis-
aster on its hands because the community has lost all those plants.The kids don't have the skills. They are going to be walking the
streets for the rest of their lives. They have had access to handguns
since they were 10 or 12. The only thing they know how to do now
is the angle as to how you are going to make a living, and the com-
munity is shocked.

Because now we are going to have headlines in the 6 o'clock news
or the 11 o'clock news, that is when they start covering these kids,
when they are on 16 and they are on the 6 o'clock news.

But you need the crisis meeting today, right? Not in 3, 4, 5 or
6, years. Because it is inevitable. We are accelerating the process.
These huge headlines on GATT today are the most relevant head-
lines to the school superintendents. This is their big threat, more
than anything else. GATT and NAFTA are your big threat.

And it is going to be devastating to the low-end kids, the bottom
one-third, who are just going to be left behind in this economy be-
cause they don't have the skills.

Because we are going to have an increase in jobs. We are going
to export all the stuff that Mr. Kernan and others are going to bemaking, but the question is are we going to have the low-end peo-
ple with the skills to be able to get the jobs at his company andthousands of others that we are going to be creating across the
country?

And I am just afraid that, you know, that the conference that I
went to where teachers are thanking me, because they are the only
one in their school system, you know, they are the software advo-
cate, you know, in the whole town, it is a lonely crusade for them.

And we just need some way where we replace kind of a national
crises about, you know, the need to have metal detectors getting
into schools, you know what I mean, to have another competing
technology arriving simultaneously and twice, ten times as much
money being spent on it immediately, you know. Because that is
the only way you are going to have a counterbalance really quickly.
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But when the Malden school superintendent wants me to help
him get money for metal detectors, you know, then something is se-
riously awry with the system.

I go off on these things, but it isto tell you the Tuth, it is a
great frustration to me that you could have a 2-week debate in Au-
gust of 1994 on $50 million for midnight basketball, and you can
have a telecommunications bill collapse that was going to require
every school and every classroom in America, for millions of chil-
dren to be plugged in and to have the Library of Congress and ev-
erything, and no one is even talking about it, you know.

Because that is what the kids really need. That is what millions
of kids really need. Not just $50 million for midnight basketball,
to just come and go, but for something that is long term.

Ms. HARRISON-JONES. You are reading that speech.
Mr. MARKEY. Yes. No, I believe it.
Ms. HARRISON-JONES. I am simply saying we are all here looking

like we are bobbing for apples or something, because I don't think
any of usI think we all are just as frustrated as you and wonder
about national priorities.

Mr. MARKEY. I am venting my real diatribe. I am going to be
venting, you know. And I justI just can't believe thatwhat a
country, you know. So it is just

And don't expect the big business guys to come in and say, oh,
it is a mandate for technologies in schools. They want barriers
taken down so they can export products to other countries.

But my concern is that the jobs be here in America, that we are
the ones exporting these products. Where are the workers to create
these products that we are going to export once we put down the
barriers and what is going to be the racial and economic composi-
tion of those? That is what is lacking in this whole discussion. And
it is kind of sad.

OK. Mr. Kernan, in your testimony I found it interesting that,
as you explained Lightspan's efforts to increase access to edu-
cational tools, you mentioned that children stand to benefit from
enhanced telecommunications technologies because on-line tech-
nologies allow and indeed encourage access to educational mate-
rials from the home.

You also make mention of the ongoing battle parents are forced
to wage ag; 'nst a Nintendo or video game factor. In developing
educational software for children, do you find that a majority of
your efforts go towards tyingor trying to find creative and inter-
esting software capable of capturing kids' attention?

Mr. KERNAN. Historically, education software has been character-
ized by a sort of 95 percent education, 5 percent entertainment, in-
terest potential. If you really want to compete with Nintendo and
with entertainment television, you have got to beat them at their
own game. And so the secret is to haveto start out with real cur-
riculum objectives, but then you have got to go get the people from
Hollywood and the people that make the video games and have
them add their potential.
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There is a greatthere is a great .question that I ask. Name all
the famous people in the movies. You can nameyou can go on
naming characters for days, Humphrey Bogart, et cetera. All right.
Now name all the famous characters in education software. It is
real hard to get past one.

Mr. MARKEY. He is sitting at the table.
MS. HARRISON-JONES. Big Bird.
Mr. KERNAN. Big Bird, OK. Give me number two. Barney. They

are really entertainment characters.
So what you have to do is use the entertainment techniques, the

video game techniques, the same folks that built Sonic the Hedge-
hog kind of got to build Sonic the Math Hog. That is how we use
the entertainment techniques, combined with real curriculum ob-
jectives, to beat Sonic at his own game.

Mr. MARKEY. Well, our objective, to tell you the truth, was to
have Secretary Riley sitting next to George Lucas here, and for a
number of reisons it just didn't quite come together.

We will do that in January, though. We are going to do this as
a way of bringing educators and geniuses from Hollywood here to
testify simultaneously, with the hope that then the second panel of
superintendents and educational gurus will then havethe audi-
ence has been drawn to them.

My goodness, George Lucas, my goodness, Steven Spielberg, you
know, whoever takes an interest in these kind of issues and inspire
entrepreneurs as well to say, my God, those geniuses are moving
in. Maybe I should be thinking about it more myself. Because it is
all there, and they can become billionaires doing it.

What a market if every school superintendent decided to allocate
more money, you know, across the whole country. People could get
very rich, very quickly.

But we have funding problems as well in terms of how these
major capital expenses will be made by the school districts. How
much funding, for example, do you think, Doctor, would be needed
for a school system like Boston in order for it to become capable
of providing these kind of services?

MS. HARRISON-JONES. We are in the process right now of trying
to establish a bottom-line figure in that regard. Looking again, as
I said before you came into the room, not at pieces of the issue as
I found it had been addressed in the past, looking at the 117 sites,
looking at possibly the capabilities in terms of facilities capabilities
there, but also looking to outreach, using other methods such as
the home, et cetera.

And I found, as I am sure many superintendents found, that
there really was no policy guiding what the system felt or what its
vision was for technology. And, invariably, it was sort of like an ad-
ditive as opposed to an integral part of the curriculum.

As you well know, we are in the process of curriculum renewal,
building in technology as simply as basic to that as we do other
forms of instructional materials. So when you look at building ca-
pabilities, training of staff as well as purchase of hardware, soft-
ware, et cetera, we ,;ee it as multimillions over a period of time.
Not withrecognizing that there is no way you could bring the en-
tire system up to a point initially but that there should be some
plan that does bring you to a point of adequacy, even if it is mini-
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mal, within a 5-year period. So withoutand also, in doing that,
looking at potential resources from not or ly general funds but from
external forms of support.

As you know, in the Boston area, we have established quite a
network of support from the business community, just negotiated
the third Boston compact, where there is now a commitment, we
have got the commitment from the business community as well as
a commitment from the teachers' organization.

We just negotiated the 3-year contract where our teachersthere
has never been any reluctance on the part of teachers with regard
to embracing it, except for persons who felt that they weren't com-
fortable.

So that is why we are saying the training. You are no* going to
turn on a computer if you never had any experience o: exposure
to it. You can buy it. It will sit there and gather dust. So we see
the training piece, the community appreciation. And you know our
community will have to develop an appreciation because there are
people who still see technology as simply play. It is regarded as
something that children play with, and they are games that you
play as opposed to this being a valid instructional utilitarian tool,
if you will.

It is not a panacea. It will not replace teachers. I think we are
past that. I don't think any of our teachers are worried any more
that technology will replace them. But it will certainly assist them.

So a long way of answering your question is that I don't have a
definitive dollar amount now, but we do know that it will require
something other than the traditional forms of funding in order to
see it happen.

Mr. MARKEY. Dr. Malcom, do you have any ideas about how we
solve this funding question for cities?

Ms. MALCOM. As a matter of fact, this issue came up in my own
home county. It is not very far from here. And they solved it in a
quite interesting way. And that is that the parents basically re-
jected the notion of the budget marl"( that they were given, went
en masse to the school board meetings, then went en masse to the
county council meetings, and we got additional moneys up and
above the mark in order to capitalize over time to deal with the
technology equity issue.

See, I am one of these people who believes that we have to create
a demand for change. And I think that we have got to get our com-
munities concerned enough and mad enough that some of the prior-
ity setting that goes on, absent any attention to what is happening
to the real needs of the schools, can turn around.

That means that we have to not only talk to parents about the
technology, but we have to show them the technology and let them
handle the technology and see what it is capable of doing for their
children. Maybe setting up some units in the mall so as the people
come through they can have a chance to play with it and work with
it. And then basically a campaign that says why aren't thewhy
kn't this technology in our schools?

So that people can come to understand what they are dealing
with here. They are dealing with choices that are being made about
how funds are being expended.
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We talk about the big companies and about the revenue opportu-
nities. The companies don't have a problem laying cable. They don't
have a problem putting in the fiber-optics. Because they see that
has an investment.

Well, I would like to think that if we do this for our children,
that that is an investment, too. It is an investment in the human
capital of the country, that we have to realize that we mayit may
be necessary to delay gratification or to delay the immediate reve-
nues in Order to socialize the next generation to the use of this
technology and to give them the tools and the interest that it will
take for them to then start really making money down the line be-
cause they have people who know how to do things. Plus they have
basically been socialized to the fact that this technology is a power-
ful tool that is available to them, and then they will start to incor-
porate it into the normal flow of their lives.

So my initial response is that we have got to get much more pub-
lic pressure on these issues so that there can be a demand for dif-
ferent priority setting, number one.

But that isn't all of it, you know. In the meantime, there is the
reality that next year's budget, hey, I mean that is not even up for
grabs any more.

So we have got to look for multiple kinds of solutions that can
play out. And that would include things such as encouraging the
donation of equipment, and then with a smart distribution system
we can fix it up and then distribute it in ways that aren't hap-
hazard. That is thinking about the nature of what the school wants
to do with it and bringing in sets of things.

I think that it isthat it is going to be important if we can get
the technology into some public use places, not only for making it
available to the parents so they can see what is possible with this,
but also to look at kind of the immediate dealing with the more im-
mediate term solutions. We have got to treat this like any other
capital expense and realize that we just can't keep forcing it out
of operating budgets.

Mr. MARKEY. What do you think, Ms. Stout? What should we do
to get the funding that is going to be necessary?

Ms. STOUT. What we didlooking back at what we looked at in
Texas, we saw there was a real need. And then once that need was
created then we could move forward to find those dollars to help,
you know, with our needs.

But looking back at what Dr. Malcom said, there has to be this
demand come from the parents. And it is not just the superintend-
ents that can create this. It is the entire district.

Our superintendents nationally are only in a district for 3 years.
But we need a national campaign where people understand the full
benefits and what is going on here, that we are disenfranchising
these children.

The other thing, we have to look at the structure of the school.
You know, you realize, what is the reward system? The super-
intendents are there because those students pass certain tests. And
we really don't start teaching in our State until October, after the
TAAS tests are through. And so it is a real complex situation that
we are looking at.
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I really feel that there will be mon., that can be redirected. re-
used We have to reallocate and rethink how we are using the tech-
nology. But it can be created

Mr MARKEY Dr Harrison, what is the reaction of children to
these technologies9

Ms. HARRISON-JONES. Oh, just overwhelmingly responsive. Try
as you may, I don't know anything right now that is comparable
to the response that children give to a combination of an excellent
teacher with technology. The combination has to be there, because
they will get bored of one thing. But with it used properly, motiva-
tion really is never the problem.

It is sort of self-directing, too. That is why they can be used at
home. They will do that homework at home via that mechanism
when they won't use it with pencil and paper and a textbook.

Mr. MARKEY. I was at a Rotary Club meeting about a month ago,
and I was speaking about this to the Rotarians and how important
it is to get into every school. And one of the businessmen stood up
and said, but what about the poorer kids and the slower kids? I
mean, we would still needs jobs for them where they will be lifting
things. They won't be able do this, will they? And what do you say
to them?

MS. HARRISON-JONES. The poorer children need it more than
anyone else. Before you came in, I also mentioned some examples
of how we are using it in Boston and how, unfortunately riot con-
sistently, of where a visually handicapped young man, how special
needs students, where teachers are facing such a wide range, in-
structional range, in a single classroom, technology can help them
meet those differing ability levels, these different learning styles,
the need for bilingual education. Through technology you could cut
down tremendously on the cost of manual labor, really, with some
additional technology.

Just to touch up here, we really do need a national--locally, we
need the support of State and national agreement, if you will, that
this is a priority. We can do it, but it is a lot easier and you do
it faster when youwhen the Nation is speaking of one accord.

And that is what I think weI know I came to say today. Let's
not any longer say technology is good for Malden or Newton or Bos-
ton or for Austin. It is good for education. It is an integral part of
education. It is a tool just as we use other things. Make it a nor-
mal, natural thing.

And it really bothers me that we have to spend so much of our
energies demanding it, petitioning and trying to coerce people into
adequately responding to the needs of children and their education.
That is not the way superintendents and teachers and principals
should be using their time. We should be spending it trying to fig-
ure out how best to provide educational services and not trying to
convince everybody in the world that what is normal and natural
and has to be, has to be. I know we have to do it until things
change, but it is such a waste of human energy to have this hap-
pen.

Mr. MARKEY. You should just thank God you don't have to deal
with the United States Senate, okay? No matter what you think
about any other institution you have to deal with, they have just
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mdibcrimmately killed every important bill that we for the last 2
y ears have been trying to work on

you know, each 2-year period is central It is critical You lose
a generation of kids every 2 or 3 years that you haven't got a pro-
gram in place. And it is just so frustrating that, you know, mid-
night basketball can replace, as a discussion, you know.

We deal with the symptoms, you know. When are we going to
deal with all the kids that are now out there at midnight? What
about the 5-, the 6-, the 9-year-old that, if you got to them earlier,
you can avoid having to have these ridiculous situations about 11-
year-olds killing others and midnight basketball. But that seems to
capture the media's imagination and unfortunately

MS. HARRISON-JONES. Congressman, I think you feel like many
superintendents feel at a school board meeting when we propose a
budget that has in it technology, computers or whatever, distance
learning, and it gets shot down for a metal detector. So we under-
stand the frustration.

Mr. MARKEY. If what I feel like is what a school superintendent
feels like, I don't want to be a school superintendent. Because I am
now 6 days into it, and if this is a permanent condition, which I
am afraid it is, okay, in dealing with the Senate, thenit is just
it is very frustrating. These are tremendous opportunities that we
should be enacting on a bipartisan, nonideological basis. But some-
times we wind up thinking that the Republicans are the opponents,
but the Senate is the enemy. You know what I am saying? And
how do we get around this crazy system of filibusters, of narrow,
you know, points of objection that kill broad policies that could
really help advance policy discussions?

There is only 10 minutes left to go, so I will have to leave in 5
minutes. What I would like to do is ask each one of you if you could
give me a 1-minute summation of what it is that you want us to
remember as we are moving on through all of these issues.

We will begin with you, Ms. Stout, if we could. Just a 1-minute
summation. How should we be viewing these issues?

MS. STOUT. I think, you know, if we caa take it back to the Con-
gress and the legislation to come back with this demand for our
children to move ahead and create the infrastructure nationally
that can develop this. This is not an easy situation, because you
have to look at the schools. They are not easy as well.

And we have many constituents to deal with within our districts
or within our local States. So we have got, to have that demand.
We have got to work hand in hand with the private sector as we
duvelop these things because we want to be sure we want to see
those tools enter our classrooms.

Mr. MARKEY. Thank you. Dr. Malcom.
MS. MALCOM. I guess the take-home message that I want to

leave is that we need to start with those kids who have the great-
est needs. All of the problems of getting technology into education,
they are there for everyone, and we dn need a reasonable and na-
tional solution. But the kids who are at the bottom right now need
this a lot sooner than everyone else. And I think that we have to
il* we have got to do triage, then we have to look at that as really
the best place to invest first.
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Mr. MARKEY. Thank you. Dr. Rescigno.
Mr. RESCIGNO. I think if I leave you with one message, is that

the difference that this country has when you compare it with
other countries, is the fact that we deal with confidence, and we
deal with optimism. And I think as a public official, I think that
is one of the issues that we consistently work with every day of our
lives.

And I think if Congress can do anything, I think Congressthe
most important thing that Congress can do is lead a national de-
bate on this, with Congressman Markey driving that issue, the
whole issue of telecommunication and educating our young chil-
dren.

But I don't think we should ever lose sight of the fact that this
country was built upon the strength of our public schools and will
continue to be built upon that strength. And I think telecommuni-
cations will play a role and I think all of us here will play an active
role in that. And we support your efforts in terms of what you are
trying to do.

Mr. MARKEY. Thank you, Doctor. Mr. Kernan.
Mr. KERNAN. Two suggestions. First of all, bring H.R. 3636 back

again in the next term. It created a very fair situation where net-
work providers and other telecommunications providers were able
to compete, and the education enterprise turned out to be a very
desirable partner for any of those competitors.

And my second suggestion is that senior education administra-
tors should study these issues and understand the remarkable com-
petitive clout they have.

Mr. MARKEY. Thank you. And Dr. Harrison-Jones.
Ms. HARRISON-JONES. Well, mine would echo much of what has

been said, and my purpose for being here is certainly to articulate
from this particular superinteneent's point of view. And I think
expressed the opinion of many of my colleagues that we do have
a vision for educatiGn that does include technology. We see, how-
ever, our capabilities as linked to your support, your ability to be
of help in terms of meeting this tremendous capital need.

I would agree with Mr. Kernan. I would likewould hope that
we could somehow resurrect this legislation and would like to know
just to what extent educators throughout the country can be help-
ful in regard to doing that. And perhaps I can talk to you one on
one in regard to how we best do that.

Because, ultimately, we cannot allow this to end at this point.
The need has never been greater than now, and we are willing to
assume a leadership and will continue to put our necks out on the
line in order to make this vital resource available to our students.

Mr. MARKEY. OK. Thank you very much.
Ensuring learning links into every classroom and onto every desk

is absolutely essential for the children of America in a post-
NAFTA, post-GATT global economy world which is about to unfold.
And it is absolutely essential as a Nation that we give opportuni-
ties to every child to gain those skills which HERE they are going
to need and we give the parents the tools they are going to need,
and the teachers, to provide those skills to children.

I want to encourage each of you to continue your good works.
This Subcommittee on Telecommunications is going to continue to
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work very hard to press this message on the Congress, because
they need education as well, unfortunately, as does the American
public, with regard to how central this is to ensuring that both the
social and economic progress that our society is going to make in
the next generation is inextricably entwined to the access children
have to these technologies so they can feel empowered in this mod-
ern economy.

Or else we risk reaping the whirlwind of a disenchanted and
disenfranchised segment of our population that will pay 20-fold
greater prices in terms of the catastrophes of the cities and towns
of our country.

We thank you all very much.
[Whereupon, at 12:26 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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